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Ahwas bin Hakim reported from his father that a man 
asked the Messenger of Allah about evils. He replied: 
Don't ask me regarding evils but ask me regarding 

good. (saying it thrice). Then he said ; Beware ! 

Surely the worst of evils is the evil of the learned 

and surely the best of good is the good of the 

learned. 

Ziyad bin Huzair reported: Umar asked me : Do 
you know what will destroy Islam 7 •No: replied I. 

He said ; The error of a learned man and the dispute 

of a hypocrite about the Book* and the orders of 

misguided leaders. 

(Mishkat ui-Masabih) 

* The Holy Quran. 
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~.]lEF AGE ' .· . 

· I was born forty six years ago into a pleasant 
and prosperous suburb near New York .City. My 
ancestry was Geriilan and my family through living 
there four generations had become entirely assimila
ted t<> American life. My great-grand parents had 
migrated from Germany between 1848-ISGl seeking 
brighter economic opportunities. Although of 
Jewish origin, neither my mother nor my father 
wer:e observant, their J ewishness being purely 
nominaL Thus I was raised like my elder sister in 
a typical American ,environment an:d received an 
ordinary secular education at the local public 
schools. 

·My curiousity, interest and later my obsession 
with Islam can be traced back as far as when I wa<J 
a child. of ten who was· fascinated with the historical 
relationship between the Jews and the Arabs. At 
first I was interested in the Arabs.only so far as 
they had any impact upon the Jews and Judaism hut 
it was not long before I discovered that the original 
Semitic heritage of the Jews since the days of ancient 
Greece had been much diluted and adulterated with 
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the civiliz~tion of Europe while until the rise of 
European ImperiaJism in the 18th-19th centurie 
~he Arabs had preserved their Semitic heritag~ 
mtact. I then reached the conclusion that the 
Arabs must be the only real Semites while the Jews 
were Sem"t · r 1 

I es m Itt e more than name. After World 
yt ar II wh~n al~ost all of Christendom renounced 
Its tw? ~Illema of anti-Semitism and rallied most 
enthUSJaStically behind the C'aUse of z· • .I 
could 1 . Iomsm, 

no onger Identify myself emotionally with 
the Jews and began to think of myself as if I were 
an Arab ! I then began a ten-year coursE~~ of self
study _of whatever books I could find on the subject 
~o ~rove that the anti-Arab propaganda was not 
Justified. In the public libraries of the schoo!s I 
attended, there was no Jack of material and 
throughout my adolescence in New York, I gleaned 
whatever books I could find on the Arabs and Islam 
fr~m the numerous works all written from the view
P?m~ of the Christian missionary, orientalism or 
Zwmsm. Paradoxi II th · ca Y~ e more anti-Islamic pro-
paganda I read, the more fervently I felt compelled 
to p.r~ve both to myself and to others that it was 
maliciOus and distorted. As I neared adulthood I 
became convinced that it was not the Arabs that 
had made Islam great but the reverse. Had the 
~r~bs. not embraced Islam, they would today be as 
IDsigm.ficant as the Zulu tribes in South Af . • 
A b" 1 rica , 

.ra Ic wou d be only another obscure primitive 
dialect, probably by now, long extinct. I was finally 
attracted to Islam because it alone_ among all the 
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religions of the world, ofFers the moat satisfying 
and convincing answers t.o all the great questions 
of life while the exant teachings of other faiths are 
restricted and fragmentary~ Islam alone is all
embracing, giving total and comprehensive guidance 
on all vital aspects of individual and collectivo 
existence which being divinely revealed and self
sufficient, insists upon absolute moral values and 
most vehemently rejects the eclecticism, innova
tions and moral relativity I so much abhorred OH 

responsible for the evil I saw all around me. 

The more I studied Islam, the more I grew con
vinced that the implicit acceptance of this faith 
was the only road not only to righteousness and 
spiritual perfection but also the most potent 
medicine for mental health. Its demand that every
thing must be judged according to a single standard 
of absolute values, transcending the limitations of 
time or place, makes the individual an integrated 
personality. Islam demands that the individ~al 
devote his concentrated attention towards fulfilhng 
his duties of wo.rshipping AJlah and his serving his 
feJlow beings and abandon as useless all vain pursuits 
which distract him from that end. The purpose of 
life is please to Allah through implicit obedience to 
His Divine law in the Holy Quran and the Sunnah 
of the Holy Prophet and attain eternal salvatio~ in 
the Hereafter. According to Islamic teachingR, lifo 
is not a pleasure-trip but an examination. Every 
minute of our lives we are being tested by God for 
our faith or Jack of faith and the suffering and 



misfortune we .eDd;ure <>,n thi,s e.arthJs pe~ the deci.sive 
c~lamityJ but qnly p'rt of the .t~ating .. AH~h did not 
put us her~ to.~~ happy· al'}d. enjoy ourselves :b~t 
that we mn;v s d f ·1 · H" · · ,. · . """ . u_ccee or · ~u . m, :, JS. examination, 
.the :final .results . of whip,h, will not be, known u~til 
the Hereafter. · · 

Islam 'encourages self-·protection. Because the 
individual Muslim personifies Islam itself, ·Islam 
could no~ e~ist on .earth without him. That is why 
the M~shm Is forbidden to wilfully injure himself or 
commit any self-destructive act. He is not aJlowed 
to eat dirty foods Jike swine-flesh as these will 
~mpair ~is physical, mental and moral health. He 
IS for~Idd~n to drink poisonous beverages or con
sume Intoxicants such as narcotics or alcohol which 
?estroy . the body and mind. He is not allowed to 
mdulge m excess of any kind because these all result 
in self-destruction. Above all, he is forbidden t 
commit suicide under any circumstances. As Jif~ 
and death can occur only by Divine decree Islam 
regards suicide as one of the most unpardon~ble sins 
because the taking of one's life demonstrates a com
plete absence of faith in Allah and the Hereafter 
Hence suicide among genuine believers is virtuall; 
unknown. The true believer places his total reliance 
upon Allah and performs his duties to obey the 
Holy Quran and the 8unnak of the Holy Prophet. 
He never suffers any sense of failure even if his 
e~orts do not appear to bear fruit during his life
time. The genuine believer in Islam is not jealous 
of other men because of their happiness, health or 
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worldly success because he' cannot know what 
will be their fate·· after death. The true Muslim 
is th~ most courageous of all men because he fears 
only Allah ·and is certain that Allah is always 
ne'i;l.r to protect him and since he knows that his fate 
has -a:fre'&dy been predetermined, nobody can cause 
his injUry ·or death pefore its allotted time. Belief 
in this doctrine of predestination gives the faithful 
~our&ge and strength ofmind. Whatever happens, 
the genuine Muslim takes positive and constructive 
action. If it is a good thing, he will exploit its 
advantages. It is a calamity, he should think only 
of its positivo side because there is a lesson in every 
experience. When a Muslim is afflicted with some 
inevitable tragedy, he· accepts it with serene resig
nation. Unbelievers deceive themselves by attempt
ing to flee from the inevitable. When they find them
selves overwhelmed by ad varsity, they drown them
selves in alcohol, narcotics or commit suicide. By 
attempting to flee from the inevitable, one only des
troys his own mind and soul. Pessimism is for
bidden in Islam ·because it kills hope and . striving. 
To hope for death to finish earthly suft~ring is 
unlawful because by living longer, the Mushm may 
yet win salvation through an increase_ in his good 
works and thus expiate his sins whlle death ends 
these opportunities forever. Thus the Muslim pos
sesses everything he needs to make him·' happy. 
"Islam" literally means "peace"-peace with Allah, 
peace with one's self, peace with one's fellow beings 
and eternal peace in the Life Hereafter. 
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Islam does not only result in the harmonious 
~ntegration of the individual personality but the 
Integration of his society as well. A specific envi
ronment with its own values in indispensable. As a. 
realistic practical way of life, Islam assumes that 
the people who live according to ita path wiJI be 
living in an lslamically-governed society. Without 
an Islamic environment, the life of the individual 
becomes impossible or at least, extremely difficult. 
Therefore whoever wishes to be Muslim must under
stand that he cannot devote himself to the practice 
of Islam except in a l\Iuslim environment. The 
Muslim knows that his faith cannot hope to thrive 
under the domination of an alien, conflicting culture. 
This is why an Islamic government and an Islamic 
state are essential if Islamic injunctions are to be 
properly and fully enforced. The Muslim cannot 
possibly accept the Christian dictim ; "Give unto 
Ceasar the things which are Ceasars's and unto God 
the things which are God's." Islam does not tolerate 
sec~l~rism. Everything belongs to Almighty Allah. 
Poht1cs must be subordinated to moral ends rather 
than dictated by mere expediency. Islam believes 
above all in the rule of law under which ruler and 
ruled alike are equally subjected. In the. Islamic 
state, the sacred Shariah is the sovereign. This pre-
vents tyranny, lawlessness and social anarchy. · 

.The result of Islamic teachings is to strengthen 
and cement all the human ties without which society 
coll~pses. Th~ foundation of human society is th.e 
family. Islamic teachings place great stress on the 
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necessity for marriage, condemns celibacy and 
monasticism and makes every form of sexual rela
tionship outside of marriage a serious crime deserv
ing of the harshest legal penalties. In order to 
discourage all temptations for illicit sex, Islam 
demands modesty and decency in dress, sobriety 
and dignity in behaviour and bans the free social 
intermingling of the ee:x:es. All forms of obscenity, 
vulgarity and frivolity in the amusemen~s are for
bidden and the young esteem the old with respect. 
Older people are urged to treat children with love 
and affection. Husbands are taught to be kind and 
considerate to their wives and wives, loyal and 
obedient to their husbands ; Children are taught t.J 
obey their parents in all except that which is sinful 
and even if pa,.rents be unbelievers, children are 
still obliged to treat them with cordiality and 
respect. Islam cements not only kinship ties but 
provides for mutual help and compassion with 
neighbours and all brethren in faith. 1\Iuslims retain: • 
with non-1\Iuslims the common ties of humanity and.· 
the Shar'iah grants to all non-1.\'Iuslims living under 
Islamic rule, their rights to the protection of their 
lives, property, their own religious Ia ws and the 
right to perpetuate their religion and culture by 
living in their own autonomous communities and 
educating their children in their own schools. Even 
those non-Muslims who commit overt hostile acts 
against Muslims are entitled during Jihad to be 
treated with justice and fairnes~. Islam div-ides 
men only on the basis of their belief. Islam 
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recognizes no distinction f0r treatment ()fmell~~
cause of social status, claSS', race~ oultur-.1 or national 
origin. Nationalism and Islam are irreoonci1able. 
Thqs Muslim .societies are to this day· free from·-the 
greatest curae of the Westi-r&eial·diacrim:lrlatlon. 

·· Despite the decay· of Muslim Civiltzation and 
the ·corruption of so many Maslhni swayed by aU~il 
ideologies, Islam is still an active ~d:·tital force in 
the world today, the only formidabt~ pij.t&iitiaJrival 
to the atheism and materialism or ·lton~m,l)Qr&ry 
culture, boldly challenging all it stands for•. Fur
thermore, the bulk of the simple,· common people 
and even a considerable number· of •he modern 
educated youth still retain their love aM ·zeal for 
their faith and want it to prevail aa ~her decisive 
factor in their individual and collective life. Thus 
if the non Muslim finds the forces favouring Islam 
weak at present, he should understand that this is 
not due to any intrinsic deficiency or inadequacy in 
its teachings but only to the lack of effective 
organization and leadership. 

The learned orientalists a~d shrewd politici~s 
of the West are thoroughly aware of these facts. 
Hence, the special departments in universities and 
seminaries scattered throughout Europe and 
America dedicated to understand Islam only to 
enable its enemies to destroy it. These "Islamic 
Institutes" and ''Islamic Research Centres" are now 

• The vuliu.ut resistance of the Mujahideen of Afghanistan against 
tho tyranny of tioviot Russian militat·y occupation is proof of this. 
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busy establishing their satellites in one Muslim 
country after another, the purpose of which is to 
subvert the Islamic cause from within aud frustrate 
any attempts for a genuine Islamic renaissance. 

· After I embraced Islam I was dismayed to find 
certain scholars and political leaders within the 
Muslim community openly collaborating with the~ 
Christian and Jewish orientalists in repudiating the 
injunctions of Holy Quran and Hadith as obsolete 
and no longer relevant to the modern age. I knew 
that our so-called "progressives" must be traitors 
because their views as expressed in their public 
utterances and writings did not at ali. differ from 
the non-Muslim "specialists" on Islamic affairs and 
also because the former never fails to receive the 
most enthusiastic support from the latter. So dis
mayed was I by the anti-Islamic propaganda that 
had been fed to me since childhood that as soon as 
I embraced Islam, I was determined to compile a 
book exposing the full ugliness of this malicious 
prejudice for what it is. Hence this book, the fruit 
of many years of study in New York and Lahore, as 
the end result. 

Muharram 10, 1401 
(November 19, 1980) 

MARYAM JAMEELAH 
(Formerly Margaret Marcus) 



INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this· collection of review essays 
is to provide the student with a full understanding 
of the ideological weapons of the orientalists 
which are being deliberately used to mislead the 
Muslim intelligentsia into cynicism, heresy and 
apostasy. This work is essential to help rescue tho 
modern educated Muslims from the fallacy of ac· 
cepting these unscrupulous scholars as the supreme 
authorities on Islam. Lastly, it is intended to 
show the Muslim reader how the West sees us. 

Prior to the middle of the 19th oentlll'y, the 
bulk of Western literature attacked Islam on the 
purely theological basis of Christian dogma. 
However, as the Christian missionary enterprise 
became increasingly identified with the aims of 
British and French imperialism, the emphasis 
gradually shifted from the religious to the secular. 
For a long time, the former was completely mixed 
up and confused with the latter. At the turn of the 
20th century, the favourite technique of the mission
ary ·was to claim that Christianity was responsible 
for all the achievements acredited to the Western 
way of life. Thus Christianity and Western civiliza
tion are inseparable and indistinguishable. The 
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theological values of Christianity became more and 
more subordinate to this theme. 

Since the end of World \Var II, the Christian 
pretence has been almost entirely discarded in 
favour of pure, unadulterated materialism. Islam 
is no longer condemned because ·of its rejection 
of the Trinity, the Divinity of Christ or the dogma 
of Original Sin. It is no longer a question as to 
which are the true attributes of God, which scrip
ture the most authentic Divine revelation or 
the validity of Muhammad's (peace and blessing of 
Allah be upon him) prophethood. Rather, the entire 
concept of the Prophethood, revelation, the Here
after and indeed, all belief in a God \Vho actively 
intervenes in human affairs is rejected on principle. 
The literal acceptance of every word of the Quran 
as the direct Word of Allah, the complete and final 
revelation which can never be abrogated nor super· 
seded combined with the obligation to obey the 
Sunnah of the Holy Prophet down to the last detail 
as its only authoritve interpretation, which provides 
Islam with an inpenetrable armour against alien 
and hostile philosophies possessed by no other reli· 
gion, outrages the "Islamists" in Europe and 
America. Islam is the first and foremost target of 
all anti-religious propaganda because it vehemently 
rejects moral relativity and staunchly continues to 
uphold the transcendental ideal. 

Contemporary materialism, especially that based 
on the teachings of Karl Marx, assumes that moral 
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and aesthetic values are limited to time, place and 
circumstance and continually subject to change in 
the course of human evolutionary progress. Accor
ding. to this view, religion is purely a human insti
tution invented by man to be t.he servant of Eocioty 
at.a given stage in its history. Because religio-qs 
laws are allegedly no more than so.ciallaws neces
sary for the society at its particular stage of evolu
tion, there is nothing unchangeable, eternal or 
permanent. In other words, there is_ no such thing 
as absolute truth because religion is no more than 
the prevailing norms of social behaviour .. :he 
materialist consequently cannot accept any rehg1oua 
doctrine as the unalterable nature of the religion 
concerned unless it is actually practiced by the 
community which claims to be its followers. The 
dogma of "prognss" originally derived from 
Darwin's theory of evolution and applied ·to sociology 
by Herbert Spencer and Karl Marx, identifies th,~ 
latest, the newest and the most "up to date 
with that which is best, most "advanced" and 
most desirable. Consequently, religious tranceo· 
dental ideals are condemned as medieval, stagnant 
and reactionary while "scientific" materialism is 
eulogized as the acme of enlightenment and prog
ress. Even though the most confirmed athiests are 
compelled to conf~ss that science has thus far 
failed to disprove religion, neverthless it is glibly 
assumed that its applications to practical daily 
life have rendered it unnecessary and irrelevant. 

In describing traditional Muslim society prior 



to modernization, Weaternen love to dwell on ita 
"backwardness" ita '-'stagnation" resulting from 
enslavement to oppreasive traditions which have long .. 
outlived their usefulness. At best they . depict 
Islamic teachings appropriate for primitive beduin 
of seventh-century Arabia. Although Western his
torians are now generally willing to recognize the 
greatness of Islamic civilization a thousand yell.rs 
ago and grudgingly acknowledge ita contributions 
to medieval European learning, they assert that. 
Muslim glory has departed forever, its creativity 
utterly exhausted since · the l 3th century. The 
''antiquated" way of life of ·traditional Islamic 
society is held responsible for the weakness of the 
Mus1im countries today with their poverty, igno
rance, disease, apathy and backwardness. Therefore, 
they conclude, the only road to progress is an un
critical adoption ofWeoatern materialism. 

. The Western world continues to fight Islam 
with increasingly sophiaticated weaponry. . On the 
advanced level of scholarship, ·Islam is being bom
barded by no l~s than eight American and European 
periodicals devoted entirely and two particularly 
to Islamic studies. The former are : The Muslim 
World, (Hartford, Connecticut), Middle Eaat Btv.diu, 
(New York, N. Y.), The Middle East JOV.mal, 
Washington D. C. and the latter are Journal of the 
Oriental Society, (New Haven, Connecticut), and 
Americt~n Near Eaatem Studies, (Chicago). 

The Western publishing houses print a steady. 
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stream of literature dealing with Islam and the 
Muslim peoples. . Unless the publication is a. pure 
edition of a text by a classical Muslim author or a 
translation of one, it bears definite marks of .anta
gonism and prejudice characteristic of Western 
attitudes to Islam. 

That the Holy Quran is the work ofMuhamma~, 
that the Hadith literature is forged ; that Isl~m IS 

. . . tb t by impovenshed a mere pohtico-econom1c ou urs · 
beduins rather than a religio~s . movement, ~h~! 
I lam stifled the a.l"tistic creatiVIty of the pe p 
I·ts conquered ; that Islam is nothing but th~ current 

· b t •t IS super· 
Practices of its present people ; t a 1 . d 

• · tific un·mo ern, . •t•ous fatalistic that 18 unsc1en ' . 
sti I ' - 'develo ment ; that it stands m 
aneddop~o::! ::me refor~ation. Christianity ?nd~r
ne o . · s fism w1th tts t • that the best in Islam 18 11 
wen • . ., 1 mphasis on the • . d. ·dualism, ant1-Bhan a,, e . 
m lVl . d h·sneed for a master-saviour, 
falleneas of m~n ~n . £1 h l·ke and exclusivist d th . e udiatiOn o t e war I . 

an is~r. pand above all, that Islam stands on an 
Sunn. ' II I with its materialistic concepinferior mora. eve h •ts 
tiona of paradise and low status of w~m~n, ~ at ~ ts 

h.b.tion of interest is anti-industrlahzation, 1. 
p:~i;a~ical and anti-alcohol ethic is agai?st ~rban~
p · · •t d at1sm IS antization and modern liberalism, 1 s ogm 

rogressive, and it drives its miserable . and van· 
!uished people into psychosis by teachmg them 
that God is on thek side and that He is the auth~r 
of. history--all these falsehoods are current ln 
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practically every Western presentation of the 
religion, culture, history and civilization ?f Islam. 

In another dimension, Western works spread 
the nationalist and secularist diseases, teaching 
that a Muslim is an Arab, Persian, Turk or Indian 
before he is a Muslim. Their long emphasis on 
Persian studies is designed to separate Shi'ah from 
Bunni. to teach that Islam as given by the Prophet 
is desert-crude, that Persian Shi'ah esotericism had 
refined "it and made it viable. Their enthusiastic 
defence of Turkish Kemalism pleads incessantly 
that Zyia Gokalp and· Mustafa Kemal Ataturk were 
reformers long overdue and their opposition to 
Pakistan is dictated by the lesson that the Muslim 
must. give up his will to sovereign tty and be con~ 
tent to live as a vanquished minority. Most recently, 
Western preaching has taken the · line of ecu
menism and the claim that Islam-without reform 
-is incapable of co-existence with other religions. 
All this is done in English books and periodicals 
without challenge or rebuttal. 

During the long period the Muslim countries 
were ruled by Europe, their educational systems 
fell completely under the sway of the conquerors 
who took great care that new generations would be 
thoroughly convinced of the invincible supremacy 
of modern Western civilization and taught them to 
despise all the cultural values Islam stands for. · 
In this way the .European masters successfuJly 
created within each Muslim country, their puppets, 
When political freedom was' at last granted to the 
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colonial possessions, the leadership automatically 
fell into the hands of this same westernized class 
which today dominates all Muslim countiiea. Their 
anti-Islamic activities rrcei~e the fullest moral and 
material support from the United States, Great 
Britain France and Russia. ·whenever they achieve 
any p~rticuJar succeE:s, they are rew~rded with 
encouraging pats on the back. 

Some tim~ ago, a distinguished British oriental
ist from London University, Professor J.D. N. 
Anderson, while visit-ing Labore, addressed a large 
Muslim audience at Punjab University, extolling the 
Arabic-speaking countries for their "brave attempts 
to reconcile the Shar'iah with the demands of 
twentieth-century civilization. The Arabs of West
ern Asia be concluded with exaltation, have at 
last '·se;n the light"-that unless the Shari'ah is 
drasticalJy changed to conform with Western con
cepts of jurisprudence, they cannot "progr~ss .. " 
He was especially enthusiastic over B.ow President 
Habib Bourguiba had . out-lawed polygamy in 
Tunisia by declaring tha.t since the equal trea~ment 
of plural views demanded by the Quran is. a~legedly 
impossible, polygamy is henc~~o.rth ~roh1b1ted by 
Islam ! A brilliant feat of XJhltad mdeed ! Com
mented Dr. Kenneth Cragg, a well-known English 
missionary : ''Whatever may be thought of the 
e~egesis, the result is higbJy desirable,"*-hig~ly 
de~irable for him and similarly interested parties 

~ ------.-TM Call of the Minaret, KPnnPth Crof!g, Oxford University, Press,' 

Now York, 195G, p, 14, 



although even he admits the intellectual dishonesty 
involved. 

· This is but one illustration of the intimate col
laboration betwe.en the orientalists and our home
grown modernists. From this kind of .activity, the 
real motives of orientalism are exposed and we can 
see how deep is their hatred for Islam and the 
Muslims. 

Since the second world war, the orientalists and 
missionaries have shifted their efforts from trying 
to change individual Muslims and convert them to 
their' views to changing Islam itseJf through pro
viding it with a totally different interpretation and 
launching an organized movement for its recon
struction from within. Thus one missionaljr writes : 

"If the missionary is to be senaitive to the 
attitudes of reverence and humility wherever 
they are already found, he must be no less 
sensitive to the various reform~ movements in 
Islam and be ready to cooperate with them 
whenever it is possible and suitable to do so. 
Reform movements are earnest attempts to 
re-interpret religious teachings in the light of 
present experie11ce, or to. interpret new experi
ence in the Hght, of relig.io.us teachings, and 
they are therefore of primary importance for 
the missionary. It is possible that one of these 
reform movements will have more significance 
for an eventu.al Muslim understanding of Christ 
. tba.n ca.n now be imagined. It may even be 

that in . the next few years, the chief contri
bution of the missionary in Muslim lands will 
not be so. much the conversion of individual 
Muslims as the conversion of Islam itself. Here 
is a field of opportunity which cannot be neg
lected. An interesting line of investigation 
would be to study whether it is necessary for 
a· Christian to love Muslims but hate Islam or 
whether it is possible to love Islam too and 
work for its reg~neration."* 

Almost all the recent works by orientalists have 
adopted this approach. It is not surprising therefore 
to find our own self-appointed reformers. using the 
same methods. 

What then &hould be done about this ? Ban 
these boQks t However objectionable they may be, 
I am firmly opposed to the banning of books. To 
ban a book only makes the forbidden fruit more 
alluring. Such purely negative measures are not 
only futile and ineffective but by making these 
works ina.ccesible to mature intellectuals, writers 
and leaders, they defeat their own purpose by 
keeping them ignorant of what is being thought 
and done in the West and thus encourages an atti• 
tude of isolationism, complacency and apathy. 
Even if ~e circulation of these books can be stop
ped within the country, it must be remembered 
that beyond these constrioted borders in every 
other country throughout the world, ~hey are being 
• 'J'OWXJrd• Uftder.,Gfuliflg l•laM, Ha,...·y DormiMl, p. 125 • 
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read and s!udied What th . )' h d b . . ereforo has been accom-
p IS e y the bannmg of PhT K . 
of tl'e Amb.s I Ip . Hitti's History 
defamator on the pretext that it contains some 

y passages on tho Quran and th H I 
Prophet? Alth h h . e o y 
is th H·. ., ~ug t at JS true cn.ough, the fact 
man~t H~th s H~story of the Arabs and Carl Brockel
. . "story of the Islamic Peoples, however re-
]Udiced, cannot be dislodged as the st d d p f f, an ar works 
o re erence on the subJ'ect b d T Y mere Government 

ecree. hey will continue to bo regarded .· th 
final authorities until somethina bett . as e 
to replace the Th o er Is produced 
is with the tr=h e .on.Jy way to counter falsehood 
to set their . and. It IS the duty of our scholars 

II b mmor pomts of disagreements aside and . 
co a. orate selflessly to produce an entt' l'b 
on histo · 1 re I rary 
b' J • ~y, socio ogy, anthropology, psychology and 

JO o~y rom the Islamic viewpoint and expose the 
~allacies and defective scholarship of the oriental-

b
lsts. T~e only way to crush a false idea is with a 
etter Idea based 0 1 . 1 . n ogiCa and persuasive 

reasonmg. 

. ~tis the duty of all Islam·loving scholars to 
unammously assert the absolut t . . 
ity, self.sufficiency and total i:de crndJty, umversal
f . open once of Islam 
. rom. ma: ~ade philosophies. All attempts by so)f. 
appomte reformers" to undermine tho validit 
of a;y of these concepts should be straightforward]; 
con ~mned. by the ulema in an official Fatwa. -as 
heretical, If not tantamount t . o apostasy. The 
unammous condemnation b th l 
II 

. Y e u,e·ma representing 
a recorrmzed 1 1 " sc 100 s of thought of tho 
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modernist movement as apostasy will effectively 
and quickly dispel all the confusion and doubt 
cleverly planted in tho minds of our colle~e youth 
as to what Islam is and what it is not. The absence 
of such a Fatwa will strengthen the sophistry 
of the· orientalists and missionaries that Islam has 
no fixed teachings of its own but can be virtually: 
anything that the Muslim-named in power wish. 
As much as the invocation of heresy has been 
abused in the past, this does not at all refute jts 
necessity in cases like this where it is en~tely 
justified. 

Is Orientalism then totally evil ? The answer 
is a qualified no. A few outstanding Western 
scholars have devoted their lives to Islamic studies 
because of sincere interest in them. Were it not 
for their industry, much valuable knowledge found 
in ancient Islamic manuscripts would have been 
lost or .lying forgotten in. obscurity. English 
orientalists like the late ·Reynold Nicholson and 
tho late Arthur Arberry accomplished notable work 
in the field of translating classics of Islamic litera
ture and making them available to the general 
reader for the ,first time in a European languagE'. 
In general, the orientalists do their best work in 
the field of translation. Those who are content to 
restrict the scope of their studies to description 
sometimes produce very useful, informative and 
enlightening books. Trouble arises when they 
over-step their proper bounds and try to interpret 
Islam and events occuring in the Muslim world in 
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conformity to pre-conceived notions. Worst of all 
are. tho.se orie~talists who insist on prescribing · for 
us how we should solve our problems and what w 

· should do with our religion. e 

On nu_merous occassions we Muslims have pro-
. tested a~amst the m~nner in which Islamic teachings 
are dehberately distorted and misrepresent~ by 
~cholars who should know better. Again anc,l again 
In ~he cause of human brotherhood and inter
national harmony, we beg for their sympathetic 
und~rstanding. The sooner we face reality and 
reahze w ~y we are asking for the impossible, the 
more readily and effectively shall we be able to 
defend and propagate what we cherish above life 
itself. 

---. 

ISLAMIC HISTORY THROUGH THE 
LENS OF ORIENTALISM . ~ 

The late Dr. Philip K. llitti, professor Emeritus 
of Semitic Literature at Princeton Univer~i_tyjlad 
for decades .enjoyed international e~teem ae( the 
most authoritative Islamist in the We~ Formerly 
the Director of Princeton University's progratiline 
in Near Eastern studies, more than any other singjfY 
personality, he is responsible for the trends of 
orientalism in America today. · Born in a. Leb)Hle'se 
Christian family, Dr. Hitti received his 1J:{g:her 
·education at the American University of Beirut 
and then migrated. to the· United States in 1913 
where he earned his Ph .. D. at Columbia U~iversity 
two years later. A regular contributor to encyclo· 
pedias and scholarly journals, his best-known work 
which has long been included among the prescribed 
texts in colleges and universities throughout the 
world is his voluminous History of the Arabs./ 
However, the book under discussion• now is a 
much smaller one entitled Islam and the West which 
highlights in bold relief, the most important points 
of oontact between the two rival civilizations· from 
the medieval period to the present. Although 
Islam aad the West ia obsoure compared to The 

• l•IGtla CHICI .... w .... An Hiawrical, CuUural Survey, Philip E. Bit.ti, 
D. 'Vul!l~traacl Co., lao., PriDoetoD,l!lew lerHy, 1802. 
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History of the Arabs, it has been selected for analysis 
here because, being hricf and concise, the author 
speaks his mind on the same subject more freely 
and openly. 

At the very outset, Dr. Hitti argues that the 
Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah 
be upon him) was an imposter. The narration of 
his life gives the reader the impression tha~ he 
had carefully planned in his mind the entire 
scheme beforehand. In commenting on the events 
following the Hijrah, he writes : 

In Medina. gradually the seer in him recedes to 
the background, the politician, the pra.otioa.J man of 
affairs, emerges. A chango in the character of the 
revelations is noted. Those fiery passionate incisive opes 
emphasizing the oneness of God, His attributes, and the 
duty of man towards Him and expressed in rhymned a.ud 
musical style, now yeild to the verbose, prosaic ones 
dealing with such matters as ritualistic fasting and prayer, 
marriage and divorce, slaves and prisoners of war. (p. 11) 

Of special note is the cynical language used 
here. With all his pretensions to learning, Dr. Hitti 
has utterly failed to appecia.te the real significance 
of the Hijrah. In Mecca the Holy Prophet was a 
preacher only but in Medina he· organized the 
faithful into a strongly-knit community, thus 
translating his preaching into practice. What took 
place after the Hijmh in Medina proved beyond 
doubt . to non-believers as well as believers that 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be upon 
him) ranked as the greatest law-giver in history. 
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Dr. Hitti cannot for give God for having spared 
the life of the Prophet from his would-be assassins 
in :Mecca because it was in Medina where the 
historic Islamic community was born. The purpose 
of the later Suraha is to implement the early ones. 
Unfortunately, that simple fact is not understood: 

The sources of the Koran are unmietakable-Christian 
Jewish and Arab heathen. Hijaz itself had Jewish bu~ 
no Christian colonies, but had Christian slaves anu 
merchants. It was surrounded by centres whence Christia.a 
ideas could have radiated into it. The Prophet had two 
Abyssina.n slaves, his muezzin, Bilal and his future adopted 
son, Zaid. He also had a Christian wi~e, Marya tho 
Copt as well as a Jewish one, Safiyah l:orn to one of the 
Medinese tribes he destroyed ..• Drawn second-hand from 
heresay, the Koranic material does not distinguish between 
what is canonical and what is not. In the story of 
Joseph, for instance, Potepha.r's wife invites to a party 
those women whose tongues were wagging about her affair 
with Joseph• and when their eyes fall on him, the knives 
in their hands fall on their wrists rather than the fruit 
they were eating. Jesus speaks unto mankind in the 
cradle and fashions out of clay, a living bird which has a 
parallel in the apocryphal Gospels of Infancy. Jesus' 
crucifixion is disclaimed but not his ascension. Not only 
is his virgin birth accepted but his mother's seems to have 
some superhu·man feature where, however, she is confused 
with Mary, the sister of Aaron. Another confused biblical 
character is Haman, the favourite 'of the biblical 
Ahaseueros who is made the Minister of Pharoah. More 
aerious than @uch slips are verses reflecting the weak spote 

• The Quran never mentions this "alf .. ir" because there was none. It 
was. on t.be contrary. Zuleikha who became infatuated with Joseph, 
(peace be upon him). 



of Muhammad's career and character. Surah 33 verse ~7 
was revealed to justify Muhammad's marriage to the wife 
of his atlopted son, Zaid. Surah 53, verses 19 to 23 were 
revealed to withdraw an earlier recognition of three 
Meccan godd88188 as intercessors with God. Only part of 
his revelations were recorded in his lifetime ; the Text 
was not finally "canonized" until A.D. 651. The 
miraculous character of the Koran relates not only to 
origin and contents but to form. How could an nnschooled 
man produce such a work that is not only insuperable but 
inimitable. Even if men and jinn were to collaborate, 
they could not produce the like of it. Muhammad was 
authorized by God to challenge his critics to produce even 
one comparable Surah. (X: 39) The ch~llenge - as 
expected-was never successfully defied. Especially when 
chanted does this holy book seem to exercise by virtue of 
its rhythm, rhyme and rhetoric, a quasi-hypnotic effect 
upon ita hearers even though they but dimly understand 
its meaning. The impact is more on the emotion and 
imagination than on the intelloot. (pp. 14-16). 

Thus the Quran is discredited as a forgery. 
According to Dr. Hitti, Islam was merely the 
J udeo-Christian heritage "Arabicized" and "nation
alized". (p. 12). 

How can the genuine prophets of Allah be 
distinguished from the imposter? The most 
unmistakable sign is the contrast in personal 
character : 

On the 9th of Ab in the year 1626 in the city of 
Smyrna (Turkey) a son was hom to a family of Spanish 
Jewiah origin and he was named Sabbetai Zevi. The date 
is significant for, according to an ancient Jewish legend, 
the Messiah's birth is connected with the date of the 
destruction of the aecond temple in Jel'lUalem in 70 A.D. 

The child was given the usual Jew1sb education. He had 
an exceptionally keen and receptive mind but on emerging 
from boyhood, he found leas interest in Talmudic study 
and more in the Zohar and ita cabalistic commentaries. 
He was handsome and a hom leade;l'. Before Jong, a 
group of young men crowded about him and he secretly 
initiated them into the mysteries of the Cabala. He 
considered his thoughts too deep and his life too pure for 
marriage. 

Cabalists among the Jews had calculated that the 
Messianic year would be 1648. Christiana had fixed the 
year for 1666. All the misfortunes. which came upon 
Central and Eastern Europe daring that period served as 
so much proof that the Messianic era was approaching. 
Since the Messiah's arrival was to be preceeded by war and 
pestilence, men's minds were prepared for something 
unusual. 

Finally when the year l6j8 a.me, he boldly took the 
step which he had long been plotting and which was to 
mark him as being on terms of unusual familiarity with 
God. Standing before the Torah in the synagogue 
Sabbetai Zevi pronounced the name of God as it is written, 
not as it is always spoken by Jews. Shocked by the 
blasphemy, the rabbis of Smyrna excommunicated him. 
Sabbetai Zevi lost no opportunity to advance his cause. 
In the presence of learned men and cabbaliats in Salonika, 
he suddenly produced a marriage canopy and a scroll of 
the Torah and went through a marriage ceremony with 
the Torah as his bride. Again, his audience waa more 
shocked than impreued and Sabbetai Zevi waa foroed to 
wander further. 

In Cairo, he finally found an environment fitted for 
his purpose. The wealthy Raphael Joseph Chelebi 
supported in his home a number of pions followers of the 
teaching• of Isaac Luria, the German-Jewish mystic who 
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·believed in the transmigration of souls. Sabbetai Zevi 
soon found a place among them. When Chelebi sent a. 
mission to Jerusalem for the purpose of distributing 
charity, he picked Sabbetai Zevi. To the starving mystics 
of the Holy City, he appeared literally a divine messenger. 

Sabbetai Zevi now entered upon his real ~ctivity. As 
the news spread among the down-trodden, helpless, 
miracle-hungry Jews of Europe, it was greeted with a. 
frenzy of enthusiasm. At last the age of misery was 
coming to an end. People danced in boundless joy._ Many 
practical men of affairs hastily disposed of their possessions 
and laid in supplies for the journey to Palestine which 
they believed the Messiah would soon order them to 
undertake. 

As the fateful year approached, Sabbeta.i Zevi was 
compelled to take action. He announced that he was 
going to Constantinople where at the mere sight of him, 
the Sultan would give up his throne and Sabbetai Zevi 
would become king of kings. When the ship, crowded 
with his followers arrived at the Turkish port, Sabbetai 
Zevi was arrested and imprisoned. The visit to tho Sultan 
would come later; he announced. In the meantime, he 
held regular court in the fortress within which he was 
free to move about. Jews from Enrope, Asia. and Africa. 
arrived to pay homage to the Messiah, Sabbetai Zevi. 
His Prophets issued commands and proclamations to Jews 
all over the world. 

Sabbeta.i Zevi was finally taken before the Snltan. 
Challenged to prove his boast or suffer the death penalty, 
the would-be Messiah abandoned all his claims and 
promises and accepting a petty post in the Snltan's court, 
even consented to bscome a Maslim. With his conversion 
Sabbetai Zevi disappeared from the scene of Jewish life.• 

• 2'1N Dec:uhnce of JuclaJBm '"our l'jmu, .Mo.obe llol3Dilhia, ExpositioD 
Pre••· New York, 1965. pp. 281 ·2M. 
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Here all the unique characteristics of the 
imposter are laid bare ; the most outstanding being 
his failure to persevere under persecution and even 
more significant, to do any work to support his 
claims. The same deficiencE's of the Jewish imposter 
are equally manifest in the career of the infamous 
Muslim.imposter-Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian. 

The genuiness of Muhammad's prophethood is 
proved by the fact that be revolutionized life over 
a huge portion of the world and secured the ·love, 
loyalty and devotion unto death of so many 
millions for fourteen centuries. In contrast to the 
imposter, he successfully implemented all that he 
taught. And most conclusive proof of the truth of 
his mission was that those closest to him - the 
Ahl-i-Bait (people of his household) believed in him 
most and had the highest reverence for his personal 
character and achievements. Yet Dr. Hitti cannot 
accept that devotlon as jus~ified -by the "facts". 

Though born within the full light of history, the 
historical Muhammad eludes us. His first bidgrapher 
die~ in Bagdad about 140 years after bia death and even 
that biography has .survived only in a later recension by 
Ibn Hisham who died in Cairo in 833. By that time, 
biographers were already writing about their hero as they 
thought he: should have been, not as he was. Veneration 
for the founder of their faith and the creator of their 
glory h$d passed through .the stage or idealization into 
idolization and at least in folk · re:ligion, in adoration •.. 
(p. 9). Two devices worked ou~ by the early Muslim com
munity served to loosen the rigidity of Islam's beliefs and 
practices. Words were put into the- mouth of the Prophet 
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or acta ascribed to him which it was thought he would 
haY:e done and said had lie been confronted With a parti
cular: situation. The authority of the Haditb, be it 
recalled, ia second only to that of the Koran. Because it 
is a congregation with no certtralized religious authority. 
consensus of the community fills that deficiency. To 
holster further the authority of public opinion, a Hadith 
was ascribed to the Prophet; ~·Hy community shall not 
agree on error". Through· this device, the miracles of 
Muhammad were accepted, tbe cult of saints with ita con
comitants of shrines, pilgrimages and vows was universally 
adopted ; circumcision to which there is no Koranic 
reference, became a counterpart of baptism in the Christian 
church and coffee-first considered a form of wine-develop
ed into a national drink, Expediency supplied what 
authority lacked or decried. (pp. 22.23). 

In ()rder to discredit the life and works of the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad (peac~ and blessings of . 
Allah be. upon him), nothing is mentioned at all· 
about the scrupulous and meticulous science of 
Hadith developed by Bukhari ' and Muslim which 
examined .the authenticity· of each tradition far 
more thoroughly than is ·customary for ordinary 
historical documents. · 

In discussing the 81aar'iak ·pertaining to poly· 
gamy, theft usury, gambling and drinking, Dr. Hitti 
triumphantly concludes: · 

Modern Islamic society has practically outgrown the 
Kor~ic legislation. (p. 21). 

Thus Islam is presented as purely man-made
a curious mixture of Judaism, Christianity and 
Arab pttganism. · The lioly Prophet Muhammad 
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(peace and blessings of A1Jah be upon him) is des
cribed as a self-deluded epileptic with his teachings 
and practical works divested of all transcendental 
value. 

The same treatment is meted out to subsequent 
Islamic history : 

Arab historians, mostly theologians, had a simple 
explanation for that spectacular expansion from a hitherl't 
to internationaJJy insignificant Arabia resulting in the 
utter destruction of the greatest power in the East and 
striping the greatest power in the. West of its fairest 
provinces. It was all providential, in line with the clerical 
explanation of Christianity's spread and with the Hebrew 
interpretation of the conqueat of Canaan. The motivation, 
we are assured, was religious-to propagate the faith. 
The fact is that the motivation was primarily economic. 
The surplus population of a desert peninsula had to seek 
elbow-room in adjacent Ianda. The lure of booty did not 
entirely escape the early historians of conquest. The 
Islam that first conquered was not the religion but the 
state-not Mohammedanism but Arabianism. The 
Arabians burst in upon an unauspectill@ world as a nation
alist theocracy, seeking a fuller material life., Two or 
three centuries had to pass before Syria, Iraq and Persia 
presented the aspects of Muslim lands. When their peoples 
fiocked to the fold of Islam, they were in general motivated 
by self-interest - economic, social and political. 
(pp. 26.27). 

Thus does Dr. Hitti deny the moral and spiri· 
tual validity of Islam as the primary attraction for 
outsider& to its fold. If the real explanation for 
the rapid expansion of Islam waa economic, how to 
explain the fact that under the Prophet Muhammad 
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(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) and the 
Right Guided Khalifs, these God fearing Mujahidin 
had no desire for the fruits of this world but fought 
and were slain to attain the fruits of the Hereafter. 
Had they fought for selfish reasons, they would 
have never achieved the discipline, the morale, the 
cohesiveness and the spirit of eacrifice that vanquish
ed theit: adversaries who were far more numerous 
and better armed. Had Islam been synonomous with 
Arab nationalism, what would attract the Abyssinian, 
Hazrat Bilal, Hazrat Suhail, the Roman, or the 
Persian, Hazrat Salman (may AJiah be pleased 
with aJI of them) to become the most devoted 
companions of the Prophet? If non-Muslims 
embraced Islam for worldly reasons, what could stop 
them from becoming apostates when the circum. 
stances became adverse and after centuries of hostile 
foreign domination, how to explain the phenomenon 
of nine hundred minion Muslims today ? 

In discussing the contributions of Islamic civil
ization to humanity, Dr. Hitti devotes several pages 
to describing of "The Arabian Nights'' which how
ever, popular they may be in the West, enjoy 
absolutely no literary reputation in the Arabic
speaking world ; he is very much interested in the 
extravagant splendour of the various monarchs. 
their concubines, the lovely Persian and Byzantine 
singing-girls an.d the ruddy wines of. Syria or the 
"contribu~iona'' of Sp~sh Muslim minstrels to 

· Eor()pe$n fo~lore. The really valuable gifts of 
Muslim scholars to Europe in mathemstics, science, 
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. . tion and philosophy are considered 
mediome, educa . t" Ilo fails to point 

f 1 assmg men IOn. 
worthy o on Y P d t of Muslim civilization 

h t t ntil the a ven . 
out t a no u d tion the university 
d'd the world know of free e uca , . d d' 1 

. . f free hospitals an IB· 
which was also tmtlon-. rete.' s He never enlightens 

· public institu 1on · 
pensar1es as }" Je pharmacy first 
his readers that under ~u~~ ~~ r:ra~ch of medicine 

eparate spema IZC . 
became a s . . s that Islamic civilization gave 
nor does he mform u e them today. In 

h l' t of books as we us 
US t. e .tOrma f books were pasted end to 
antiquity, the pages o b scrolls but t.he 

d t k very cum ersome 
en . o ma e of their books, sewing them 
Mushms cut the pages h . er reading and. 

h . h made for muc easi 
together w 1c · etus for the 
hand.ling, thus giving a t:~:~~::tl::e zero which 
spread of knowledge. A f h' her mathematics 
made the. development o •g a er civi-
possible and the discovery of the use. ~f p p , The 

. t we know It now. 
lization could not exis as h ntributions of Islam 
most precious gift of ali-t e ;o humanity are com
itself to the moral welfare o 

pletely ignored. h, ·
0
£ the scientific 

. . as to how muc 
The questton arises d down into the )ower 

knowledge discussed above see~ simplo . not much. As 
. t The answer 1 ' K strata of sooie y. tudy of the oran 

. . . I 1 m did encourage s • ~ 
a Book religion, s a . era but other than £Or 
and memorization of proscripod pt~ay "th mosques, facili-

t dy in connec Ion Wl 
mere elementary s u . asible if not unavail-t. ro largely tnacce , 
ties for educa ton we Jived in utter ignorance, 
able. The masses must have 

verty and misery. (p. 47>· • • f · 1 
po t this black picture, It IS au y Contrary o 



certain that · d . m an around suc·h large cultural 
centres as Baghdad. Damascus and Cairo and 
especiaUy in Muslim Spain, the incidence of literacy 
was very high. From Cordoba to Delhi, the Muslim 
wo~l~ was filled with academic and intellectual 
activity. 

Although a half page is given over to the life 
an~ ·":orks of al-Ghazzali, the contributions of Ibn 
Tai~I!a who was deeply learned in Jewish and 
Christian . lore and superior as a scholar to 
al-Ghazzab, are not mentioned Dr H'tt' . I ., t . • . 1 I IS & so 
sl en m regard to the great Imams of Islamic juris-
prudence-Ibn Hanifa, Shafei, Malik and Ahmad Ibn 
Hanbal, Not a single world about the contribution 
of the Skari'ak to the progress of law. 

~r. ~i~t.i rejects outright tbe uniqueness of 
ls!am1c c1v1bzation which according to him is a 
m1x~ure of Semitic, Greek, Roman, Persian and 
Indian elements transmitted by the . vehicle of the 
Arabic language. Although Islamic civilization 
was not impervious to outside influences, it shaped 
what was swept into it by foreign conquests accord
ing to the absolute values of the Holy Quran and 
~unnak, thus despite minor local variation1, achiev
mg a re~arkable cultural homogeneity from 
Morocco to the Philippines. 

After a brief paragraph on the "black-out" of 
stagnation and backwardness of the Arab world 
under Turkish rule where his criticism of the Turks 
i.s unjustifiably harsh, the narration in the conclud-
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ing chapter,, tnthusiastically Jauds the westerniza· 
tion of the Muslim countries, taking for granted 
without question that all these innovations are 
indispensable for the ultimate welfare of the people. 
As an historical episode, Islam may have been good 
for its time and place but now its worldly glory is 
past history, it bas become obsolete and irrelevant. 

. Modernization on the intellectual-spiritual level 
involves secularization. Secularization means more than 

. separation between churc.h ~nd state. It replaces provi
dent.al interpretation of historic events and current 
happenings to the individual with rational interpretation 
baaed on p~yaical and psychological forces. Hardly a 
current ieaue of an Arabic newspaper lacks repeated men· 
tion of the name of Allah in connection with reports of 
birth and,death,. sickneBB and health, fortune and calamity, 
suocel8 and failure-a relic of bygone thinking. (p. 03), 

· In order words, the author is openly pleading 
for the adoption of atheism as a prerequisite for 
"progrea~~''. Although this ''progress'' is the official 
creed in the socialist Arab lands today, despite the 
frantio ~mpaign for westernization combined with 
the most savage persecution of all Islamic elements 
and the virtual liquidation of the "reactionaries"
that is, the entire religious leadership-nothing has 
been achieved except the growing hostility between 
the rulers and the ruled*. Consequently, the Arab 
lands are among the most politically unstable coun
tries in the world. Weak and impotent, they are 

• The popular struggle of tho Muslims in Syria against the tyrannical 
Ba'atl;ist regime is an outstanding example. 



dependent economically and militarily upon America 
.and Russia. 

High in importance among the boons bestowed by the 
West was modernized rducation. Education deals with 
intellect wherein all change begins. As the nineteenth 
century passed into ·the twentieth. Moslem educational 
institutions were ~;tiJl in the traditional pattern, mirroring 
the stagnant culture. Set-king knowl~dge was more of a 
mechanical process aimed at and ending in acquiring 
amassed facts (or rather what was consi~ered facts) as if the 
universe were a static entity. Throughout, the student 
was a passive agent, a recipient of the authoritative com
munication of teacher and text. The quest for knowledge 
was not a joint teacher-student embarcation on a voyage 
of discovery. Memorization was the password; research, 
experimentation, cri~icism were not in the vocabulary. 
The retentive faculty was oversaturated but the sense of 
curiousity famished. (p. 89). 

As a graduate of the American University of 
Beirut, Dr. Hitti was an outstanding product of 
this "boon". Yet here he can only repeat the same 
prejudices of the orielitalists who have gone before 
him. Nothing creative or original can be found in 
this book. It appears that the criticism .he directs 
with suclf- ~ehemence against the traditional 
mad1'assah. is more appropriately applied to the 
indoctrination imparted to students l>y himself. 

THE CHRISTIAN VIEW 

What is the theological, historical and cultural 
relationship between Christianity and Islam in the 
context of the contemporary scene? One of the 
most revealing attempts to provide a meaningful 
response to these questions can be found in the 
works of Dr. Kenneth Cragg* who is beyond any 
doubt among the most thoughtful missionary 
scholars of our day. Dr. Kenneth Cragg, an 
Anglican clergyman, succeeded Dr. Samuel Zwem.er 
as co-editor of the missionary quarterly, The Mushm 
World He has served as Adjunct Professor of 
Philos~phy at the American University of Beirut 
and Professor of Arabic and Islamics at the 
Hartford Seminary Foundation in Connecticut, 
U.S.A. He has worked in close coordination with 
the study programme in Islamics of th.e Near East 
Christian Council with its headquarters 1n Jerusalem 
where Dr. Cragg was Canon of St. George's 
Cathedral. He now lives in retirement in England. 

• The book3 by Dr. Kenneth Cragg under discussion are: 
!rAe OaU of IAe M•nGrel, o.dord Univeuity Preas, New YOI'k, 1956. 
TAe D:Jnt~~aMl tAe BocA:: J•r~uale1t Stud tel ift lllam, S.P.O.K; 

I.ondon, 1864. 
0 - l•lcPa, Edinburgh I•lamic 8un•ll•·3 : Oouruele '" 011 lentpo ra.: 

Uaiversity Presa, Edi11ba.rgh, 1166. 

.• 
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As a. missionary, Dr. Cragg is psychologically 
compelled to support the view that Islam is a 
distorted, defective faith and ultimately invalid 
spiritually : 

.The p:ophet's biography is finally the story of a 
cruCial choice, no less crucial than that implicit in the 
c~ntrasted Gospel saying. "The cup that my Fath~r hath 
given me, shall I not drink it"! It is the decision arising 
from .the question, how should Prophethood succeed 1 
What Is the final relation of the messenger of God to the 
people to whom he is sent when they forbear to hear 'I 
The Muhammadan decision here is formative of all else in 
Islam. It w~ a de::ision for community, for resistance, 
~or external VIctory, for pacification and rule. The decision 
lor the Cross-no less conscious no less formative no 1 
· 1 · ' , ess 
mc ustv~, was the contrary decision. It is impossible to 
say precisely when the choice boca.me final in Muhammad's 
career. Some have argued a marked deterioration in the 
character of Muhammad in the Medinian years. That ia 
probabJy too simple, mistaking a symptom for its source 
The deep~r.truth is that at some point, Muhammad elected 
for a rehg10us authority armed with . f • smews o war and 
mea~s of government and that the decision worked itself 
out In character, conduct and destiny. • 

Here Dr. Cragg has understood the moat funda. 
mental difference between Isla.m and Christianity 
and p_erhaps ~he maj~r source for their divergence 
both 1n doctrme and 10 history. 

Many .Muslim writers, past and present, upbraid 
Christianity for its failure to discipline and control 
Western.civlilization. It has not checked imperialism or 
preyented exploitation. It is, on the contrary, implicated 

• Tll4 Call of lhe Minaret, p. 93. 

'' 
as aiding and abetting Western dominance in the world ... 
The Church in the New Testament is conceived as a society 
within a society. It is never properly thought of as 
co-terminous within history with tho whole of human 
society. It is built upon the idea of redemption. It 
therefore involves an analysis of human nature as way· 
ward and sinful. There is the "natural man" in his 
recalcitrance and the "spiritual man" in regeneration and 
pardon. The Christian understanding of how man is 
perfected iP that it happens personally and through faith. 
Goodness, truth and love are not actualized in terms of 
the natural man of but of new·made man. These conditions 
of the transition, being personal, are not social. 
Christianity belongs to and inheres i.o people who believe. 
It is never co-terminous with any given society or culture. 
Things are not the final locus of Christianity. People are. 
The Gospel does not suppoBe iha' man is perfeGtable by law. 
The Christian mind believes that the society of the 
redeemed wilt always stand within the community, never 
identical with the whoJe. 1'ha& whole, the 8eaular wurla, 
mut~t be free 10 organs~ itaelj. We cannot by legisla.tion or 
aBSertion identify h with Christ. This fundamentally is 
the reason why the Christian faith recognizes an ultimate 
distinction and in that sense a separation of Church and 
State. Christianity agrees with Islam that the claims of 
God aro total and that nothing is exempt from their 
relevance. lt doe8 not agree thai lhey can be mel in a 

religio-politic;al order emrnally e8tablis/&ed. • 

Yet the learned missionary-scholar can still 
insist that : . 

The "separation" (secalarism) does not mean the non
relevan".e of Christ to life ; it dOEs not mean abdication 
of responiibility ; it does not indicate indifference ; it ia 

• 16ld., pp. 322-327, abridged, italios miDe. 



not a withdrawal into a private and selffish piety; it is not · 
desertion of social duty. It is a refusal to regard man 
as being in no need of redemption or the Kingdom of 
Heaven as unconditigned by repentance and 11. new heart.• 

The historical record of European Christianity 
is irrefutable proof that this is exactly what the 
acceptance of secularism on principle by the Church 
has amounted to. Christianity cannot be separated 
from the Christians and from the historia.l record 
of the · Church and that record is dark indeed. 
Leaving theological arguments aside, from a 
pragmatic point of view, the real test of the validity 
of Christianity versus Islam is how the respective 
faiths have worked out in practice during·the course 
of history. Secularism is evil because it means 
toleration of social and moral evils as inevitable. 
Hypocrisy, corruption, cruelty, greed and obscuran
tism are writ bold on every page of the 2,000 year 
history of Christendom, not as isolated incidents 
during the lives of isolated individuals but as the 
consistent, dominant pattern which continued unaba
ted throughout the millenium when the Church held 
Europe under its absolute sway. Dr. Cragg thinks · 
that merely to condemn such events as the Crusades 
as fundamentaly un-Christian is sufficient to disen
tangle himself from . any responibility for them. 
He does not seem to appreciate the fact that these 
evils were merely the natural fruits of the tree. 
A study of the history of the Roman papacy, past 
and present, will convince any student of this fact. 

• Ibid., p. 3.25. 
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Dr. Cragg would explain these evils away by 
asserting the inherent sinfulness universal in human 
nature. Since Christianity has from the inception 
of the organized Church under St. Paul, had 
nothing but contempt for the religious law as 
spiritually useless, this means that there is no 
divine guidance for the Christian in his collective 
life; therefore politics, economics, relations between 
believers and non-believers and international 
conduct are guided by opportunism and expediency. 
Although every Muslim is by no means an angel 
and though our record too, has its stained pages, 
whenever evil and corruption raised their heads, it 
was always vigourously opposed by the Mujaddidin 
whom Allah sent at all critical times to rennovate 
~nd purify the practice of the faith. In contrast 
to the history of the Christian church, although 
deviations did occur, honest and courageous ul~ma 
always resisted and condemned them openly. Never 
were they incorporated as in Christianity, into the 
faith as essential doctrine. Despite all the imper
fections which are inevitable in this imperfect 
world, traditional :Muslim society throughout the 
centuries of its ascendancy, was free from the 
curses of nationalism, imperialism, class conflicts, 
racial discrimination, inquisitions heresy hunts, 
routine torture of war and political prisoners, 
bloody secta.rian strife, large-scale illicit and per
verted sex, sex crimes, illegitimate cliildren and 
alcohol addic~ion which cast their shadows over 
Christendom. This phenomena is no accident but 
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a natural result of the implementation of the all
embracing divine commandments of Islam which, 
enjoying until the very recent past, universal, 
reverence proclaims the rule of Law supnme and 
leaves nobody, whether he be a believer or a 
nonbeliever, outside the scope of that law. The 
reverence for Divinely-revealed law, made the 
tradjtional Muslim society, despite its political 
instability, strongly knit. The social disintegration 
so marked in the contemporary Christian West was 
absent in the Muslim East. 

I The <'ontrast between the conduct of Richard 
1the Lionhearted and Salah-ud-din Ayubi during the 
I 
!Crusades was not so much due to the individual 
!superiority of the latter over the former but rather 
be.cause the former did not feel accountable bef'ore 
God for his dealings with the uheathen'' which 
Chris~ian doctrine, lacking any Divine legal 
precedents for international relations, left this 
matter solely to his personal discretion while 
Salah-ud-din Ayubi had only to follow the prece
dents of all God-fearing Mujahidin in the laws of 
the sacred Shar'iak pertaining to Jihad. Salah-ud
din's victory was not that he drove out the crusaders 
and recaptured the Bait ul-Muqaddas for the . 
Muslims ; his real triumph was his treatment of 
the defeated enemy with justice and humanity 
under law, thus practically demonstrating to the 
whole world that Jihad has no place for the horrors 
of ordinary warfare. 
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Here is only one example how the learned 
clergyman distorts the whole meaning of Islamic 
teachings: 

Even supposing, as the argument runs, the prohibitions 
in the Quran and Hadith as they have boon interpreted 
are valid, times obviously change ; they change, ind69d. 
because of the very success of Islam. A eociety like that 
o( the IJijar. in the Prophet's day, was so prone to idolatry 
that only the most ruthless prohibitions would suffice. 
With such muahrikin as the Quraisb, nothing would avail 
but a total and absolute veto on pictures of living beings. 
It would, however, be folly to treat a Muslim society today 
after centuries of Islamic tauhid with the same stupid 
severity. Such a policy would bo equivalent to saying 
that Islam had failed and that no Muslim could be trusted 
not to take a picture for an idol.* A ban, once necessary, 
can be safely lifted ; to dis2ute it would aeem to disqualify 

. :Wam itself. {p. 13l) .•. The Muslim fear of idolatry is 
always sound. But the security against it is not in tho 
banning of artists any more than God's unity is safeguarded 
by vetoing the Incarnation of Christ into man. It is a 
truo recognition of Him in undivided love. That love may 
include unashamedly th~ help and benediction of the senses 
and the arts. (p. 135).•• 

Like ao many of his collaborators inorientalism, 
Dr. Cragg · reserves for himself · the supreme 
authority to judge the practices of our faith. point 
out where we are wrong and how we should change 

• The exoe~~ive revoronoe aooorded to portraits and statues or great 
18aders in Mulim lands conspiouowdy dhlplayed in publio plaoea 
like B:emal Ataturk, the late ex-Shab of Iran and ·the late President 

Nasser or Esypt is an excellent example or idolatry. 

•• 2'AI DoliN ond 1M BOlli : Jtru.oHnt S lvdiu itt I.Zont, 
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and improve upon them. Aside from this, his argu
ment itself is no argument at aiJ. The struggle 
for moral righteousness and purity of faith begins 
and ends in the lifetime of each individual. Man· 

kind's spiritual and moral progress is not at all 
assured as is advancement in the physical sciences 
by the accumulated knowledge of the race. The 
struggle for spiritual progress must begin anew 
with each generation. Because human nature has 
remained the same since the emergence of man, 
every individual, regardless of time and place, is 
subjected to the same trials a.nd temptations to 
commit evil as his forebearers. With the role of 
the picture so glaringly evident to all in the 
epidemic of vulgarity, obscenity and immorality,* 
surely this prohibition is even more indispensable 
for the world today than it was for pagan Mecca. 
under the Qura.ish. 

Again, Dr. Cragg's prejudices are evident in his 
ridicule of the Hereafter depicted in the Holy 
Quran as "lacking the beatific vision as the ultimate 
ground and meaning of heaven": 

Nor is there t.he thought of growth in ~vioe nor yet 
purgation in remorse. Rather, the picture is of a secure and 
statio bliaa versus a pointless hapless anguish. The stark 
literalism of this eschatology .was of course the central 
quality of Muhammad*• preaching. As with the Quranio 
teaching on man, idols, sovereignty and Jaw, it simplified 
all issues into the sharpest and most absolute form, leaving 

•This oan be -D everywhere in the world in lurid cinema poaten and 
pomoiJl'aphie magazines displaying nude pbot08. 
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to subsequent theology the tasks of penetration into my· 
stery which its own sheer dogmatisms lacked leisure or 
temper to accomplish. • · 

Thanks to the explicitness of the Quran, made 
even more explicit by the Hadith, in contrast to the 
vague, ambiguous and complicated theology of the 
Christians, Muslims were spared the centuries of 
doctrinal hair-splitting and sectarian strife which 
marred the entire history of the early Church. The 
moral law derives its strength from the doctrine 
that this world is the field for sowing and the world 
to come the harvost where one consumes the fruit 
of his work on earth. In other words, this life is 
the only opportunity .we.have to earn the pleasure 
of Allah through our faith and good deeds; all ~hese 
oppor•tunities end at death forever. If one beheves 
that he will have another chance to repent after 
this life is over, the loop-holes for evil and ~orrup· 
tion grow numerous a.nd the whole force behmd the 
moral law vanishes. 

Despite his intense interest in Christi~n 
theology and his strenuous attempts to m~e. 1t 
comprehensible to his readers, the m?st_ .strtk~ng 
characteri&tic of Dr. Cragg's works is hts d1stort10n 
of the teachings of Islam through the medium of 
"modernism." · He especially favours those 
modernists who are portray Christian influence : 

Muhammad KamU Hussain (born 1901 in Cairo) is a 
"lay'' writer, a surgeon of distinction, an educationaliet 
with active interests in Jitera.ture, archaeology, psychology 

• The Dome and the Roell; : Jenuolem Sluie• iR l•l,.,., P· 211. 



and ethics Her · · . • . e IS a votee refreshiDgly original, insisting 
~hat th~ro.ts an Islam which disqualifies Islam, not merel 
Ill th~t It IS obscurantist, or illiberal or socially effete o~ 
arc~aic or. retrogressive or unproductive or whatever else 
may be laid ~gainst its effects but because it is. a religious 
way of esc~piDg from religion, a form of worship which 
elude~ encounter with God, a sin that is in the very 
shanctit! •. Here is the deepest form ofse}f.awareness when 
t e rehgtoua man know th t h' . h ·d· 

1 
8 a IS very sanctuary may be a 

I IDg pace from his Lord.• 

. II; t:is brief quote, the tactics of the missionary ;.;o:I, . are .. T)le book referred to is "The City of 
~ . 1D which the author has d~scribed the per-

secution of Jesus Christ on Good F . d d 
P

a d z ri ay an com-
re our " ema to the Pharisees. Since this . book 

so well served h · - · . · . ~s purposes, Dr. Cragg himself 
:ansl~ted It from the original Arabic into E~glish 
re ere It can be · seen how obaeure so~olars who ar; 
fie':ded as usefu_l ~or the mission•ries, are magni-

_by s~ch.pubbcJty out of aU;proportion to til .. 
actual srgnificance. . ~, ._ . ·· · eu 

.. Here is yet aBC)tlter es•.-. pl~·-·-o•~ th. . . . 
of ~isohief : ·. . . ' . . - . p ! ' ~ ·.rme kind 

. . . . . .. ... .· . ., I .. · . . . 
. , lJ ma,_.be retor&et'·thathi...rio:lal•* :is' ~d·•·. . .. 
~ble aad th · • . . •. · : -:- . . 1~Y l'eC'Og· 

. at theN ••·~ ·~leaa of· idelditrlie•r in 
one Qod, aad KW.Dtlllad •· a:.~.: :~ . , . . . . . . . .. 
Muli .. · · · · . · • ~~a ~!le•. _Yet a· revered 
Proph~-:rudslelll!: ;!'~~ttt_j~~l.te. ~~.~~- :the 

The ''revered Muaib:n~' ~-.·~i-"/ ·· ·-·.'. · .. ,.: .. :;;·. · · · 
.who is wid_ .. _.el~ 'k' ... · ... ·· .····· 1·_~·-4~~~·~---~tJSuf. Ali ·. v D01Vn for L:- .. v- 1· h -~-... 1. t• • ... · •.. . · ·• · · ·.• ~:~t~l Ja .. ·...-D8 a: I()D 

l•lcm~tc Burwr• 3 : 00.,..,1 1,. (j~';.J.."" . , ; ... ~ • .. . . 
• Tlu Call • .. . ,.,..,. f•~•• P· 107. . · .. 

o-J I'M_Msnorel, p. 119, . . , .·· .Jt.·' 
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and co~mentary of the Holy Quran. But the pam· 
phlet referred to ~hOve and listed in the footnotes 
at the end of the chapter, entitled The Fundamentals 
of Islam, published in Geneva i1;1 1929, has been out 
of print for 'more than fift.y years ! So ob,cure is 
this particular work that I have never Diet any 
Muslim, however highly educated or fluent in 
English be may be_. who has ever heard of it. 

Like aU his colleagues in orientalism, Dr. Cragg 
is not only convinced that a thorough-going adoption 
of Western culture by the Muslim world is inevit
able, but he is actively participating in the proc_ess 
of westernization to hasten its completion as sp~edi· 
ly as poB:Sible. Althongh he vigourously upholds the 
validity of transcendental doctrine and morality 
within the sphere of Christianity, he refuses tt> 
defend this concept on behalf of other faiths : 

The argument from necessity is more oonvinoing than 
. the argument from freedom. For there. can be little doubt 

tho.t the conservative is theoretically right in resisting 
what is un-Islamic in its origin. On the understanding of 
a th.ousa~d-and more years that it derived from revelation, 
:Muslilii~law cannot suddenly and blandly affirm that its 
true basis is pragmatic·, prudential and worldly-wise. Never-

, theless, time cotnpels modification, adaptation and enlarge
ment.-- The modern mind is right in its instinctive aware

- --11eaa that Islam must either baptize change into its spirit 
_ \ 'orronounce its own relevance to life. ~inee it cannet do 

the latter, it must somehow do the former.• 

'fhe correct reply to this statement of course, 
is that the Islamic movement does not accept the 

• Ibid,, p. 17. 
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status-quo as' final and that .. 
the name LEADS th any religiOn worthy of 
claims to truth 'fe ~eople and cannot make any 
"times." The h.: It .must be a slave of the 
struggle betwee! ~::ophical conflict here is the 
law and morart d upholders of transcendental 

1 Y an those who d' 
purely relative and s b. t' Isparage these as 
and place which und: J~c Ive and limited to time 
the moral law itself e mmes the whole concept of 
and law · The fallacy that morality 

condition:r:/:!:~~; subservie~t to the mundane 
time or place is th y and have no value beyond 
· e very essence of th t · . 

t1c concept of hist e rna enahs
Hegel Wh ory propagated by Karl Marx: and 

. at a paradox: indeed t fi d . . 
leader pro a a tin . . 0 n this Christian 
Church ha; gt I g d.Ialec~Ical materialism while the 

' a east m prmciple I 
transcendental ide 1 I ' a ways upheld the 
is the very b . ; . f transcendental morality 
must necessa~::s o eth.ical monotheism, this truth 
the transcende~~e.;ni~?rsal. Yet while defending 
when discussing th 1 .ea ID regard to Christianity, 
Muslim h e Impact of modernism on the 

s, e preaches materialism : 
Therefore we Christian m. . . . 

sympathetically to hear I I ISBlonaries must be ready 
crat'y' perfect socialism • s am equated with true demo-

' Innocuous capi tali d · . 
peace. It would f sm an abiding 
Lord Cromer's fa' o course, be entirely unjust to stand by 
formed is Islam m~us and foolish dictum that Islam re· 
desire to insist thnaot olsnlger. We have neither the right nor 

· am shall re · 
we have at one time th ht . mai? . perpetuaJJy what 
it changes d . . oug lt was. Like all living things 

• ecomposes to reco W . • 
to be itself it ft • mpose. hde never ceasing 

. ' can o en puzzle us with what that ~elf is be-
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coming. This realization of Islam on the move is no small 
element in our Christian duty of understanding and dis
comment in our would-be)elationship in Christ with the 

people of the minaret. • 

This concept of moral relativity explains the 
strange terminology which prevades these writings 
as well as the works of)o many other orientialists. 
Dr. Cragg does not recognize=one Islam but many. 
He glibly refers to "the old Islam," "the medieval 
Islam," the "tra.ditionalist Islam," versus the new, 
Jiberal and progressive "Islam." Likewise he can 
discuss ''Arab Islam," ''Turkish Islam," "Indian 
and Pakistani Islam" because "Islam" and 
"Muslim" are used interchangeably with no distinc
tion drawn between the two. 

There was once a recognizable boundary, even if only 
geographical, by which the Islamic could be known for 
certain and the hostile identified unerringly. An old 
tradition quietly identifies it with the turban. "The 

· -turban," declared the Prophet, "is a· frontier between the 
faith and unbelief." How impossible to draw that line now t 
Today fewer and fewer Muslims wear it ; it ~as becom6 
among the youth in urban areas · as · remote from · 
daily life as a tonsure in the West... 'l'he 'puzzle of 
secularity has pushed far into the Muslim scene and soul. 
It is' just the quality ef simplicjty a~n'a 
knowledge of good and evil, itBPifdn discrimination 
between the faithful and the faithless, the loyal and the 
hypocrite which is so great an item in its assurance and 
guidance. Bot how is it ascertainable now and how 

Ibid •• p. 208. 
This is a direct recsult of tho Westernization· and Secularization of 

1\luslim society. 



enforoeable I Who shall say with the old cJarit 
ruthleaanf'ss where and when there . y and IJ • Is apostasy 1 "T" 
a confuaton, all coherence gone !" one might I Is 
with the E r a moat say 

be 
"ld ng Ish poet, John Donne, echoing different 

WI ermenta.* 

_The above quote is another excellent illos
tr~tton of ~e author's rejection of transcendental 
v~ uets.J. Typtcal of his friends in contemporary 
orien a Ism he den1·es . . ' any recogmtion of 1 1 
with its distinctive, . fixed teachings, institu:i:: 
and culture as an obJective reality A d" 
him, Islam is simply what Mu J". ceo~ ~~g to 
P 

. · s tms say It 1s and 
resident Habib Bourguiba is as valt"d k M a spo esman 

as ~ulan~ Sayyid Abul Ala Maudoodi ! In this 
relative VIew, Islam is merely what Muslims do and 
however fragrantly the secular-minded flout the 
commandments of the Holy Quran and Sunnak 
should not concern anybody. Asks Dr. Cragg: 

Should it not be the first oonoern of Muslims th t 
. God be most gr~t even over Islam t•• a 

. Thus _does.· Dr.· <J.ragg arbitra~ly ·.pit Allah 
ag~JDs~ His own . Re'V~elation aa if the respective 
.claims.of the two were irrreconcilable. 

Dr •. Cragg makes no attempt to conceal his 
unrestrained entl;lnsiasm for the forces workt" 1." 

Weste • t• • · ng .10r rmza Ion tn Muslim lands. 

The story of the Amerioan. Ar. • . 
writea itself not only in the D •. ab,•anh Oil Company 

amce o t e great but also 

• lllmrtic Burwr• I : Coanaela iD Co. te . 
•• i.u n m~rary Ialam. pp. 181·181. 

1 .M., p. 107. 
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in the Jives of the humble. Bedouin and townsmen in 
considerable numbers have entered the employment of the 
Company or have found steady Jivlihood in subsidiary 
enterprises arising from its presence or its initiative. New 
skiJls ar~ learned accordingly and practiced for high end 
constant wages, replacing an economic form of life which 
was hitherto precarious and primitive. New attitudes are 
·discovered as the new wage-earners encounter the cinema, 
television and the radio with novel methods of leisure• 
recreation and a new dignity or dimension in personal living. 
These accelerating changes influence more than they yet 
inrlude and penetrate in repute were they do not yet pene
trate in fact. The present g~neration has modernized faster 
than a whole score of its predecessors. One of the largest 
group• of Americans resident on non·American soil can 
hardly be set down in so static a territory without pointing 
many .parables of technology and opening new vistas to 
watchful, wistful minds. Thcee are the new horizons of 
the contemporary scene. An Aramco employee familiarizes 
himself and his context with JleW and incisive notions 
about man and his technical potentiality to make his 
habitat serve hi• needs; about a money eoonomy and its 
advantages ; about a society in which wo.men and marriage 

· 8._re governed 'by. other· concepts, ·where leisure, Uteraoy, 
comforts and aeourity replace the old perpetual struggle 

·. and the old uncertain .life~• 
.. 

A:S a staunch 'Christian, one w<mld expect .. fr«Jm 
;. . scholar of this stature, ··some discussion of the 
DlOt&f. &rid •eifltual &D'f~hy,· the. CO!Dmunal disrup.; 

. tion•ana: the uglj_sore8 of social disin:tegration wld.Qh 
iD.erit&blyfollowiD the wake of such abrupt change.-c 
:Yet with childl~ke· f~itb,, .he uaumea that. this 
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cultural revolution is an unmixed blessing for the 
population. 

Secularity weighs heavily upon the world of Islam, the 
more Ro for the devastating speed of contemporary changes 
and the onset of revolutions-ma.torial, industrial, nuclear
which in their W estt-rn matrix spread themselves 

· feverishly am'Jng the generation~.. In some places 
today, the single father-:mn sequence marks a transition 
from the economic and social patterns of Abra~amic anti- . 
quity to those of the tanker jetty and television.* 

Dr. Cragg claims that modernity has made 
. Islamic institutions obsolete and useless : 

N'lr are the provoking vistas of wealth entirely west
ward and outward. Technology has its Jocal Midas touch, 
especially in the oil of the Middle East. Where soil seems 
all too often an equation in poverty, oiJ in an ever more 
avidly mobile world, is now a sort of liquid gold. Having 
in mind, the massiTo revenues acquired from it in tho 
lands of Islamic gent>sis, what becomes of the Quran's 
anxiety about usury t•• 
Of special note here is the cynicism expressed 

in the choice of language. Sach irrelevant remarks 
amount to no geniune logio at all. 

The literature of social concern in contemporary Islam 
ma.kes the more urgent the need for integrity of mind in 
the search for the answera within the economic and social 
institutions of Islam. Too much writing on Zalea~ and 
the Quran's veto on hoarding eludes the hard realities of 
the. money world and the complexieties of lifo. Its com· 
fortable panaceas amount too often to au evasion of 
thought and .action. ••• 

• IskJmic Sun.oey,;.a : Counsels in Contemporary Ialam, p. 9.-- _ 
•• Ibid •• p. 8. 
• * * Ibid., p. 192. 
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. d" he means a co ntem
By "integrity of mm ' .-t- f essential Islamic 

d' t• the mos o · 
ptuous repu 1& IOn . t mentality that does 

. t' nd a subserv1en 
institu Ions a . f l'b Tt of western civilization as 
not doubt the m a 1 1 I y . n welfare. 
the only route to progress m huma 

. . redecessors and present-day colla-
Like all h1s P -:e • d that the success of 

D Craaa.MrConvmce 
bora tors, r · ~ -- ~ ends u on the adop-
his missionary enterprtse dep k W:y 1 Let him 

. f the Western outloo . 
t10n o h' rds · 
supply the answer in IS own wo . . . 

. t t the Christian's duty 10 this 
We have i~s•sto~ i~: toleration, legal and actual, ia 

matter of MuPhm re g th "deal Freedom of con-
. "l t alt and servo o 1 • • 1 

prlmarl y o ex 1 h" ch transcends all spemo. 
h absolute va ue VI 1 ·1 

science as an k" such changes prim&rl y 
. W are not see mg N 

plead10g. e . 1 verts to Christianity. or 
.. for the benefit of pot~ntta co~ t them for the sake of 

h. k. Musbms resis be 
should t tn mg The matter is not one to 
dotorri.ng such converts. '"or or against. We had 

t• lar consequences 1' . 

judged by par tcu . d d ~ its absolute consequences 
rather say, it is to be JU ge l"odrv based allegianoe-consec-

1. . n and more va I J l t 
in purer re l~to t "rrhed by numbers os or 

hi h cannot be ou weJb . 
quenoes VI 

0 th 1 s that such freedom m 
I . clear none e es • . 

gained. t IS '. h lity of Muslim oon•iotton, 
ld . savmg t e qua I" 

Islam wou •. lD f Christian ev:o.ngo Ism. h incubus rom . 
also lift a. eavy . t• "dated by. domestic con-

ld longer be ID Iml .. d 
Inquirers wou . no ld no loncrer be un or 

h M slim convert wou o h 
scquonoos ; t e u · e nor would ho o.vo 

d ·m ltios as to marnag ld inappropriate 1 cu . ti oflegal status wou 
•t Consldera ons '1'1 to face disinher• ance. it of religious inquiry. ltt 

not inhibit the free pur'Su. d or persecuted into mental 
ex-Muslim would not bo worrle tleas protege of some. alien 
instability nor become a rt';: t such a hope is dim and 

It may be argued a power. 
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distant and-therefore impracti9al ; our retort is that we 
have not advocated it on the grounds of expedieooy. There 
can be no doubt that the ultimate hope of the Christian 
mission is for just such a change in :Muslim attitudea _to 
toleration.• It may be long or longer before particular 
areas begin to feel the liberating oonaequeooea of such a 
change where even now to evince the leaat iotorest in 
Christianity is to invite peraonal tragedy in aome form. If 
the rea~er tends to be skeptical of thia po11ibility, he may 
be reiDlnded that we are writing about patience ud that 
the principle here can be argued from a valid extension ·of 
Quranio and traditional Mualim teaohina. • Alfo it ld 116• 
remamberetl llal tie alroflg preaaurea of ltetdarina, •ntluire
able G8 in Bome reapec11 IAey are, tefltl in • _.., tlireclioa.•• 

Nothing is said about the necessity for this 
"toleration" to be mutual. The author is silent on 
th.e ac~ual policy of the Christian misaionary enter· 
prise Jn regard to their treatment of the Muslim 
population in the countries particularly in Africa 
an~ Indonesia, where they aTe moat active. In 
A~ri~an lands like Ethopia where the Christian 
miSSIOns actively aided the autocratic rulers Jike the 
late ~mperor Hai.le Selassie in the [mercileu 
genocide of the Musluns, "Christian toleration" was 
exposed at its worst. Dr. Cragg therefore urges 
"t I ' " I ~ .... , · o erance on y .~or .w.ushms. Christian miasions 
are evidently free from that obligation. 

• This ia not true. The Quran and H&dUh deol&N unequivio..at.F t~aa• 
lalam alone ia the Truth and t.hat all other reliJio1111 aad philoaepbiea 
are f~ae and misleading. . 

•• ·The ra~id impact of Chriatianization ' and aeculariaation upon 
Io~••· the largeet Kaalim St.r.&e, is an o11tet.r.adiq ezample of 
tbl8eror. · 
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It is equally obvious that the author supports 
secularism because it is the most potent force· for 
the social and cultural disintegration of the Muslim 
community. No community, particularly a com
munity founded upon an ideology which wants to 
survive and grow, can willingly relinquish its 
membership to a arival group. Furthermore, Islamic 
teachings regard apostasy as. exchanging Truth for 
error and since this Truth is based on absolute 
values given to mankind by Divine revelation, it 
can never be regarded as a mere matter of opinion. 
The religious license that would allow a Mu~lim to 
convert to Christianity without any social penalties 
can only be brought about through communal disin
tegration and total indifference. The aim of every 
human culture and reJigioua system has always 
beeQ, and will continue to be, to secure for the 
future through parental training and education the 
loyal adherence of the succeeding generations. If 
Christianity is no exception this rule, how can the 
learned clergyman urge us to do what is psycho· 
logically impossible ? 

In' the chapter "The Call to Service" in The 
Call of the Minaret, Dr. Cragg praises the activities 
of the various Muslim governments as supplement
ing the philanthropic work of the missionary. 
''Their coming is to be heralded with grateful 
satisfaction, for the Christian seeks no monopoly 
rights over human healing where no monopolies 
can ever be desired."* 

•. Ibid,, p. 230, 
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But the question immediately arises as to what 
arethe actual results of such government schemes he 
so highly praises. Let another veteran missionary 
who is able to see the fruits of this "progress" with 
a more perceptive eye, inform the reader from his_" 
own experience what has really happened : 

We might add that of the 1,400 government doctors, 
only 600 are divided among 4,000 villages. These doctors 
are poorly accomodated and receive a low salary. Their 
EOle aim is to get as much money as they can outside their 
salary and to leave the village as soon as possible. 

There are some ol them who are not ashamed to 
exploit the sickness of the fellaAin in the most cynical 
fashion. It happened that I found myself not long ago among 
a gronp of doctors in the health department inspector's 
c.ffioe of a mudiriya. One of these doctors had just received 
an appointment for a distant village and was nry much 
affected by the news. A colleague was endea. voring to cheer 
him. "Don't worry. You'll be perfectly all right in that 
village. I stayed there two years myself and I was 
better off than I would be in town. Those dogs of 
fellaAin, if you know how to handle them, you can get a 
hundred a month out of them". 

In another village, the doctor would not sign a decla
ration for a. natural death or hand over tihe burial 
certificate before he was paid five pounds. The deceased's 
relativ.es had no choice but to pay. 

Another will never travel to the neighbouring village, 
through ho bas charge of it, until he baa made sure the 
patients are numerous enough to aubaoribe communal feea 
in a lump sum to be paid beforehand. 

Another doctor used the ambul~nce of his clinic when-
ever he went to the cinema in the neighbourina small 
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town. Another ontrustod his practice to an untraintxl 
assistant and settled in town ; he came out to check thiQ.gs 
occasionally once or twice a week. 

A !lertain Salib Sami worked with a• irrigation pump 
in a field .:ear Nukhayla. He was once ·gravely injured 
and relatives carried him to a nearby but. The doctor 
was sent for, but he refused to attend the ·patient unless 
be was paid five pounds in advance. In spite of their efforts, 
the poor fellahin could collect only half the fee. The 

doctor did not go. Salib died. 

The fellah goes to the doctor only when he is very ill 
because it ·means the loss of the day's wages, the bus fare 
to the hospital as well as the price of the medicine. If the 
medicine is not to bo found io the range of the pharmaou· 
ticals of the clinic, he must buy it commercially for what 

is ~o him a great price. 

When be reaches the hospital, there is already such a 
crowd of patients that he must g() before his turn if he is 
to got home that night and so he must tip the doorkeeper. 
Finally be is· face to face with the doctor who takes two 
minutes to hear his symptoms and write a prescription 
without examination. At first he may have honestly tried 
to be good doctor and to reconcile qua1ity and quantity but 
soon enough ho comes to act as do his colloaguos, to hand 
over the prescription after one or two questions, singling 
out for attention only those who come recommended or 
are obviously very ill indeed. • . 

The ugly picture depicted here is but the 
natural and inevitable product of the materialistic 
outlook which in the absence of any nobler ideals~ 
saturates these unscrupulous professional people 

• TM Bgypia• Peu•anl. F~tb<Jr Henri Habib Ayrout, Boacon Pres•. 
Boston,l963, pp. 75-77. 
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with the most callous selfishness and . avarice, 
virtually nullifying all the so-called advantages of 
modern science, medicine and techonology they 
supposedly represent.· 

This, hke all else, turns finaJiy on cottlpassion. To 
persons and their poverty, people and their hopes, the 
responaibility of power relates. The ultimate test of all 
dogmas and religion lies in ita writ of compassion running 
through the forma and patterns of the social order and the 
dispoaitiona of political authority.• 

Yet at the same time, Dr. Cragg defends des
potism on the pretext of necessity : 

The current suapension of democratic forms arises not 
t~nly from the fact, evident everywhere in the world, that 
government in these days of high dams, flooding popul~tiona 
and industrialization must be direct and efficient. It springs 
also from the fact that democratic processes to' be secure, 
rt:quire standards of general education and traditions of 
citizenship which often do not obtain and for lack of which 
the democratic processes play into the hands of exploiters 
and veated interests. Moreover, viable and valid d.emo
cracy demands a vigourous party system and the concept 
of the dignity of the opposition-elements still wanting, 
for a varie~y of reasons in the structure of most Ialamic 
oommunitiea. •• 

In other words, in the mind of this Christian 
leader, mpitary dictatorship in Muslim countries 
can be condoned for its contempt of the rule of law 
and Muslims should be denied their human rights 
because of poverty illiteracy, and ••backwardnes." 

• I•U..ic SfWWY• 3 : Counsels in Contemporary IBlam, p. 192. 

•• !I'M Dotae cm4 IM Boc.l: : Jerusalem Studies in Islam, p.lll9. 
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Conservative religion suffers many frustrations. Al
most everywhere political opportunity is wanting. In this 
situation, what some writers call the neo-Ialamic when they 
mostly mean the old Islamic, can easily lapse into quietism 
and aloofness and stagnate in neglect of ita real stakes or 
it might conceivably erupt into violence-the sort of 
violence engendered in frusttation which the present 
"secular" monopoly of power holds firmly in subjection. 
Can it blossom into responsible leadership of mind unla.s 
it has the stimulus of actual opportunity to shape things 
and until the persistent dichotomy of educational back· 
ground is more radicalJy overcome ! For the~e custodians 
of the old Islam are still largely naive or irresponsible in 
their Islamic judgments and as James Baldwin has it in a 
very different context ; "It is the innocence that consti
tutes the crime''-the innocence of an inadequate perception 
of issues. It is, however, in large measure more sinned 
against than sinning in that it has been shaped by dogmatic 
slumbers and enfeebled by political impotence save among 
the Wahabis and Sanusais. This intellectual situation in 
conservative Islam is the major factor in the current crisis 
of leaders~ip. • 

The "realism" to which Dr. Cragg refers means 
to reverse all Islamic teachings wherever they .con-
1lict with contemporary practice. In other words, 
he is asking us nothing less than the abject accept
ance of the status-quo as inevitable, irreversible 
and final. The "reactionaries" adhearing to the 
"old Islam" are represented as the urear-guard" of 
obaolete dogmatioism and ritualism and their cause, 
hopeless. If his claims for Christian compassion 

• Im"'ic SIII'NJ•-3. Coansela in OoDtemporary Islam, pp. 187-188. 
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are genuine~ should be no~ openly protest against 
injustice everywhere?. But he does not ! · 

The Hero4ian and the Zealot peraia•. Tbere was 
much tQ be .eaid for the parallel when Arnold Toynbce 
c:Jrew it a quart~r of a cen~ry ago defining his Hellenist 
precedepts in theso terms : 

"Zealotism-a form of arohaism evoked by foreign 
preaaure: 

Herodianism-a form of oosmopolitanilm evoked by 
the •me asenoy. 

Yet is there not comins to be an out~Qdednoas about 
the analoiY itself, the arobaists so to .speak becoming them· 
selvN archaic 1 In this generation, .Muslims are in charge of 
Islam, however oiroumsoribed with the queries the keeper 
and tlie kept may be. Islam is now in full command of 
itself and .Muslims have long ceased to be merely Europe's 
•eastern question' There is about the ~norama of lengthen .. 
ing indepmdent Islamic statehood&, something to make 
the Zealot a little late in his defiance of the foreign. If 
Iierodianism consists in being cosmopolitan and absorbing 
the irresistible, then we are all Herodians now. • 

Every stateQlent .here is mieleading ... Ev~n the 
context of the analogy ie false. Under Greek and 
Roman occupation in the struggle between the 
"reactiona,ries" and "progressives" in Palest.ine, 
the former's victory was complete. Hellenistic 
cosmopolitanism, which seemed so invincible daring 
the lifetime of Jesus Christ (peace and blessi~gs of 
AUah be upon him), vanished into:oblivion while tho 
zealots compiled the Talmud which preserved the 
religious and cult~ral identity of the Jewish people 

• Ibid,, pp. l&J-183. 
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intact for another two thousand years. We Muslim• 
can well draw a lesson from that. Secondly, despite 
the nominal independence of the various Muslim 
states, Islam is as politica.lly impotent now as under 
European colonial rule a century ago, the on)y 
difference being that prior to the second world war, 
foreign imperialism was administered. direct while 
it is now perpetuated indirectly through the econo
mic and military vassala~e of the native rulers who 
are Muslims in no more than name. 

It is the duty of the Moslim scholar to make Jews 
and Christians understand .that only in Islam can the 
true prophetic tradition be found. The Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be upon 
him) is rep01te.d to have declared that the best 
Jihad is to speak the truth in. the presence of an 
unjust ruler and sacrifice one's life for that cause •. 
The records of Mnalim history tell us that all the 
outstandingly pions have had t.he courage to do this. 
Nor is that courage not to accept e'\Til as the status 
quo but to speak the truth regardless of personal 
consequences Jacking· in the present age. Like 
all the prophets and Mujaddidin of the past, 
Badee·u~Zaman S.aid Nursi of Turkey, Shaikh 
Hassan al Banna of Egypt and Maulana Sayyid 
Abul Ala Maudoodi of Pakistan all rejected the 
fait accompli and fearlessly caJled the despotic rulers 
to account for their misdeeds. Jews and Christians 
c~n find this prophetic s:pirit in their own scriptures, 
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distorted as they are, but it has disappeared from 
practical life among them for many centuries. Only 
in Islam does it continue undaunted. If Dr. Cragg 
is as broadminded as he cJaims to be, here he 
should look for his lost he~itage. THE JEWISH VIEW 

At a. time when the Jewish menace has never 
been a. greater threat to world peace or even human 
survival, a. scholarly work on the cultural relations 
between the Jews and Arabs (or more appropriately, 
Judaism and Islam) is indispensable. It is most 
enlightening to re~d the Jewish viewpoint on this 
subject, however much we as Muslims are compelled 
to disagree. The author of the book under discus
sion,• Solomon David Goitein who was for some 
years the chairman of the School of Oriental Studies 

. at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem is ranked 
by scholars in America as he is in Israel, among 
the outstanding Jewish orientalists. 

At the ou~set, he vehemently denies the myth 
that the Jews were originally an Arabian tribe; he 
points outs' that in Biblical and Talmudic times, 
the bulk of the Bani Israil were farmers. Even the 
nomadic Hebrew tribes described in the Bible lived 
with t}leir flocks of sheep and goats on the friBges 
ofthe desert. In contrast, rthe Arab beduin estab
liShed themselves 1n the depths of the wilderness 
aa camel breedera and merchants engaging 

• JatH Gfltl Arcab• : 2'1aeir OonlGc,. 2'Arou1A ITa. Agu, B. D. Ooitein 
Bohockep Books, New York, T9M, · 
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in long-distance international trade. This difference 
is clearly manifest in Jewish and Islamic Jaws·and 
festivals. The Jewish calendar takes special note 
of the changes in seasons and the Talmudic law 
glorified the pastoral1ife while the Islamic calendar, 
being purely lunar, ignores the seasons as its 
festivals rotate round the year. The Skariah 
upholds commercial enterprise and the city life .as 
the ideal. The Jews make provision for their 
harvest festival and weekly day of rest which are 
condemned by Islam as pagan relics. Goitein then 
goes on to describe how under Muslim rule between 
the 7th and . 9th centuries, the· Jews lost their 
identity as an agricultural people and became totally 
urbanized. 

Since the most enduring achievements of the 
Jews after the Bible and Talmud occured under 
Muslim rule, the bulk of the book deals with the 
cultural relations between Judaism and Islam: 

Moritz Steinachneider, an outstaoding German-Jewish 
scholar, in his lnlroductiO'II. to the Arabic Literature of IM 
Jew, which be wrote at the age of ninety, compared the 
German-Jewish with the Arab-Jewish symbiosis, regarding 
the two as of equal importance. Here, however, I venture 
to dia•ee with the. great master. Despite their great 
relatiYeimportance, none of the creations of the Jewish 
authors .writing in· Gennan or conceived under the impact 
of modern westetD civilization, baa reached all parte of 
the:JGwiah 'people or have influeuoed the personal inner 
life of every Jew.to .tile profound desree aa did ·the great 
Jewish writers who belooged to the medieval civilization 
of Arab Islam~ . The reason for thie dift'erence is self-

_;r 
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l. t· like the ancient evidt>nt.. Modern western civi Iza ton, 'th 
. 'I' ation of the Greeks, is essentially at variance WI 

CIVI IZ J h ever 
the reJigions culture oft he Jewish people.. Is o.m, _ow , 
ie from the very flesh and bone of Judatsm • It ISA so b~o 
say, a reclist, an enlargement of the latter, JUSt _as :u;~ 
. l J lated to Hebrew. Therefore Judatsm 
1s so c oso Y re · . .1• t' and at 

f 1 d copiously from Muslim ClVl Iza .Jon 
~n ~yu d'~~~ 
the same time preserve its independence . an Jn .,d 
far more completely than it was able to do m the. mo e~ 
world or in the Hellenistic society of Alexo.ndrta. I~~~ 
ver instructive to compare the utterances of Jowls 

tyh f the Middle Ages about Islam and the Arabs 
au ors o . 't' · German 
with those of the Jewish authors wrl l?g m . 
during. the nineteenth and twentieth centunes wbJc~ dea! 

. 1 F . stance German•.m an .. 'th the surrounding cu ture. . or m , . 
WI . C h , books Judatsm· Judaism by Herman Cohen. In o on s , I . 
is "justified" because it i!! regarded (rightly or. wrong y~ . 

. 1 'th the highest attamments o 
&8 essentially identic& WI h J . h authot's 

H most of t e ew•s German thinking. owever, . . er had the 
f the ,...iddle Ages who wrote in Arable, nev . 

0 JJJ • 't f Jud&U!m. sJi htest doubt about the abs!Jlute supcriOrl y o 
g b . this fact not because I believe that su~h an 

I t~::d:s~::uld be adopted in our own times but stmply 
a . 'ndl'cation that Judaism inside Islam was. an 
as an • 't d posstbly 

t omous culture sure of itself, despl e, an 
au on 'th 't environment 
because of its intimate connection WI 1 s f t. 't' . 

. d h lose and ru 1 Jous N . has Judaism encountere suo a c 
eveb~ . as that with the medieval civilization of Arab sym tOBIB 

Islam. (pp. 129-130) 

Even more than their Christian. counterparts, 
Jewish orientalists feel compelled to search fp~t~e\ 
"original sources" of the teachings . of th; Al~~ . 
p . het Muhammad (peace and blessmgs o 
b:o:pon him) and e:xpound their conjectuns as to bow 
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he "borrowed" J . ,.... .. . 
in VOg~e . Of 8WJ&h and vbnstlan practices then 
most of. the conrs~~ Goitein bestows upon Judaism 
Hol p . h credit for the achievements of the 

Y rop et! 

All this leads us to the 
or which sect served A' h great question : which religion 

:~.u ammad as his . ed' 
or, since the Koran all d . Imm Iate model 

. u ea JD various pl t who JDstructed th p h aces o persons e rop ct • who 
Why is it so difficult to fi d ' . were those teachers t 
Th . o a solutwn to th' b 

e maJD reasons are these : rs pro lem 1 

Tho Koran contains a hu e mas . . 
be traced to b th T • g s of materia) which can 

o vewish and Ch . t• 
true not only of bib)" 

1 
ria Ian sources. This is 

which Muh d. . rca and apocryphal literature with 
amma mrght have bee . 

Jewish and Christian h n acquamted thrriugh 
. c annals but it ala h ld 

elements from the Jewish l"t 0 o s good for 
their way into Christian . I lurgy and lore which had found 

. cuc es very early. . 
Moses is the predominant fi . 

would not like to lay too h gure 10 the Koran. I 
. . muc emphasis on th . 

tative aspect although it • . . e quanti· 
t T 18 Impressive enough 
o vesua 1Fho is mentioned 1 r • ; compared 

d 
. . on Y .lOUr times in th K 

urmg the Meccan, that is h . e oran 
Muhammad's career Mose ' ' t e . formahve period of 
a hundred times. Much ~~:;,~me occurs . there more than 

the stories about Moses are no::::t 
18 

the. fact that 
but prevade the whole Koran and . ~ certain chapters 
Prophet with a Book po a--.:....2 the Idea of Moses, the 

· ' a....__. Muhammad to · h 
extent that he immediately proc eded · . sue an 
book of hi1 own. e to produce a divine 

.Althou_ g h the general trend of M h 
· t' t' u ammad's aaoe· t• pte Is tc relfgiouaity with ita d • · · 10

• 

. the imiment Day of Judgment ,::I:a:: ::te of dread of 
• False I Th more akin to 

ere are no sueh alluaiODII 1 
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Christian monastic piety tha.n to ra.bbinic Judaism, the 
way out of the difficulty created by this apparently 
contradictory evidence, seeins to be the simple assumption 
that the group of Jews who, we may suppose influenced 
Muhammad's beginnings. although they were basically 
ordinary Orthcdox Jews, bad themselves come under the 
influence of monastic piety and adopted some of ita 
practices apd also, some of its literature. To be eure, 
most, if not aJI of the ingredients of monastic piety which 
found their way into the Koran were already present in 
some form in early Judaism. Vigils are mentioned several 
thnes in the Book of Psalms and played a very important 
role in the life of·the community of the Dead Sea Scrolls. In 
Talmudic times. however, study at night took the place of 

. the nightly prayer. Prostrations were a characteristic 
feature of Jewish worship up to the second century. 
Later this practiCe was discouraged by the rabbis precisely 

· becau!le it was so. conspicuously preached by the monks. 

The solution I venture to propose for the question. 
· con~rning the identity of Mahamll}ad's mentors Eeema 
alsO to be the moat plausible explanation of the undiluted 
and uncompromising attitude on monotheism maintained 
by the Prophet from the very beginning of his mission. 
This cannot . be ·,explained by his natural dispo'sition or 
mood but oo~ld have been due only to a very strong 
influence by ·monotheiiJt& · of such description-namely, 

· Jews. 

. lD conclusion, I wish to say this : Whether the sOlution 
I have propc;aed here for the problem of the origin of 

· Islam is accepted or not,. one thing is beyond doubt : the . 
battle which Muhammad so· gloriously and so easily won 
over his Arab Compatriots had beendecfded many centuries 

' . . ' . ~ . ' . ~ 

before on the hilli of Judea. (pp. 52-58) 

Such are the views held by almost all Jewish 
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schola-rs today B . . natural d • emg himself a Jew, it is quite 
this line a; hunderstandable for Goitcin to follow 

, or e could not t h the Hoi Q. accep t e premise of 
y uran as divine I t. . 

renouncing J d . reve a ton WIthout 
ever, the st::a:~~mb an~h em~racing Islam. How
a scholar of this ,. aJ~b e rJght to expect from 

'" 8 1 re to state 'th 
distortion the true 't' WI out any 
on this questionp £osti Ibon held by devout Mnslims 

rs efore ex · h' 
ideas. In the Hoi Q .· pressmg IS own . 

Y uran the Jews d ..,h . . 
are constantly refer .d ' an C r1stums · re to as ''The 1 · · Scriptt,ues'~ (Ahl al-Kitab) pcop e of the . 
the Muslims with th and the close affinities of 
It is also a fact that .inemdd~r~ . repeatedly affirmed. 

f a Ihon to the Bibl 
o the same material . th T 1 . . . . e, some 
is found in the Hol't. Qm e a mud andthe 1\-lidraah 

J uran and H d'th T 
scholars immediat 1 . a 

1 
• hus Jewish 

Islam is mere] e Y. Jump to the conclusion that 

Th 
y a distorted ver8ion of J d . 

e only convincin . . u &Ism .. 
the origin of Islam isgt and .conclusive answer as to . 
Since all the prophets ::t ~~;n by tbe:Q1lrati itself:-
message and the . le preached the same . 
T revea d Books taught th .. 
ru~h, the similarities bet . . e same 

eal' her scriptures d . ween the _Quran and the. 
are ue not from b . · proof of th · · · orrowtng but 

eir common origin Th t th 8 . 
incorporates so much of th • ~. ·.·. e.' har'iah 
result of what the rabbi II e ~~saic law .ts not the 
but. because Allah revesa.~edegteh y taogh;J.~~uha~~ad 
h 

. . . e same :eglslat. • . .. --
_. e older ecrlpture again·\in its . finaF for· . IO~. ()f .. 
Islam upholds transcendental . r' .· - _)D. Slnce 
truth, the precepts reve~led va nes_ -~'~ absolute. 

· · to Moses . (peace ,b!;} 
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upon him) were deemed by Almighty Allah to be 
just as valid when revealed to the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah be upon 
him). The mission of the Holy Prophet was not 
to invent a new religion but to confirm the eternal 
truth of tho earlier revelations to the other 
Prophets of God. Thus did Islam affirm the ethical 
montheism and much of the law practiced by Jews 
while vehemently rejecting Judaism's over-emphasis 
on ritualism and its racist pa.rochialism; Islam 
upheld the universality of the Christian message 
while condemning the pagan practices that had 
corrupted it almost from its birth. 

How can we as Muslims affirm Islam as eternal 
and God given truth and refute the theories of tho 
orientalists that the Holy Prophet's message was 
all borrowed second-hand from others ? To those 
skeptics who insist that the Quran is. Muhammad's 
book and not Divine revelation, we may point out 
the every student of history knows artificial 
religious and philosophical ~ystems have always 
failed. The Din Ilahi. of the Emperor Akbar, which 
died with its founder, ts sufficient proof of that 
fact. Eclectic systems dicta ted by expediency can 
never command the binding authority and universal 
reverence which Islam has held over the minds 
and hearts of so many millions for fourteen 

centuries. 
Ever since the earliest days, the question has been 

raised as to whether the Quran waa of divine or human 
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origin. The explicit and implicit testimony of the Quran 
is that the author is God Himself. It is never the Prophet 
who speaks in the Quran. The Scripture either refers to 
him in. the third person or addresses him directly-0 
Prophet, 0 Messenger, We reveal to thee; We send thee, 
do this, recite this ; such is the language of the Quran. 

The direct proof of the divine origin of the Quran is 
manifest alJ through the Scripture itself. It is also shown 
by the peculiar phenomena which accompanied every reve
lation of the Quran, according to the testimony of true 
tradition. The Prophet's contemporaries were objective 
witnesses of the visible, tangible and audible signs of the 
mysterious accompanying phenomena which made evident 
the real source of the Quran and opened the eyes of the 
truth-seekers. There was nothing voluntary about these 
phenomena, for the Prophet could neither avoid them 
when they came nor bring them into being when he 
earnestly desired to receive a message. On many occasions 
the l'rophct sought a revelation but it was not given. 

It is to the honour of Islam that the Quran recorda 
all hypotheses, reasonable or absurd, by which the contem
poraries of the Prophet attempted to establish human 
origins for the scripture; If the origins were human, they 
must have come from Muhammad's environment, from 
other religions in that environment or from the meditations 
and reasoning of the human author. 

It has been suggested that the Prophet gleaned his 
teaching from the reading of books recording previous 
revelations. But the Quran categorically denies that he 
knew how to read or write (XXIX: 48). Furthermore . . . 
the Bible was not available in Arabic until many centuries 
after the Prophet's time and the Bible in other· languages 
was out of the reach of the common people. The few bibli
cal ideals which may have circulated among the common 
people were so vague and often contradictory, that they 
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cannot be the basis for tbe precision, extensiveness, unity 
and vigour in the Quran. 

It has been argued that in Muhammad's travels, he 
became acquainted with Arab tribes which had been con
verted to Christianity and got his ideas from them, but the 

. Christianity practiced in that part of the world was so 
debased that it was indistinguiahable from paganism. The 
fourth Khalif, Ali said that the tribe of Taghlib had taken 
from Christianity nothing but the habit of drinking wine. 

Nor can it be argued that Muhammad· was in1lnenced 
b;y Jewish teaching after be came to Medina where he was 
in contact which Jewish scholars. Even before the Bijra4, 
the Holy History had been revealed in all ita true details 
in the Mecoan aurahs and the Quran had oondemned the 
believers in the Pentateuch aa f'lllowers of satanic inspira· 
tion, unworthy of being accepted as teachers or examples 
(XVI: 63). In Medina, psychological attitudes on both 
aides made Jewish induenoe on Islamic thou.aht practically 
impossible. 1'he majority of the rabbis adopted an anta
gonistic position which was far from the benevolent atti
tude of teachers. Thoso of the Israelite scholars who were 
impartial, enthusistically welcomed the Prophet in Medina 
and declared their conversion to Islam, there after as dis
ciples recognizing him as their Master. Between the two 
categories of the hostile and su.bmisaive Jews, there was no 
place for a third group of friendly tutors. 

There, remains the question as to whether or not he 
could have created the Quran by him~~elf through the use 
of meditation and reason. To a limited extent, reason 
could have revealed the falseness of idolatry and the sense
lessn088 of superstition but bow could it know how to replace 
them I The Quran conftrms that before the revelation, 
he did not know any book nor even the meaning of faith 
(XLII : liz): He could not poasibly have guid~ others for 
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be did not even know how to guide himself in religious 
matters. He was ignorant of the the legislative, moral, 
social and ritual details which are included in the revelat-o 
ion of the Quran. It wa.<t not by the study of books but 
only by revelation that Muhammad could know God and 
His attributes. Only as it was revealed to him could he 
define the relation between God and the visible.and invisi· 
ble worlds and specify the future reserved to man after 
death. 

It is edifying to know how the ~rophet himself regard
ed the text of the Quran. He could not by his own will 
retouch it in the slightest ; he interpreted it exactly as any 
commentator would a. text which was not his own. And 
when he postphoned carrying out any of its commandments 
even for a. short time in order to treat kindly the souls of 
the faithful and to forestall the objections of adversaries, 
we see the Revelation reproaching him severely, Those 
reproaches he accepted with resignation and left engraved 
forever in the Text. 

Nothing therefore has been improvised in the Quran. 
Everything was foreseen and formed as a whole and in every 
detail from beginning to tho end, including the death of 
the Prophet. Who could have formed and carried out such 
a complete plan 1 Who other than God from whom came 
this heavently mission 1• 

Yet despite this irrefutable evidence which a. 
scholar like Goitein must be well aware, he insists 
upon the student blindly accepting without question 
the assumption that all the common ground Islam 
shares with Judaism must be the result of delibe
rate imitation. 

• ••'l'Ae Origin of lalam" by Mohammad Abdullah Draz, formerly 
Professor of Quranic Interpretation at; at-Azhar University, Cairo 
quot.ed from I dam : the Straig,., Pallt, odited by Kenneth Morgan, 
The Ronald Press, New York, 1958, pp. 23-29. 
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lf, as wo have soon, thoro is a· vory oloae oonnection 
botwt~en .Muhanunad'a creation, tho Koran and the religion 
of Israel, there is an even moro amaz~ng affinity between 
the fully developed systems of the two religions. A. com
parison between the rabbinical Judaism of the Talmud and 
the olasaical Islam of the orthodox jurists is extremely 
revealing, a fact which c&n hardly be due to o'banoe. All 
the main cho.raetoristio features of th~ir 11ystema are idon
tioal or almost identical. 

1. Islam, like J11diasm is a religion of Halalcha, in Arabio, 
84ariah : that is a God·giv.;,n Jaw whioh regulates 
minutely all aspocts of life : la\V, worship, ethics and 
social otiquetto. Ilalakha·Sharial& is tho very easenco 
and oore of both religions. 

2. This religious law is based on tho Oral Tradition called 
in Arabic, Hadith and iu Hobrew by words of identical 
meaning which authoritatively interprets and supple
menta the written law, in Arabic, Kitab and in Heb
rew, ~rah ahe·Bikhtav whioh oomes from tho same 
root-word. 

3. The oral tradition falls into two pa.rts, one legal in the 
widest sonae of the word and the other moral. In 
both .Muslim and Jowish literature, they assume the 
same form of loosely cunnected maxima and short 
anecdotes. · 

'· Although the Muslims had a Stato when they created 
their religious law, and althouGh tboy had oontaot 
with the organized Cbri~ttian churches, their 8/w.ri.ah, 
like the Jewish Halal:lta, was dovelopod by a complete
ly free and unorganized republic of scholars. Rulers 
in olasaioal Islam might make decisions in regard to 
special oases but tboy novor created or officially pro• 
mulgatod laws on their own. Nor did Islam ever have 
a hierarohy of 1·eligious dignitaries who decided 
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questions while sitting in official synods or councils as 
was ~he practice of the Christian churches. 

5. In both Judism and Islam, the religious law took its 
fioa.l shape in the form of different schools or rites 
which originally represented the most widely ~ccep~ed 
decisions or usages of one country like the Jewish rites 
of Palestine and Babylonia or Medina. or Iraq with the 
conception common to both religions was that these 
schools and rites were all equally orthodox. 

6. The logical reasoning applied to the d~velopment of 
the religious law is largely identical in Islam and 
Judaism which could not but have been the result of 

direct connection. 

7. The study of even purely legal matters is regarded in 
both religions as worship. The holy men of Islam as 
iD Judaism are not priests or monks but students of 
the divinely-revealed law. Thus the ulema in the 
Muslim community occupy the same place and perform 
the same functions as do the rabbis among Jews. 

s. Muslim religious law developed mainly in Iraq, the 
chief centre of Jewish studies at that time. (pp. 59-60) 

Again, the correct explanation for these simi· 
larities lies in a common origin rather than con
scious, direct borrowing one from the other. Again 
and again throughout history it has been demons
trated how people sharing common beliefs can and 
do develop the same system of ideas independently· 
That is what happened to the adherents of both 
monotheistic faiths. 

Proof that Islam was not dependent upon 
Judaism for its historical development is manifest 
from the differences between the two which are just 
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as striking as their likenesses .. The concept of Jihad 
or the organized struggle of ·the righteous against 
evil which is repeated with Sl,lch powerful emphasis 
in the Quran as one of its most important teachings 
can nowhere be found in Jewish literature. Like
wise Hijab or the strict segregation of the sexes 
and the 8eclusion of women which is such an indis
pensable Islamic institution· was not known to the 
Jews. Again. the Skariah demonstrates its super-· 
iority over Jewish b~w by asserting that'drunka.rd
ness cannot be prevented without the prohibition. 
of drink and by analogy, banning all intoxicants. 
The rabbis of the Talmud condemned drunkardness 
yet regarded a moderate indulgence in wine as in· 
separable from the good things of Jife. Wine also, 
plays an important role in Jewish reJigious ceremo
nies and. social functions. Anyone who is the least 
acqua~nted with J nda.ism ·knows how important is 
the meticulous observance of the Sabbath as day of 
rest for pious Jews which is wholly foreign to 
Islam. Although the Talmud has been revered by 
Jews as embodying a complete and infallible way of 
life ordained by God, nowhere in those ponderous 
volumes can any precedents be found for interna
tionaLlaw, the conduct of warfare and the rela
tions between Jewat and non-Jews. for the rabbis 
assumed that the Jews would always live as a small 
minority on the defensive within a non
Jewish state. Consequently, when the Jews fin&ll! 
did · attain sovereignty in Israel, even the most 
pious among them did not £eel accountable before 



God.in their dealings with the Arabs which are 
based on opportunism and e:xpendiency only. By 
contrast the }ihariah, which includes non-believers 
as well as believers within the jurisdiction of Divine 
Jaw, offers the student very rich material on that 
subject. 

Many pages of this work dwell at great length 
about the treatment of Jews under Muslim rule. 
Goitein readily admits that with few exceptions, the 
lot of the Jews under Islam was f•r better than 
diheir .co-religionists . in Europe. He correctly ex
plaiu thia :difference in the fact that the Shariah 
recogniz.es tbe unchallenged right for the existence. 
and protection of minorities belonging to other 
monotheistic faiths while the Church did not. He 
also rightly says that the sectarians tended to be 
·the fanatical ones. ~d not the Orthodox. He cites 
the cases of the Almohads and al-Hakim during 
the Fatmid period as examples of this fanaticism bat 
he .r-ightly points out that these were extraordinary 
incidents and that the ••basic principles ·of Muslim 
law ·which -recognized the right of existence of other 
monotheistic religions was as a rule, adhered to." 
(p. 89) Unfortunately, the author dou not regard 
that principle as satisfactory. He condemns the 
attitude of the Islamic state towards the Jews not 
so much beoaaae they were mistreated but beoa1188 
it denied to them complete civic equality with the 
Muslima. 

In Saudi Arabia Muslim law u still in :toll foroe. 
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Even a {eff years ago when the thousands of Amer
. t"'tioned in Dhahran, the groat airfield in Jeans· s .. 

t . 8.,.,Ji Arabia, wanted to build a chinch for tboir eas ern .... . 
tbefl were unnble to do so for, as we know, no own use, J 

new chilrcbos can bo erected on Muslim soil. This and 
similar prob!ems·are, of course, minor issues. However, 

1.' 
6 

serious affair is the profeB3ed aim of al Ikhuan a Jar mor · 
al·M1Islimv1f• which boasts of the allegiance of tbe majority 
of the Egypt-ian people, to reinstate Islam as the law of the 
State. If tbe 1/rhwan and their counterparts in other 
countries, b~'ve their way, it would mean inexorably that 
E · t s ri~ and other l\fuslim eountries would relapse into 
th~p o~ition of medieval states with local Christians and 
Jow! reduced to the status of second class citizens. The 
leaders of tile Military Revolution understood this issue. 
only too well in Egypt and fough·t al·lkhwan although thtty . 
themselves 1fere eo.gor to reaffirm their devotion to tho 

religion of fslam. ·· 
For a reJ,gious Jaw. i e. a_ Jaw professl:'dl~ mada. by 

God HimseJif can never. be changed fn such essentials ~s 
the sition of the "unbeli~vers"; therefore the only way 

t bpo r tt under entirely chang. od conditions. is not to o onou. . . 
·use it. The f~ct that canonic law - the .law of tlie-· Roman 
Catholic Cb11rc)l · • is no:where io force where tlie maaaes 
p~fesiiog oa~holioism are_ ~noontrated . b~s not. impaired 

··tbeCa,holio {I,Uth but ra.~her.,~trqt~ened 1ts hc;»>d on ~he 
belie;et&. 1'he. introdu~tion of~· mode~.n civil. ~· .in. 
Egypt and 'turkey~ haa done no ~arm. to Isla~ ~.ut rather 
saved it frottJ becoming a tllrget .o'f justafied oritioiSm. The 

Ver .. d tJiat Egypt ooiild gi"'e 'up ita attainment ·made y 1 ea. . . 
eight ears .,ge when a Diod&tn oivU eode •as first intro~ 

y y II t . · duoed, aoundlil rea y prepOJ erous. · 

Thia ·}apse into contemporary isswss l~s eoloor. to 

the e:l[position of Je~i~h-Arab relati~~'!'~n~etlal$m. ·As 
we have seeP• the po1ntwn of tb.e Jews -'~jl81de ·-the Arab-
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Muslim society , was relatively better than that enjoyed 
by them in mediev3l Europe- but only relatively. In 
principle, they and the other non-'Musli~s. were second
class citizens and consequently, their posttlon was pre
carious' and often actual1y dangerous. No discrimination 
on any grounds, religious or otherwise, can be the basis for 

·a completely satisfactory symbiosis. (pp, 87 88) 

This criticism is as petulant as it is misleading. 
-He would delude us . that persecution of minority 
groups is ·an exclusive product of medieval religious 
fanaticism unknown to the secular state in this 
''enlightened" twentieth century. Never ha~ hi~
tory witnessed more h_orrible persecution ofmmorl
ties than. in the so-called ''progressive" countries 
today .. Witness the deplorable condition of the 
native Indians in North a~d South America, the 
coloured immigrants in England, the black people 
in South Africa, the Soviet ·tr~ion's. discrilnination 
against. n()n-Russians~ .the genocid~ of. the ~~be~Bns 
by the Communist Chinese and\ the pathetlQ,pbght 
of the belpl~s MtJBlinli in '~~ular'' IndiA wbo , ~e 
subjected to massacre almost. every day by Hindu 
fanatica. · Is it· not ·more'nat~ral ··and just .for the 
inevitable divisions among l!len to be based on belief 
and ideology rather than race or· nationality t A 
man can change hl,8 belief. but . nobo4y can change 
his ·race •. No government - wh,thet ·secular. or 
theocratic~ which· waata · .t9. surviv-e, c~ willingly 
put the re~gns of power iato the_ . hands of· a rival 
group which does u..ot:subeo;rib~ to the ideology of 
that state.- How else .ca_n a· government function· 
except through the supp<)rt ofthose;who beUeve in· 
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its tenets ? Could the democratic Government·'of 
the United States of America allow a professed 
Communist to be elected President? Likewise, could 
a Communist state appoint an advocate of Capitalism 
as its Prime Minister ? Pursuing the same logic, 
how then, can an Isla~ic state be expected to permit 
k('ly posts to be filled by disloyal Jews who oppose 
the fundamental premises upon which that system 
rests 1 History testifies to the- fact that nowhere 
have minorities enjoyed greater protection of their 
lives, property or enjoyed fuller religious and cul
tural autonomy than under Muslim rule. 

If Goitein is not satisfied with that, it would 
be most instructive for him to contrast the pros
perity the Jews enjoyed in Muslim lands with the 
misery of the Arabs in Israel today. The real test of 
a people and its ideology is its behaviour when it 
captures power. In the case of the Jews, power 
has transformed the persecuted into most savage of 
persecutors. The best documented work available 
on the subject, The Arabs in Israel by Sabri Jiryis, • 
a respected Christian lawyer, a native of Haifa and 
technically an Israeli citizen, makes dismal reading 
indeed, Sabri Jiryis shows us how all the most 
odious features of Jewish persecution in old Czarist 
Russia have been duplicated in Israel. In this con
nection, it is hardly a coincidence that most of the 

• TAe Arab• in I•ra.l, Sabri Jiryi1, the Institute for PaleatiDe Studie~~, 
~Boirut, 1969. 
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Israelis in . key Government posts were born ·in 
Czarist Russia. Now the Arabs are the ghetto 
dweller~, restricted by military rule to their "Pale 
of Settlement" and so severely discriminated against 
that it is extremely difficult, and often impossible 
for the Arab youth in occupied areas to . secure 
adequate. education and employment. According 
to ~sraeb Jaw, the Jewish immigrant automaticaJJy 
ach1eves full-fledged citizenship the moment he 
touches Israeli soiJ while the indigenous Arabs who 
have continuously Jived there for centuries, are 
legally aliens I Sabri Jiryis published his book in 
Hebrew in 1966. Shortly afterwards it was banned. 
'Jhe author was then imprisoned. 

It is a great tragedy that the history of the Middle 
East is being marred by the present impasse of Jewish• 

Arab relations. Zionism, the ideal of returning the Jc:wish 
people to ita country of origin and to the life of a normal 
n~ti~n on ita own IJ9iJ--certainly was fundamentaJJy sound. 
Z10n1sm was created to give a new chance of life to Jews 
who were persecuted or in danger of being persecuted · to 
arrest the virus of anti-semitism in those nations when: the · 
Jews had Jived and to bring prosperity and cultural 
vitality to the eastern shores of the Mediterranean. Many 
of these aims han befn fal&JJecl. Over three million 
tbreateaed by peraeoation in •arioas degreee, have foaad a 
Dft'. ~~me. Certainly it wu not the .Jews who opened 
b.oetilitl88 agafut their Are.b aeighboun aQywhere. 

(p. xiJ ........ . 
It is no use to argue. that Zionism was • and iltiU is 

a thoroughly humanitarian ahd pacifistic movement ·created 
with the express intention I easily documented of d~t"roying 
tensions between peoploa. It is/ vain to acJd ·that the 
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pioneers who made Zionism into a reality were a peaceful 
Jot and therefore the whole dipnstcr was tho fault of the 
Arabs who opent>d attack on tho .Tows whilo thn lath'r 
retaliated only very reluctantly after repeated and over 
more dangerous challenges. All this is true but it doN~ 
not do away with the actual situation which is a great 
tragedy for many on both sides of the frontier. (p. 2:!2) 

He goes on to list the antagonisms between Israel 

d her neighbours as follows : Israel·is essentially 
an '1 
a classless society while the Arab ·worJd was untl 
recently feudal ; the gulf between the traditional 
Arab and the modern Israeli relations between the 
sexes and rigid etiquette observed by old-fashioned 
Arabs contrasted with the extreme informality of 
the Sabra. Who can possibly believe that these 
trivial things have any relevance to the issue, much 
less are the real causes of the trouble ? On the 
ver; first pagA of the book the author declares his 
intention to discuss cultural affairs only and scrupu
lously avoid controversial political questions. ~ut 
whereas in this case, a consideration of the pohbcnl 
issue is indispensable, it cannot be omitted wi~h~ut 
ludicrous results. Even if he insisted on av01dmg 
the ·political aspects, it nevertheles« would have 
been most appropriate for him to iliscuss it from 
the moral viewpoint. On what grounds do serious
minded Jews justify the dispossesEion of . an entire 
people and their arbitrary deprivation of all po.litic- · 
al rights ? An analysis of this problem ··would 
be far more fruitful, but unfortunately he chooses 
to ignore it altogether as if it did not exist. 
Typical of exponents of Zionist· propaganda, he 
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teJJs us that Arab oposition to Zionism was arti
ficially created by a few selfish and corrupt leaders 
and that if the common Arabs had been left alone, 
they would have wanted nothing more than to live 
with the Jews side by side in peace! But now I 
raise the question if any other people elsewhere in 
the world found themselves confronted with the 
same plight as the Palestinian Arabs, would they 
not react in the same way ? Is it not only natural 
and inevitable for a people - any people-to 
resist as much as they can, wholesale robbery 
on a national sale 1 And how can the Israelis ever 
feel secure living on stolen property 1 

A bright spot in that dark pioture is the fine spirit 
in whioh the youth of Israel bore, and still bears, 
the brunt of the battle, is faoing a most aorrowful situ· 
ation. I beli"ve it is true to aay that theRe young men 
neither hate the Arabs nor dismiss them lightly. They see 
rather in the present deadlock unnecessary disaster 
whioh most be fought through unremittingly until peace 
is aohieved. 

If I may be allowed to oouolude with a simile, Israel 
·may be regarded as both the eldest and as the youngest 
brother iu the family of peoples of the Middle East. It 
was in the existence as a nation with a state and a speoifio 
religion and literature long before any of the other present
day Middle Eastern peoples made their appearauoe ; it 
bequeathed to them muoh of ita spiritual heritage. On 
the other hand, it reemerged only reoently as a nation 
wjtb a state and language of ita own. 

As eldest brother, jt il obliged to be indulgent with 
i the younger members of the family. This daty, I believe, 
it has largely fulfilled. Aa asaiust the Unbridled out 
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· t •t ober obJ·ective burst3 of defamation launched agatns • 1 , a ~ , 

d t . s even sympathetic attitude towards the 
an some 1me d l"t t e 

d . the Hebrew press an I era ur . Arabs hl to be foun m · . 

H . men have not only duties ; they have rtghts. 
owever, d th way and suffl'rnd 

As the eldest brother, who has pave e h . t in the 
~ ·t-theoldcst son is often not the a.pptes d 
.or 1 1 ·deration an even 
family. Israel deserves a litt e consl t nd 

t •t equires encouragemen a 
reverence. . As younges ' 1 r Th. ay sound pre· 

I by the Arabs 18 m 
even help- mean, •t t·. into account but not 
posterous taking the present Sl u ton . 
if we look forward to one or two generattons. 

1 is not Polely The great suffering of the Jewish peop e . 
its own concern. Its sons have contributed tmmen~l~ ~; 
the welfare of other peoples : it thus bas the right t a 1 s 

11 home whose creation was intended to put an 
own sma • · · h ed and aided 
end to that tragic anomaly' shoul~ be o~our . d d 
. . . t~ organized in the Umted Nations have lD e~ 
:any :Opit. remains for IsraeJ's. neighbours to follow sutt. 

one . . , ed that they will although this prophecy* 
1 am convtuc · ' 

234 
233) 

ma . not be fulfilled for a long time. (pp.. . • • . • 

HY best can Jewish-Arab reconclhation ~e 
ow . ' b G "t • JS h. ed ! The panacea proposed y OI eln 

ao lbevth. . . ::1 ·. to become devoted disciples of for o peop es h . 
lllodern. Western civilization and re-evaluate th:r 
spiritual heritage in that light. .At last when twift 
realize how much they share in common, they • 

ha "1 er after 1 
presumably live as brothers ppl y ev . . . 

In this ideal Jewish-Arab fraternity, where 
d · · t Islam has no the Jews of course must om1na e, . 

place. , . 
____ ...,._...,_ -.· . .. , · b ....:....;dent' Anwar Sa'adat of 

• G •tein'.a •'propbeoy • was. fulfilled w en .c~<<> . .d A d d 
01 . . • d the Comp Davl ccor an . Egypt undor ~mcrican pressure stgno 

his peace.treaty with lllrael. . 
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To make use of t.be g~cd renices of a Jew or Christian 
and and at the same time of hold him in a state of b . . 
}" t th' b Uml• Ia on, ts wast e normal attitude in the medieval Muslim 
state and other societies of a similar cb~raoter. The law of 
Iala,;,-as any o ther lou• created ot·er a tAousond ytars ago
never can form ~Ae base nf a .sound modern society. As a 
matter of fact, tt is not in force as the basic law of the 
state in any Arab country except Saudi Arabt"a II . . . owevrr, 
such nottons contamed in the Sltar'i.ah for example, its 
contempt for the unbeliever and particularly, the un
protect<'d ,Jew, are naturally st.iH widely alive. That the 
Jews should have achieved the creation of a state or the 
wag~ng of a successful war, is of course, to many Arabs a 
particularly revolting idea. (p. xii). 

. It would appear that Islamic theology h~s exhausted 
Itself and that those young Muslims who t"ke 1· · . .. re 1g1on ser-
Iously are more or Jess in the same position as their Chris-
tian and Jewish. contem~o~aries ; they are beginning to 
find the realization of rellgion in social aorvioe ; bot the 
question of a new formulation of religious exJ)erienoe is of 
as great an urgency for them as for others. Thus. beyond 
the h?rders of creed and statos, a new ~mmon aearch for 
the eternal truth is starting. When and· how this new 
search ~ill become a social forcie aubduing· dtrJominational 
and national fanaticism is still unknowt\, · At aU eventa, 
even in the sphere of' religion, · Iarael is Jeea Isolated than it 
would appear tdt.auperficial observers. (p. 229); 

And how most effectively to accelerate the 
procesBB of Islamic disintegration in· Arab lands? 
Goitein's first and foremost target is the Arabio 
language. 

The Arab~ have always been fervently attached to their 
languag~ a~d have laid strongest emph•ais·on elegant and 
even artificially refined expression, tho cult of Jaosuage 
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being almost the sole content of their original civilization. 
The Jews, ho•·ever, have always concentrated on ideas. 
never clung closely to their national language and paid 
very little attention to form and in particular to elegance 
and delicacy of expression. · The result was that the Arabs 
in their almost fanatical devotion to their much-studied 
tongue, imposed it, almost inadvertently on most of the 
peoples Jiving between the Atlantic Ocean and the moun
tains of Iran while Jews readily gave up their own 
language and frequently exchanged one language for 

another. 

There can be no doubt that the ancient Arabs were 
endowed with a peculiar talent for oral expression and 
poetry. There can be no doubt that clasaaical Arabic, 

with ita extremely .elaborate grammatical form and ita rich 
vocabulary, is ·a unique creation. It ia therefore only 
natural that its creators should have clung .to it tenacious· 
ly, owing to the precarious life of the desert which aeeks 
stability in tradition and fixed forms. It was not rebgion 
which caused the Koran to be read everywhere in the 
Arabic original. The Hebrew Bible waa translated by the 
Jews themselves and and for their own use into Aramaic, 
Greek. Arabic and many other tongues. It was only the 
devotion of the Arabs to their language which made it un
thinkable for them that their Holy Book should be read in 
any vernacular except their own. 

The Arabs have earned a most abundant reward for 
their staunch allegiance to their language. On the other 
hand, it must be admitted that the language cult, the ex
aggerated emphasis on outward form of expressions. had a 
detrimental in811ooce on t.he spiritual development of all 
the Arabic-speaking peoples. One aenaea thia in their litera
ture and not only in the period• of decadence whieh ll&t 
in very early--epigonism being eeaentially inherent in thia 
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formalistic and tradition-bound world. In proportion to 
the stupendous amount of material preserved, it strikes· 
one as particularly poor in motifs and literary forms in · 
the higher sense and largely devoid of genuine feeling. All 
the efforts of the writers in Arabic are concentrated on 
elegant idioms, bold comparisons, unusual metaphor& and 
the Hke. Arabic poetry may be compared to an ornament 
which may take the form of a plant or even of an animal 
but· does so not for the ~ake of representation but in order 
to turn it into an ingenious, arbitrary arid abstract form. 
This remoteness of literary creation from. real life, together 
with its rigid· traditionalism, was probably one of the 
causes for the terrible spiritual stagnation from which the 
Arabs have not recovered to this day. 

How different was the Hebrew literary genius I Only 
a small fraction of ancient Hebrew literature has been 
preserved but how rich it is in motifs and how close to 
life ! There is no ostentatious display of art~ the entire 
attention is concentrated on genuine feeling· and ideas. 
If we have compared Arabic literature with an ornament 
we may liken Hebrew creation only to a living man himself! 

However, the lack of fixed literary forms had . tho 
consequence that biblical literature found practically no 
imitators even in Israel itself, while the artificial verse
making of the Arabs found a tremendous following even 
beyond the scope of the Arabic language. The development 
of Hebrew poetry along Arab lines in the 1\liddle Ages is 
only one example of this. In literature~as in life-it is 
often not the higher values but the more impressive forms. 
which prevail. (pp. 43-45).~. 

In Western Europe, the l!urrender of Latin to local 
languages and the rise of national vernaculars marked the 
tr&ll8ition from medieval to modern times. The Arab 
countries are in a similar situation. The difference between 
the classical literary language and the colloquial-even 
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that spoken by the most educated persons-is immeme 
with all the negative effects of such a dualism on literature, 
spiritual development in general and even on morals. 

Twenty years ago it seemed the.t Egypt would actually 
do s~ething about this grave problem and I venture to 
to surmise that if at that time Egypt had been a really 
independent state with some outstanding creationa-not 
only some pleasant co1Jections of short storiea-available in 
the local vernacular, we would have had today a national 
Egyptian language which would have done away 11ith that 
linguistic dualism that is so detrimental to the Arab mind. 

(pp. 133-134). 

In other words, Goitein is telling us that the 
classical Arabic of the Holy Quran cannot answer 
the needs of modern society and therefore local dia· 
lects should be encouraged in its place and adopted 
officially as the media of literary and journalistic 
expression throughout the Arab world. Some of 
the most accomplished Egyptian writers and intel
lectuals were won over to this view and began to 
support the cause o~ the colloquial at the expense 
of the classical. Tb.e Coptic writer, Salama Mussa 
(1887-1958,) was the chief sponsor of that movement 
which included the support of men like Muhammad 
Hussain Haikal, Ahmad Amin and Ahmad Hassan 
al-Zayyat. If this movement is allowed to succeed, 
~ach Arab country will ultimately begin to boast of 
its own language. Arabic will cease to be an inter
national language and the ties of the Arabs with the 
Quran and Islamic literature will be broken as a 
result of which they will be stripped of their entire 
religious and spiritual heritage. Combined with the 
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replacement of the Arabic script with the Roman 
alphabet, Muslims would lose their ability to read 
the Quran and subsequently the whole of their 
cultural and literary legacy would become mean
ingless to them. 

Thus behind the impressive display of Goitein's 
erudition, the Jewish coo.spiracy is laid ~are. 

THE SOCIOLOGICAL VIEW 

An. intelligent Muslim university at~dent in . 
England has· aptly commented on contemporary 
orientalism as follows : ''The majority of the 
Western orientalists who claim to study lslam con
tinue to work within the old colonial or missionary 
framework. Thus while we have an ever increasing 
mass of literature about Islam coming out of the 
acadeiJli~s of Europe and America, the Ullder
standing or even tolerance of either Islam or the 
Muslim viewpoint shows no improvement. ''• Even . 
a superficial study of Montgomery Watt's . ba,ic 
work, Islam and the Integration of Society•* W:m 
aumciently bear out the truth of this statement. 

The title of this book appears deceptively 
promising as does its introduction. Since social 
disintf;)gtation, is the most outstanding characteris
-tic c;>fcontemporary life, Montgomery Watt declares 

' the purpose of his work to disoass from a sociolog
ical point of view, apeoifically how Islamic civiliza
tion achieved this cultural integration so succes& .. 
fully.; . Had he honestly elaborated on this theme 

• ••.A Growing·Iiate;est in the Teaching ollslam." Abdul W.tlid, 2'Ae 
· MWiirft,_ Londoa, lllay 1872. p. 77. · 

•• Paul Routledge a. Kegaa, Loddon, 1961. 
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with all its ramifications, his book could have per
formed an exceptionally valuable service to the 
inteJlectual leadership in Europe and America, 
pointing out what guidance they could derive from 
Islamicbistory on how to achieve the social, moral 
and cultural integration of the modern world. 
Unfortunately. this laudable objective has been 
utterly ruined from the beginning by the author's 
prejudices and preconceived notions. 

The lengthy first chapters commit the fatal 
error of attributing the historical rise of Islam and 
the growing power of the Holy Prophet in Medina 
after the Hijra primarily to econoO).ic factors. This 
method of approach is so thoroughly materialistic, 
it comes .dangerously close to Marxism and is most 
demoralizing for the reader, especially the l\Iuslim 
reader, because all the transcendental value of 
Islam is denied and the tremendous spiritual power 
and attraction it exerted is ~elittled. 

The entire work aims to impress upon the 
reader that Islam is purely man-made:, an historical 
product of its time and place and no more. 

It is clear that Muhammad deliberately . ~p.oulded the 
new religion to make it more Arabian. For a time after he 
went to Medina, he hoped that the Jews there would accept 
him as a prophet and emphasized tho common features of 
his teachings and theirs. At ·the end of some months, 
however, he realized that there w&a no. chance of gaining 
Jewish recognition and (not unlike Paul turning to the 
Gentiles) began to introduce distinctively Arab elements, 
apparently in accordance with the deairea of at least some of 
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the Medioiao Muslims. Previously he h&d t~ld his followers 
to face Jerusalem when they performed the worship. Now 
according to the traditional story, while he was conducting 
the worship in the prayer place of one of the Medinian 
clans, he received a revelation to face Mecca inst~~ &lld he 
and all the congregation turned round and completed the 

h. facing Mecca Ever since then, Mecca has. been wors 1p · . · · 
for Mu~lims all over the world, the qiblah or direction to 
be faced in worship. In this wa.y, was dra.mati:t.ed the break 
with the Jews. There had already been Arab elements in 
Islam-the revelation had been an Arabic Quran, that is, 
a religious lecture for Arabic-speakers and the Ka'abah had 
been acknowledged as a house of God. Now Mecca and the 
Ka'abah were linked up with Abraham and at the fi.rst op-

t •t Muhammad himself attempted to perform por Unl y, . . , 
h 

·1 ·mnge to M:ecca and the eircumam bula.t10n of the t e p1 gn .. . . 
Ka'aba.h, thereby Islamizing several old Arabta.n rttes. 

(p. 93). 

In discussing the integration of political life, 

M tgomery Watt interprets Jihad, as he does every 
on . . r t' 

other Islamic institution, in purely mater1a lB 1c 

terms. 
B the time the Islamic state ho.d become an empire, 

h 
y 't · do btful whether the idea of the' Holy war owever, 1 13 u . . 

was more advantageous than disadvantageous. Whllelt may 
be possible for a desert tribe to regard all its neighbours as 

· 't · t easy for a large and complex state to be-enemies, 1 IS no . 
have this way. In :Muh~!nm~d's closing years, 1t had 
been obligatory for every able-bodied Muslim to take part 
in the campaigns unless excused. Most M~~ims seem_ed 
t have been content to remain liable for mthtary servtce 
t~roughout their lives. They had the privilege ~f living as 
part of a ruling aristocracy. When the expansLon slowed 
down, however, and the fighting became harder and the 
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booty leas plentiful, many were unwilling to leave the camp 
sites for arduous expeditions to distant frontiers ...... :Even· 
tualJy Muslim leaders are found employing mercenaries 
who might not even be Muslims. Thua the idea of the holy 
war ceased to have much real importance ...... Jihad is 
perhaps the weakest part of the conception of tl>e Islamic 
community as it has been developed out of the old Arab 
idea of the tribe. (pp. 158-160). 

Even the pure unadulterated monotheism af 
Islam is denied by this orientalist who seeks to 
impress upon his readers that it was thoroughly 
corrupted from the outset by polytheistic ele~ents. 

There was ~ome difficulty to begin with over the pagan 
shrines other than the Ka'abah. The story of the "satanic" 
inspiration is the evidence for this. Muhammad, it is 
reported, once received what he thought to be a genuine 
revelation which ran as foJlows : 

Have ye considered al·Lat and ul-Uzza, 
And Manat, the third, the other! 
These are the gods to be exalted, 
Whose intercession is hoped for. 

This delighted the pagan Meccans for they took it as 
an acknowledgement of the worship of their pagan shrines 
•.••.• Later, howe.ver, (though it is not certain· how much 
later), Muhammad realized that the third and fourth 
verses were not a genuine revelation but had been suggest· 
ed to him by Satan and that the true continuation of the 
first two was : 

Have ye the male issue and He the female t 
In that case, it is a division unfair. 
They are nothing but nai:Des which ye and your 

fathers have given .••.•• 
.;, 

Thia aaturally annoyed the pagan• who had been 
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delighted by the previous version. The point to note is 
that Muhammad did not at first see any incompatibility. 
Presumably he thought that these three dieties, each of 
which had an important shrine in the Meccan region, were 
something like angelA. The whole incident is interesting 
and important, however, and shows that the. Muslims 
decided and only gradually which animistic practices were 
compatible with monotheism and which were not. One 
a.Rpect of the Arab outlook made it easy for Islam to 
incorporate practices which had originally been aministic. A 

ractice could be regarded as commanded by God and 
~oman beings did not seek reasons for God's comiJlands. 
Thus the sanctuary at Mecca was sacred because God had so 
decreed; the circumambulation of the Ka'abah was obliga
tory for Muslims because God bad so decreed and so on with 

many other rituals which came to form part of the Pilgrimage. 
When one looks at the details of what later became estab· 
Jished Muslim usage, one finds vestiges of animism omni· 
pre•ent. (pp. 188-189). 

It is important for the scholar to note that the 
authority the author derives these queer notions is 
listed in fine print in the footnote ; none else than 
l:J!S own work, .llluhammad at lJ.Iec;a (pp. 101-110). 
Of coune, it does not bother him m the least that 
this legend and its interpretation has never b~en 
accepted by any legitimate Muslim authority but 
is rather a concoction by generations of oriental-
ists. . . 

Like his predecessors in orientaliam,: Montgo
mery Watt is determined to prove at· all costs that 
the Skariah is a purely man·made. legal institution, 
thereliy depriving it .of aU transcendental religious 
value. 
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The infliction of the punishm£>nt of stoning for adultery 

{if what is becoming standard Western interpretation of 
the confused material is accepted), shows how a. non-Arab 
custom could be Islamized. The Quranic punishment for 
adultery is flogging ; but son::e of the jurists a.lso recogniz
ed stoning as a. punishment in the case of married persons. 
The normal punishment for adultery at Medina. in 
Muhammad's time lifetime was flogging though to begin 
with and in certain cases, it may have been house imprison
ment. When ma.ny persons from the Judaeo-Christian 
tradition beca.me Muslims, they tended to reta.in the 
punishment of stoning to which they had been accustomed. 
Eventua.lly, stories began to be circulated showing that 
stoning had been sanctioned and practiced by Muha.mmad 
and some of the leading Companions. {p. 102). 

Montgomery Watt accepts the mischievous 
interpretations of Ignaz Goldziher and Joseph 
Schacht on the development of the Shariah as if 
they were the final authorities on the subject whose 
verdict oould never be questioned. 

There ha.ve been great advances in the understanding 
of the development of the Shariah by Western scholars 
during the last century. A notable step forward in the 
critque of Islamic tradition was made by Ignaz Goldziher 
towards the end of the 19th century and another step 
more specifically connected with the Shariah has recently 
been made by Joseph Schacht in his Origina of Muham
madan Jurisprutfenct, (Oxford, 1950). As a result of the 
work of these and many other scholars, the modern 
Wedtern view of the development of the Sliariah differs 
cons~derably f.-om the orthodox Muslim view. (p. !99). 

According to the theories of these oriental
ists, the early companions of the Prophet 
did not fe{-1 obliged •o base the Shariah on the 
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Sunnah of the Holy Prophet but rather to them the 
"Sunnah" meant simply the ancestral. pagaTI tribal 
customs. It was not until Imam Shtifi that the 
concept of the Shariah being based firmly aud ex
clusively on the Traditions of the Holy Prophet 
was generally accepted. They all~ge that {God 
forbid) Imam Shaft and the other great jurists did 
not hestiate to forge spurious Hadith to this effect : 

It is hardl.v too much to say that all the. wisdom of tho 
Middle East bec~me incorporated into the traditions
ancient Arab wisdom, sentences from the Old a~d New 
Testaments, Neoplatonic and Gnostic doctrines and maxims 
from Persia. and India. ..... ~M:uch,of this material.was clearly 
inco~sistent with Islam and mu~t have worrieihhe. leaders 
of the ma.in body of Jnoder~te. Muslims but :those who 
balieved in one or the other part of it saw tha:i.by passing • 
it off as coming.from 1\lulia.mniad, they justified their own 
belief in iL ..... It is likely that· the practice of forging 
Hadith. was begun by .the moderates and contioued by the 
eccentrics. Then the JQodtir.ates bo.-rowed it from the eccen
trics. It is difficult for modern westerners to realize how 
hard it was for the n~~cent:Isiamic culture w~rking with 
different categories· ·ba.S~ on oral materials dealt with 
a aitu~tio~ like tb'at~ Jn:&il oral'clllture, o~ce a· story has 
been passed around, it is remembered if it. is a good one 
whether it is true o~ · not jind ·.attempts to deny it are 

regarded as_ due to ulterior motives. (p. 225). 

And in the fine ·print . of the footnote, the 
author's authority for this blasphemy is again none 
else than Goldziher'~. Muhaminedanische St·udien. 

"In fact, what the modern critics of Hadith do 
not realize in applying · their so-called ··~historical 

method" is that they are projecting the·· kind of 
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agJJostic mentality prevalent in so many academic 
circles today on to the mentality of a traditional 
Muslim scholar of Hadith. They think that for him 
also, the· questions of religion could be treated in 
such a "detached" manner. as to enable them to 
even "forge" sayings of the Prophet or to accept 
them into the. traditional corpus without the great
est care. They do not realize that for men of the 
early centuries of the H ijra and especially these 
religious scholars, the fire of H~ll was not an 
abstract thought but a concrete reality. They feared 
Allah . in . a way which. most modern men· can 
hardly imagine and it. ~s · psychologically unsound 
that with a mentality to which the alternative of 
Heaven or Hell ls ~he mQst re,.l t~ing .of all,. ~hey 
sho~ld commlt .the unpardonable~ sin of forging pro
phetic sayings. Not~ingds less· s.cieiltifio than.· to 
projed the modern ·mentality, which is a.n anomaly 
in history, on to ~ per:-iod in whh~~ the verities of 
religion determined Jif~' itself~ ·and. iii whi~ll ··men 
sought fii1Jt ~d f,o:w;emost<to pe;rfor~ the. most im
portant du~y,pl..,ced ttpon; their shouhiera, · ns,m~ly, 
to sa'f:e th~r.~souls.' The. :J$~nnah .Qf the ~rQpbet 
and his:aaym~ left;sJJch;·•ptofo~d ·:imprint ~poll 
the first gen~ration and those .. ;ttlto,~a.me iqunediate- . 
ly a!~rwarcla ·that a;. f<n:gijlg : of' .nelV ,•aayi~ ; and 
thereforer:innovations . in ,Jr.lijious:.\q1leatiotts · that · 
already. · Possessed.:' pr~oedea~ ·· ·would ~ave ·been 

. immediately opposed :by the conamtmity. . It .WQtdd ·· 
have meant.a break-in,th& contin1Jity of the whole· . 
religious life and pattern of Islam which is in faot, 
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not discernible. proof of the fal~ity of the argu
ments presented against the authenticity of Hadith 
literature, arguments which at1ark not only the 
dubious and spurious sayings but the main body of 
Hadith according to which Islamic society bas lived 
and·modelled itself si~ce its inception."• 

Tragically, such simple but irrefutable facts 
are not accepted by the orientalists except in the 
rare, exceptional ·more enlightened and objective 
Western scholars like the late Arthur Arberry. Here 
is Montgomery Watt's final verdict on the Skariak: 

So far, an attempt baa been made to indicate some 
poSitive functions of the 8Aartah as an initrument for 
Islamic social; integration ·but now it muat also be asked 

· wheth~ it h;._ aeynegative funotions and whether it con· 
tributes in any w•y to the diaintegrt.1ion of Islamic society. 
••.• This peculiar nature of the B'Mriah as the mark of 
charliim• crea~a difticultiea at the .present time when 
Iaiamic'atates trJ' to frame modern con1titutions on the 
.b~isof.· the Shariah. Sin~. the BJuiriah wa.s hardly a 
practical code even for .. medieval atate, it is extremely. 
difficUlt to adapt it~to the~:needs of today. (pp .. ·207-208). 

... Proof of tht "auiliO.J''S .· ChriStian , D,l~BSiol.lary. in· 
.clin~tiohs :iS hi··:i~lj,P,.tation::of the- Quraii : 

. · ... An·i~terestiag exalrlpte· ~i the strength oft he dogma of 
. . : t/~~oorrisptl~"·~;.A•r &S1#iilled in· the ·interpretations of the 

... · story of Abl:~~~tn~~ B.•cri.ftoe of his. son. The· event ~s m~n
·. '. tioned in ~ll~ ~!f{XXXVII:-102·110) but the_ son.•. n.a~a. 
·, ·_ ~j not gi•ep. T4~ is n~ reA~Jon 'fOr ~upPO~~- t~at .tQ begin 
" With, anyone w0111d :.Uppc)se th.t,t th&:BPD was not Iaaac • 

' ' . ' .,. . i. 

--.-1-deal..-....• .... a-ntl-.-&a-lit.Uotl.iln.; Seyyed Ho~sehi·; ~:i:lsr, 0~ A1Jen & 

Unwin Ltd.,. London, 19t6. Pt>• 8I..82. i 
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Tn the course of time, the question became intertwined with 
the rivalry between the Arabs and the Persians. Isaac 
came to be regarded as the ancestor of the Persians as. well 
as the Jews ..... 1\lany of the early authorities quoted by 
ai-Tahari knew that in the Old TPstament, Isaac was taken 
for the sacrifice and al-Tabari, himself of Persian origin, 
prefers this view. The pro-Arab party rPplied that this 
was a place where the scriptures bad been corrupted. In 
the end, the pro-Arab party won and it is now universally 
held by 1\fuslims that the son Abraham was about to sacri
fice was Ismail. In this way, a view which honoured 
the Arabs and which supported and ll"&S su.pported hy the 
dogma of "corruption" overcame the nattlral interpretation 
of the Quran in accordance with the Old Testament .. It is 
not too much to say that the belief thB·t the Bible was 
corrupt had so come to dominate the minds of Mttslim3 
that they no longer cared whether their interpretions of the 
Quran were in accordanco with the Bible or not. (PP• 2M· . 
265}. . ·. 

And once a gains, the supreme ' 1authority" ·in 
the fine print of the footnotes for this . mischief is' 
none else than Goldziher. · 

In denying all transcend en tal value to-' the 
spiritual message of Islam, like most other orienta
lists, Montgomery Watt limits the validity of this 
faith· to a restricted time and place. 

There was great audacity in the claim of a citizen of 
obscure Mecca that he was founding a religion parallel to_ 
_Judaism and Christianity. How could a man who had only 
300 followers at the battle of Badr in A.D~ 624 put himself 
on the same level with Jesus whose followera.then number~ 
~ in the millions of the Roman empire and . the JQilliOD$ 
outside of i\ in both east and west! This would· seen:{~,bo 
an undue exaggeration of his importance. ·• :.:~~~::, 
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Nevertbeless a raEe ran be rude ~>Ot for holding that 
this conception of paralleliem was not ideological. There 
was a need to be met and Islam met this need. It was funda
menta.JJy a religious need but politics was involved. It 
had been noted that the Arabs were vuspicious of both 
Judaism and Christianity because of their political impli· 
cations. Muhammad, it has been said, was the answer of 
the East to the challenge of Alexander whose conquest 
flooded the 1\Iiddlo East with a wave of Greek influence. The 
struggle between Greek a"od oriental influences ha~ been 
transferred to the religious plane. Christianity, an oriental 
religion, had invaded Europe but there it had become 
amalgamated with the Greek outlook. In other words, 
while Christianity expressed the· Old Testament tradition 
in a form which suited the spiritual needs and intellectual 
categories of most classes of the citizens of the Roman 
empire, nothing similar was done to provid~. an e~pression 
of the Judaeo·Christian tradition for the 1nhab1dants of 
the Middle East. Islam. was able to meet a need which 
Christianity had not met, the need of certain of the non;. 
Greek-speaking peoples of the Middle East for an expres• 
sion of the Abrahamic tradition in their own intellectual 
categories. Mohammad was not in a position to foresee 

. all this future development of his teaching but it could be 
seen in his time that the Arabs were in need of ,.... expres· 
sion of the Abrahamic tradition in their o,vn intellectual 
categories and without political implications. (pp. 268-

269). 
The moral relativity of such orientalists as 

Montgomery Watt iDaists that there is not one 
Islam but many. He cannot understand why the 
Muslims have not nationalized their religion (as Pro
testanta did in Europe after the Reformation) so 
that each part of the world has an "Islam u of its 
own; 
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In West Africa, there has b e r . 

intellectual sphere Th . h e n 1ttle mtegration in the 
. . • ere as been Musl" h I 
m West Africa, sometime! of hi h rm. so o arship 
fields but the deep ne&d {I £ g .standard 1n restricted 
attem t b or con orm1ty has ruled out an 
. p y competent scholars to reth. k I I . y 

hght of the West African situation ~h s am m the 
attempt to adapt the Shariah toW ~ . ere can b& no 
express its essential values in a £ es ~fr1can needs and to 
ideals of conduct Similarly th. orm SUited to West African 

. ere can be no atto t t 
state Islamic doctrine in terms of West Af . mp .ore· 
thought Jn th · riCan categor1es of 

· e present phase of devolo . 
would make orthodox scholars feel that f:en:, ~uch th1ngs 
be genuine Muslims. {p. 138). ey a ceased to 

One can plainly see here how the 0 . . . 
are working for th t' . . r1entahsts · e na tonahza.hon and · 1 • 
tion of Islam so th t th . secu arJza-a · e um ty of th U h · 
be destroyed forever. e mma . may 

. . Montgomery Watt fi tJ d . . .. . . 
that Islam in its pr t. af y emes the possibility 

esen orm can have· a. • 
for the Western world. . . . ny appeal 

Although Islam has produced a form of th . 
tradition more suited to the j . . e Abra~amio 
least some oriental peoples tha:~;~~u~l .cate~~es of at 
step from that to allowing th t I J r1~t1anJty, It IS a long 
of the Abrahamic traditio,.. a sam has. ptoduoed.a form 

I 
... 1n any way SUited to th . ·~ 

ectual categories of the e 1 . • e In tel
body of Christendom!caoihesl' whoo constitute the great 

o 1C, rthodox and p t 
tant.-the Greek and Latin s . .' ro ea-
The attitude of Islam towarf:~~:;~;d th~1~ descendants. 
history of Chril!tendom has made . 1 le and- towards the 
of the problems involved in r It .almost wholly unaware 
There is little sign in 

1 1 
P eafenttng Islam to Europeans. 

. . sam o any move to d h 
1ntegrat1on of rival traditi . war s t e 
between Greeks and Latinsona comparabJ~ to the a~ment 
the doctrine of the T . 't to reg~rd therr formulations of 

rlnt Y as equivalent. (p. 275). 
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Thus it is not surprising ~by the author con
siders the possibility of a universal triumph of the 
Islamic order as detrimental for the welfare of 

humanity. 
Suppose that as a result of another world war in which 

all other religions were seriously W"e&kened, Islam became 
the dominant religion throughout the world. and that its 
rivals gradually faded away; could this be regarded as 
a satisfactory integration of world society 1 The answer 
would seem to be that this could not be satisfactory for 
two reasons. One is that such a world-religion 1 would 
presumably not have fully accepted and acknowledged its 
deP,endenoe on Christian and Jewish traditions in its origins 
and in its formative period and such ·a failure to accept 
one's past is as unhealthy for a society as for an individual. 
The other reason is that under the supposed circumstances, 
those who came into Islam from traditions whose intellec
tual categories were rather ditierent from the intellectual 
categories of the Ialamic tradition would presumably havo 
to accept without question the formulations in terms of the 
intellectual categories of the existing Islamic tradition. 
This would be a oollossal loss to world aooiety of an 
element of variety and richness. In the course of time, 
this loss might in some m .... ure be made good by a move· 
ment of diversification within Islam but that could not be 
reckoned on. (pp. 275-276). 

The fact that technological Western civilization 
is rapidly destroying all others throughout the 
world at variance with it, is rigidly intolerant to 
any ideals and values conflicting with ita own, and 
imposing everywhere an unprecedented drab and 
dull uniformity in dress, in architecture, and in 
almost everything else, is evidently not considered 
by Montgomery Watt as any "loss" at all bui! 
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instead he frightens his readers with the purely 
hypothetical "menace" of Islam ! 

For Islam to be acceptable (particularly to the 
Western world) as a universal faith equally suitable 
for all peoples in the contemporary age, Montgo
mery Watt dictates to Muslims the following 
prescription. 

The obstacles seem almost insuperable. All the distort
ed ideological conceptions which have been noted would 
require to be corrected. ISLAM WOULD HA.V E PO ADM Il' 
PHE FA.OTS OF ITS ORIGIN-tho historical influence of 
the Judaeo-Christian religious traditions and the cultural 
traditions of Syria, Iraq and Egypt. This would lead to a 
revised conception of the relative importance of religious 
and cultural factors in the growth of Islamic civilization. It 
would have to be prepared to learn, even in the religious 
sphere, from Christians and Jews and that would be very 
hard. It would have to look again at the centuries in which 
it thought of itself as the community in whose life the his
tory of mankind was consummated and realize that whatever 
the future may bring, its rule during some of those cen
turies was much humbler. It would h've to distinguish 
more radically than has hitherto been done, between the 
essential principles of its divinely-given code of oonduot 
and the temporary applications and work out fresh appli
cations to novel circumst.ances. (p. 283). 

ln other words, he is telling Mu-slims that they 
must deny the very foundations of their faith if 
they are 'to preserve it ! Islam cannot "alimit the 
facts of its origin" as Montgomery Watt under
stands this. without destroying its entire vital 
essence as Divine revelation. Such "Islam" could 
not continue to be Islam and MusJims would be 
Muslim no longer but this is precisely the objective 
of the orienta.list conspiracy. 

THE SECULAR VIE\V 

The theme of this hook* is the author's analy
sis of the r~action of Muslim intellectuals in the 
Arab world, Turkey, Pakistan and India. to the 
challenge of twentieth-century civilization. 

This work is intended both for the non-Muslim and for 
Muslim readers. For comparative religious studies in our 
day, we would suggest have a function to fulfill in inter
communication. In addition to their academic statements, 
they may adopt as a new criterion the capacity to construct 
religious statements that will be intelligible and cogent in 
at lep.st two different traditions simultaneously. The work 
will fail if it does not enable non- Muslims· to understand 
better the behaviour of Muslims that they obsl\rve, books 
by Muslim authors that they road and Muslims whom they 
meet. It will fail also if intelligent and honest Muslirps are 
not able to recognize its obser'fations as tccurate, its intC1r• 

· pretations and analysis as meauingful and enlightening. For 
both groups it. will fail if it doe~ not serve in somo small 
way to further mutual comprehensibity. In such a study, 
these are the tests of validity. (p. vi). 

At the outset, this work would appear to possess 
more solid subStance than the superficial, almost 
frivolous books of a similar nature. The author 
can boast of some knowledge of Arabie as well as 

• Ialam tn Modern Hi.tary. Wilfred Uantwoll Smiih, Princeton 
Univeraity .Preas, Princeton, N6w Jersey, 1967. 
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an acquaintance with his source materia). Before 
embarking on his main topic, he docs attempt a 
more or Jess objective a~aJysis of Islamic doctrine 
and principles especially as they relate to historical 
interpretation in contrast to the Christian world
view. 

Though now somewhat out-of-date since the 
Socialist regimes have captured power, his· chapter 
on the Arab world is the most profound an.d enlight
ening in the entire book. By iiius~rating his 
arguments with quotations from the -works of 
contemporary Arab intellectuals (mainl1.in Etypt), 
he brings to the full light of day the inferiqrity
complex, the mediocrity, the logical inconsistences 
and above all, the spiritual,c moral and intellectua~ 
poverty inherent in this polelllical, apolog&t.i<( ·e:p
proaoh. In order to contrast the ment&Hty of the 
traditionalist versus the zh(>derriist,. ·. he quotes 
lengthy extracts from the J.llajallat. ul Az~r both 
under the cditorialship of Al-I(hidr 'Husain- (1"930:-
1933) and his successor }"'arid . WajidJ (1934~1952)~ 
He rightly praises the noble idealism, high. so,hola.s
tic standards and spiritual quality of al Khidr 
Hussain in striking comparison with th~ intellectual 
dishonesty and spiritual poverty of }?arid Wajdi's 
writings. Dr. Wilfred Cantwell Smith's criticism' ()f 
Farid Wajdi's apologetics as representative of so 
much writing of this kind is as de-vastating as it is 
true and deserves the most serious constderation. "So 
keen is Wajdi to satisfy doubters by~sing Western 
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criteria that paradoxically, a marked irreligiousness 
permeates almost all of his defence (p. 144) ..•... and 
God appears remarkedly seldom throughout these 
pages. (p. 146). 

This brilliant analysis utterly falters when he 
deals with al 1/chwan al .Llfuslimun. Its role and 
positive achievements have been grossly under
estimated. Even worse, is the deliberate misrepre-
sentation of its entire essence : · 

Unfortunately, for some of the members of the lkhwan 

and even more for many of their sympathizeu and feUow. 
travellers, the reaffirmation of Islam is not a constru
ctive programme based on cogent plans and known 
objectives or even felt ideals but rather an outlet for 
emotion. It is the expression of the hatred, the frus
tration, vanity and destruotive fury of a people who for 
long have been the. prey of poverty, impotence and 
fear. AU the discontent of men who find the modern 
world too much for them can, in movements such as the 
lkhwan, find action and satisfaction. It is the Muslim 
Arab's aggressive reaction to the attack of his world 
which he has already found to be almost overwhelming, 
then has leapt with frantic sadistic joy to burn and kill. The 
burning of Cairo, the assassination of Prime Ministers 

• the intimidating of Christians, the vehemence and hatred 
in their literature- all of this is to be understood in 
terms of a people who have lost their way, whose heritage 
has proven unequal to modernity, whose leaders have been· 
dishonest, whose ideals have failed. In this aspect, the 
new Islamic upsurge is a force not to solve problems but 
to intoxicate those who can no longer abide the failure to 
aolve them. (pp. 158-159). 

There is little truth in these accusations. 
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The lkhwan were no illiterate rabble rousers but 
included in their ranks, the most gifted, intelli· 
gent, educated, weB-informed and responsible 
youth from the modern colleges and universities. 
As doctors, lawyers, scientists, engineers, business· 
men and teachers, many held high and )nflu~ntial 
positions representing the cream of society of Egypt 
and adjacent lands. How could the irresponsible 
sta.tements quoted above have any relation to such 
outstanding lkhwan scholars as Sayyid Qutb Shahid, 
Abdul Qadir Oudah Shahid, Dr. Said Ramadan, Dr. 
Mustafa al-Sabai and the late Shaikh Abdul Aziz 
al·Badri of Iraq ? Far from initiating, much less 
perpetuating violence themselves, all of them have 
been the victims of the most inhuman atrocities 
and injustice perpetuated- by the very disciples of 
secularism the author so loudly applauds. Not 
only does Dr. Wilfred Cantwell Smith have not a 
word of condemnation against this travesty of the 
rule of law but he defends the ruthless supression 
of al Ikhwan by the Nasser regime as an imperative. 

What is the root-cause of the malady of the 
Arab world today ? As reply to that question, Dr. 
Wilfred Cantwell Smith quotes an article "The 
Riddle of Arab Unrest" which appeared in the 
April 29, 195i issue of the Boston daily, The 
OhriBtian Science Monitor : 

Wh~!e it takes no great insight to recognize that the 
Middle Eaat today is an area where the former way of 
life is falling apart without a satisfactory substitute 
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having yet made ita appearance, it is more difficult to draw 
positive conclusions as to the cause of this de'terioration. 
Perhaps all that can be said in a limited apace is that it 
has become abundantly apparent that tho intellectual 
foundations of Arab life have been found almost wholly 
wanting in this period of grave crisis. Faced with the 
necessity of quickly and decisively evolving a new aocial, 
economic and political pattern, the educated claaaea in the 
Middle East have so far shown themselves almost totally 
inadequate to the task. Accustomed to believe that their 
way of life was inherently superior to that of any other 
religious or racial group, they have been unable to grasp the 
fact that this way of life baa failed them. Refusing to 
acknowledge where they themselvea have failed, they have 
fallen in to the pitfall of blaming others, in this case, the 
West. (p. 151). 

·In the two and a half decades since these linea 
were written, the rulers of the Arab world have 
opted for all-out westernization and secularization, 

· ruthlessly eliminating the last remnants of Islamic 
culture from the public life of their respective 
realms,· yet corruption, decadence and weakness 
plague them now more than ever. Despite the 
frantic modernization of the educational systems 
and ma.ss·media, the Arab world under Socialism 
has not achieved national strength or real inde· 
pendence. The disastrous defeat suffered at the 
hands of Israel in June 1967 should have been 
sufficient eye-opener to the failure of nationalism 
and seoularsm. Dr. Wilfred Cantwell Smith would 
attribute that failure to a lack of a solid, histori· 
cal tradition of agnostic humanism. That the Arabs 
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have failed to produce a Thomas Paine or a Voltaire, 
he r«>gards as their major shortcoming. 

The only Muslim people for which the author 
expresses any geniune sympathy ar~ the Kemalists 
in Turkey. 

The reference is not to the Turkish masses, parti
cularly the peasants of Anatolia. These many be con
servative, even tautly so ; and may be but slightly or 
hardly affected by the new un-Islamic outlook that the 
lay government bas in this view been seeking to impose. 
It is a question rather of the ruling class-Ataturk and his 
modernizing entourage-men who in the KemaJist Revo
lution threw over the old Turkey and all its ways o.nd are 
seen as deliberately and powerfully setting out to build a 
new secular ( irreligiouse or antireligious ) state-the 
intelligentsia, the bourgeoise elite, the men who made the 
Revolution and have been carrying through its ideals and 
practical implications and have enjosed its fruits. It is 
with this group that our own study is concerned (p. 173). 

This much can be hardly gain said; that the Kemalists 
are the only M11slim people in the modern world who know 
what they want. Theirs is the only Muslim nation 
that has evolved intellectual and social foundations that 
in the ·main they can and do regard as substantially 
adequate to modernity. We have argued that Islam as a 
religion takes history very seriously. The Kemalist segment 
of Islamic history ~~ the only one in the contemporary 
period that those involved in it can look upon without 
mis-giving. The Kemalists are the only Muslims who can 
regard their participation in modern Islamic history as 
reasonably effective. (p. 163). 

Here Dr. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, who 
repeatedly accuses contemporary Muslim leaders of 
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romanticism, sentimentality and unrealism, is 
himself indulging in pure wishful thinking. The hard 
fact is that the Westernizers have enjoyed little 
more success in Turkey than other Muslim lands. 
Nowhere have their desecration!:! found acceptance 
among the people. Not only the simple common 
people of the vilJages but even many of the modern
educated youth in the cities, are sick and tired of 
these novelties. However unpaln.table to the orien
talists, the hard fact is that the Kemalist reforms 
never enjoyed popular support and could only be 
imposed by force and the ruthless suppression of all 
opposition. So great was that resistance that 
during his dictatorship. Ataturk was compelled to 
declare Martial Law nine times. It is indeed a para
dox that the so-called ''liberals" and "progressives" 
in the Muslim world exhibit the least respect for 
democratic ideals and are the staunch upholders of 
rigid atboritarianism with all the media of informa
tion and communication under strict state control 
and organized · opposition banned. Thus it is the 
"progressives" - not the orthodox- who are most 
guilty of dogmatism, narrow-mindedness and in
tolerance. Since the American ideals of ~litical 
liberty and the rule of law are strictly reserved for 
domestic consumption, the orhmtalists are always 
ready to condone the use of despotism by the 
modernists so long as that suits their purpose. 

Certainly the Ke:nalists havo not. renounced Islam. Not 
at all. Th~ty simply took the necesRary, salutary reform-
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ing step to making religion what it should be-an individual, 
persona) matter, a thing of conscience, a matter of private 
faith. Certainly they have not renounced Islam. Th~y 

simply freed it. )lore profound, more sensitive are doubt
lees those Turkish modernizers who concede the original 
legitimacy of the old religions forms and expressions for 
their own time but see the new Islam of the Kemalista 
/as in quest of new foru:s and t'xpressions relevant to the 
novel modern world. For such1 it is not a question of call
ing the old forms, formalities, distortions, non-essentials, 
but simply old. They expressed for previous generations, 
perhaps most felicitously and adequately the truth of Islam 
but modern man has evolved into a situation where the9e 
are no longer either feliticitous or adequate, where they 
no longer express that truth. They are therefore discarded 
even by those who warmJy are convinced that the truth 
is there and is important. But in this case, the task of 
the modernher is much more delicate and responsible; 
for it is creative. It is not simply a matter of going back 
to an erstwhile purity in religious history but rather of 
going on to discover or to hammer out new values that 
the heritage has enshrined. (p. 177). 

People in Western Christendom and in Turkey and 

incipiently now throughout, the world are determining 
their own and their nations future for good or ill. They 
may be bungling ; that is, creating badness. But that is 
vitalJy different from not being creative at all. While 
one may_ wish to distinguish between men who exercise 
such ~reatvity and those who do not, who do not know 
it and do not aocept it, it would seem inept to call religious 
or Muslim only the uncreative p. 181). 

Now. let us examine a few samples of what Dr. 
Wilfred Cantwell Smith means by this "creativity." 
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To quote one of these Kemalists with whom the 
author conversed in the summer of 1948: 

"There are three Islams : the religion of the Quran, the 
religion of the ulema and the religion of the masses. This 
last is superstition, obscurantism, fetishism. The s£>cond 
is bogged down with the whole weight of out-of-date 
legalism - impossible stuff making it necessary to get a 
Fatwa before one can have one's t~eth filled by a dentiRt. 
Turkey has got rid of the second. It was time to abolish 
it. We have thus led the way of the Muslim world. 
Islam needs a reformation. To this extent Turkey is in 
the forefront of the Islamic world." (pp. 176-177). 

What does this reformation involve ? 

:&fore controversially, this spirit can be detected in 
suggestions or assumptions that the institutions of Islam 
can and should be replaced with new ones more in tune 
with contemporary conditions. Already during tho 
1920's radical changes in the rit.£>s and observances of 
]slam including its prayer ritual o.nrl mo~que Rervices were 
being officiaJJy discussed. 'l.'hc Kemalists are prepared to 
consider such proposals seriously. Islam was progressive 
for its time but times and conditions ha...-e meanwhile 
changed. The logic through which orthodoxy was earlier 
expressed has ceased to be an accepted mode of thought 

and ceased to be an effective instrument of communication. 
Therefore, they feel if Islam or any ~th£>r religion is to 

make itself understood, let alone acceptable to educated 

men, its propositions will have to be formulate') in quite a 
new way. (p. 178). 

These suggestions included among other things, 
the banning of Arabic, the ritual of wudhu and Salat 
as well as the introduetion into the mosque of pews 
and a mixed choir singing Western-style hymns to 
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the accompiament of an organ. • Dr. Smith insists 
that the intention of these reforms does not involve 
the question of adopting Christianity but rather of 
being modern instead of mrdieval. (p. 204). 

Striking, certainly among the ruling circles in Turkey, 
is the earnest conviction, the almost grim determination, 
that the recent freedom for religions expression shaU not and 
will not lead to a return to the Law. (p. 19 ). The Law has 
served as a carefully constructed and beautifully structured 
bridge between this world and the next ; many generations 
of Muslims have with sureness found their way across it. 
But today when the stream of Jife is ever-quickening its 
tempo, that bridge in the eyes of the Kemalists has proven 
to be a mirage and under the impact of the nc~, with tor
rential swiftness, is seen to be breaking from its. moorings 
-on both sides. The bridge is receding from them; not only 
has it been wrenched loose from the solid ground of every
day things that make up mundane life on this shore but 
also it no longer seems in contact with the Divine on the 

other side. (p. 198). 

Nationalist sectarianism, along with secularism, 
is an integral part of the Kemalist credo : 

On few subjects are the Kemalists so emphatic as 
in asserting that pan-Islam is dead. The depth of Turkish 
isolationist feeling is an important fact in the modern 
Islamic world. Embodied in Kemalism with ita renunc
iation of the Ottoman empire, their whole venture is essen
tially a self. renewal For the Kemalists to reform other 
people's Islam would seem to them. as absurd as it 
would seem to them not to reform their own. As one 
Kemalist put it: "We want to co~truct a Turkish 
Islam which will be ours relevant to and integrated with 

• These "r&forms" completely failed and wore never carried through. 
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our new scriefy juEt u AngJiraniPm is Christianity in a 
thoroughly Rnglifh fliEhi<'n. .Anglicanism is .not Ita~ia~ or 
Russian. Yet no one arc·mcs it of not bemg Chnstian. 
Why should we not have an Islam ()f our own 1" Thi~ is 
new in Islamic history and to outside Muslims shock1~g. 
Europt>ans who know from sad experience the devastat.wg 
~tentialitifs of conflicting nationaliEms as w~ll es Mus~l~S 
who know from proud tradition the integratmg potentiali
ties of Islamic universalism may be sorry to see the cos.mo
politanism of Islamic civilization broken up. The Kemahsta. 
however, are not sorry. Their separatism is delibe~ate and 
is welcomed with enthusiasm• Moreover, they v1ew the 

international society in which Turkey will and should p~r" 
ticipate as something other or larger than the comm~mty 
of Islamic nations. The Kemalists are lslam~cally 
isolationist. What is more, in reject!ng th~ L~w • they. are 
rejecting the very notion of Islamic soc1al mtegratlon. 

(pp. 193-194). 

By no stretch of the imagination can it be 
claimed that these novelties have served any crea
tive or constructive purpose. Their sole impact has 
been to facilitate national disintegration ~nd mut~al 
diESention between the respective contendmg parties 
-namely, the rulers and the ruled. As a result. of 
th. cc18• olationism'' it is a crime under Turkish 

18 ' • • 
law to express public solidarity with Mushms In 
other countries. •• 
• rn recont yoars Turks have been increasingly v~cal :n th~ir sym• 

pathies for their Muslim brethren in othe~ ooun~rles. MuslUD Turks 
are now trying to restore their historical hnks w1th the Arabs. • 

• The latest Kemalist military coup d'elal in October 1930 oa~e '7. 
mediately after the lslamio movemt>nt in Turkey expressed sohdarl Y 

11 · K where demonstrators for the Palestinians and a large ra y 10 onya . . 
wearing turbans waved slogans in Arabic acr1pt oalhng ~or ~ end 
to secularism, the ~cstoration of S]f,ariaA and revival of the Klt.tlafal. 
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Of any group that sets out to "reform" Islam or 
indeed any religion, it may wull be askorl, by what authori
ty do they propose to d•> so? Tho Komalist proeeoclt~ on tho 
authority of Ataturk's Revolution. This is the great domi
nating event of his society and his lifo which ho aees as hav
ing given a now birth to his nation, transforming it from 
decadence and disr('lputo into strength, honour, and in an 
ultimate though far from static sense-virtue. To say that 
is to him religiously good and relevant.. (p. HlO). 

In the four decades since his death, the 
Turkish people have discovered the real Mustafa 
Kemal Ataturk as quite different from the glorified 
image that official propaganda machinery sought to 
impose upon them. Besides the reign of terror he 

· unleashed against hii political riva.ls, the sordid 
details of his domestic Jife, which included alcohol
ism, fornication and adultery, among other viceg, 
have become well-known to every Turk. Impartial 
Turkish historians have established the faot that 
Mustafa Kemal was a dedicated member of the Free
mason lodge of Salonika, the Commander who during 
the first World War betrayed his fellow officers by 
making a secret treaty with General Allenby, a pawn 
in British ilpperialist and Freemason schemes and 
the vacillate.ting negotiator at .the Lusanne con
ference. Consequently, withthe exception of a few 
atheists in Istanbul and Ankara, the majority of 
Turks no longet- esteem Ataturk as a national hero. 

-Ji'6-w deny that the Turks have been dramatically auo
ceasful in re-making themselves into a dynamic nation abte 
to stand on its own feet in the modern world. • (p. 172), 

• The Kemalist regimo is Turk"Y in facing groat unrest and political 
instability. 
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These Turks han ach:a1Jy rharrd in what is pethaps the 
moF>t funilnmcntal <'X}lNi£·ncc of modern \Vest<'rn civiliza· 

t . . th experience of n·making one•s environment. ModNn 
JOD. 6 · • J d 

Turks, like modern occidcntals, have through bnlhant 1ar 
work and well-applied intelligence• come to feel tlu•mselves 

the directors of their destiny. (p. 180). 

Repeatedly t.he author stresses the ''creative" 
nature of KemaJism and repudiates as unworthy ~f 
serious consideration the accusation that the dJs
ciples of Ataturk have been only superficial 
imitators. The superficial, almost trivial nature of 
Kemalism can be proved by the utter failure of the 
Turkish modernists to master the disciplin~s of 
Western learning. Had Kemalism been as genum~ly 
creative as orientalists allege, then these reforms 
should have resulted in a cultural renaissance and 
Turks should have made great contributions to 
humanity in the arts and sciences. Unfo~tunat~ly, 
these dreams never materialized and uesptte bomg 
dominated for fifty-five years by a regime which re
gards the westernization of the country as its rais~n 
d'etre, Turkey has remained as culturally and ~n
tellcctually Aterile as any other Muslim land. Desp1te 
more than a half century of the imposition of the 
Latin alphabet, more than fifty percent the adult 
population is illiterate. The economic position of 
Turkey under Ataturk was worse than uper Sultan 
Abdul Ham~. Militarily Turk~~(lB:';~IJy depf3nd ... 
ent upon foreign~fowers. Despite .. V'!l'~·~y•;mrable 
endowm~t in territory and natural resources, 
Turkey ha made under Kemaliam no notable strides 
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in induatry · or commerce. All the slogBns of 
''economic development" and "technical assis
tance" cannot hide the fact that Turkey is a 
fifth-rate power, unable to achieve national strength 
and real independence. 

His chapter on Pakistan is a curious mixture of 
truth and falJacy. 

He rightly asserts that the ambiguousness of 
the Muslim Leaguers who themselves Jacking know
ledge of Islam, raised the slogans of "Islamic ideo
logy" and ''Islamic state" without any clear ideas 
what these actually meant, as largely responsible 
for the mental confusion which characterizes 
Pakistan today. Had the founders and their im
mediate followers been abPolutely sincere and 
faithful in their intentions and really meant serious 
husiness, putting forth the required effort and self
sacrifice to establish a fuJI-blooded Islamic state 
effective in the modern world, the fate of the 
country and indeed all Muslim lands would be 
vastly different from the plight in which we now 
find ourselves. Unfortunately, the Muslim Leaguers, 
were so thoroughly steeped in the English educa
tional training they had . received that they could 
only think in terms of communalism or ''Muslim 
nationalism" and imagined the Muslims in India as 
a secular national group like Englishmen, French
men or Germans. 

Proof of the fact that from its inception, 
Pakistan was envisioned by the Mus lim Leaguers as 
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a state for Muslims but not an Islamic state was 
demonstrated as soon as the ulema agitated for the 
implementation of the 8har'iak, this activity was 
immediately supressed as "subversive" and those 
responsible jailed. Another proof of the lack of sin
cerity of Pakistani leaders is that despite all the 
slogans of "Islamic ideology" over the last three 
decades, the political, economic and educational 
system has remained exactly as it was in undivided 
India under the British. Still another proof of this 
insincerity is that Western innovations have been 
as enthusiastically encourged by officialdom in this 
Islamic republic as the "laic" regime in Turkey 
with this difference-at least the Kemalists were 
single-minded, straight-forward and honest in the 
pursuit of their goals while the Pakistani modern· 
izers feel constrained to deceive the people by 
pasting an "Islamic" label on the most un
Islamic acts. Pakistani modernizers have failed 
to achieve even the limited success of their Turkish 
counterparts because they are pulled in several 
directions at once. Men afflicted with double
mindedness can never hope for positive achieve
ment of any kind. 

What is the solution to the dilemma 1 The 
panacea Dr. Wilfred Cantwell Smith proposes is 
secularism. The level of his scholarship is such 
that he bases all his arguments for the failure of 
the Islamic order in Pakistan upon none else than 
the. infamous Munir Report (1953) as if the 
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autheticity of that document was infallible !• 

The author's scholarship descends to its worst 
in his chapter on the position of the Muslims in con
temporary India. He places the entire blam.e for 
the suffering of the Indian Muslims upon Pakistan. 

So long. as tb.e Indian Muslims think of themaelvea 
and by their behaviour and attitudes allow both Pakistani 
Muslims and Indian Hindus to think of them not as Indian 
Muslims but as Pakistani expatriates, ao long will their 
pa.sition be bleak. The rest of India cannot accept them 
so long as they appear to be fifth columnists. The 
Indian Muslims are or appear to be in the uneviable posi
tion of having their fate depend upon two outside groups. 
Their condit.on seems determined not only by the behaviour 
of their fellow citizens of a different faith but also by that 
of their fellow Muslims of a diff6l'ent nation. They have been 
manuvered into a position where it ia they who pay for 
the mistakes or excesses of another Muslim community. 
Killing of non· Muslims in Labore wounds Muslims in India· 

• any failure of justice in Dacca makes justice for them 
much more difficult. Tho more "Islamic.. Pakistan is in 
form and especially in so far as there is form without 
substance, the: Jess secure are the Musliios of India. In a 
crude sense, a cynic might even claim that the more Ialam 
:8ourisbes in Pakistan, the more it will wilt in India. ,. 

(pp, 273-74) 

According to Dr. Wilfred Cantwell Smith the 
solution to the plight of the Indian Muslims is secular
ism and a wholehearted national integration where· 
the rising generation wUI be educated to consider 
themselves as Indians first and foremost and Mas-
• See An Analy.W of 1/ae .Munir Beporl, trlinsLlted and edited by 

Xhurshid Ahmad, Jama'at-e-Ialami Publio.J.~huJ. Jt~albi, 19J6. 
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only . incidentally.* li,or special praise he singles 
out staunch Congressites as 1\faulana Abul Kalam 
Azad, Humayun Ka.bir, Sayid Abdul Latif, and 
Za.kir Hussain, the late Indian President, in addition 
to the nationalist Jamiyat ul UJema. 

Tho question of political power and :iocial organization, 
so central to Islam, has in tho past always boon consirlcrod 
in yes or no terms. Muslims have either had political 
power or they have not. Never before have they shared it 
with otheril. Close to the heart of Islam has been the con
viction that its purpose includ~s the structuring of a social 
community, the organization of the Muslim group into 
a closed body obedient to the law. It is this conception 
that seems finally be to proving itself inept in India. The 
Muslims in India, in fact, face what is a radically new and 
profound problem ; namely, how to live with others as 
equals. Yet it is a question on which the past e.xpression 
of Islam offers no immediate guidance. Imperati vo is the 
wiiJingness to admit that there are problems waiting to be 
solved. 1'his awareness has boon rare in recent Islam which 
has tended to belit~ve that probloms havtl boon solvud 
already. That the answord have somehow, somewhere 
been given and do not have .to be worked out afresh with 
creative intelligence-~his idea has deeply gripped, almost 
imprisoned tho minds and souls of many Muslims. The 
Quran has been regarded as presenting a perfected pattern 
to be applied rather than as au imperative to sook porfoot
ion. Islamic law and Islamic history have been felt to bo 
a storehouse of solutions to today's difficulties to be ran
sacked for binding precedent rather than a record of brave 

• The younger generation of Indian Mu01lims is rapidly becoming 
assimilated and losing their Muslim idont.ity. On acoount of attend
ing Hindu public schools, thoy are not taught Urdu or Islaunic 
history; speak, read and write Hindi and many of the young aro 
even adopting Hindu umea. 
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dealing with yesterday's difficulties, to be emulated as 
liberating challenge. B.cligion has seemed to confine be· 
ha.viour rather than inspire it. Tho fundamental fallacy of 
1\Iuslims has been to interpret Islam as a closed system. 
And that sysbem has been closed not only from outside 
truth but also from outside people. 

The fundamental hopefulness about Indian Muslims, 
and therefore Indian Islam, is that this community ~may 
break through this. It may be forced to have the courage 
and humility to !ieek new insights. It may find the humanity 
to strive for brotherhood with those of other forms of faith. 
In tho past, civilization<J have lived in isolation, juxtaposi
tion or conflict. Today we mu.i!t learn t'-1 live in collaboration. 
Islam, like the others, must pro\'"o creative at this poiut and 
perhaps it will learn this in India. (pp. 286-2;}1). 

This wishful thinking has not the slightest 
connection with reality. The fact is that the Indian 
Muslims could not choose the path of communal 
integration no matter how fervently they wanted to 
for that would involvt~ a.n acceptance, understand
ing and respect which ~ust be mutual. How can one 
side pursue this course if the other one rejects it ? 
Nobody believes that secularism in the sense of 
meaning impartial treatment to all irrespective of 
race or creed and religious non-discrimination is 
actually being implemented in India today. Indian 
"secularism" has come to mean only the imperial 
domination of the caste Hindus over all other 
gr()ups. Not only have the Hindus constructed the 
most reactionary, intolerent and oppressive social 
system known to history but that, re-enforced with 
the parochialism of obsolete western-type national· 
ism where t.he legal rights of minorities for protection 
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or even physical survival are lacking th It 
are too terrible to contem late , ,, . . e r~su a 
Cantwell Smith d h. P • Yet. Dr. Wilfred 

. an lS colleagu~ prefer to close 
their. eyes to these facts and take tefnae in th . 
delustons. -e eu 

Two contrasting trenda have been "d t: . 
. d .. M eVI en amona th 
In IAn uslim community in th fo ,. a e 
situation in which it has fo d •te l:oe of t~e developing 
. . un I se '· One IS th . . 

c1rcle of maladjustment d . · . e v1c1ous 
. already glanced at. The o:~er ~.:eourity which . we have 

slow victory of realism, of gradua~;enc:!~ pamful and' 
terms with actuality and. climbing yt dmg .dto. forced 
res "bl l"b owar s ehberate ponsi e, 1 erated participation . •t I . , 
way h 1 · In 1 · n the former 

. as &1n de'lpondancy and the search f 
In . the . latter have appeared . aigns of the d:;n esc~pe. 
n~ day for Islam and its community that mi ht ,,o a. 
a -great new freedom, creative adjustment an g mean. 
of signi6canoe far beyond India 0 d progress 
fundamental crisis in Islam lyi~g in ntche agadi~ wl e meet that . a· era lOa and grow• 
lDg . tscrepancy between the new situation in whic 
Muslims .lind themselvea and the t d . h 

d ou • ated emotions 
an concepts with which they confront it Th" d" 
is nowhere more sharp than in Ind. . . h" IS lScre~ancy 
on th Ja • t IS truth IS at 

_ce e. measur~ of tha oommllnity's distresa and the . r • 
~~~ of Ita sol~tJOn. The pressure of facts over againslt:e 
ma equacy, the distortion of emotions and "d 
already to be elicting not I . I eas seems 
Despite all this the sit t•me~e y. anguish but liberation. 
Of the tw ' ua Ion as In fact steadily improved. 

I h o trends, the one towards despair dominated for 

b
on y t ree or four years. During the fifties th&re h.-

eon a gradual lib t· . ' 
that th· 1! era Ion. It IS our conviction 

e we are of the Muslim oom.munitv in Lldi 
both mundane and · . " a, . spmtual, lies in its standing. on 
1ts own feet under God .. . . . . • reoogntztng and accepting respon· 
11b1lity for ats own destiny in that •t t• bl s1 ua son, a e to trust 
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others and itself aad freely and honestly participating in 
the life of the now nation. It is our ·observation that it 
has moved in this direction during the put five. years 
( 1951-1956) despite all troubles. Of the various factors 
contributing to this move, the chief one has been the success 
of secularism. That auccess, has, of course, been partial, 
yet basic. The Muslims h~ve seen Jaw and order prevail ; 
have seen the police prevent riots againait themselves, • have 
watched the secular state restraining triumphant Hindus 
from reconverting a mosque to a temple. In other words, 
they have found that they could live at peace iii India 
aud a.re free to practice and indeed preach their religion. 
No& mach re6ection has been needed to realize that their 
survival and welfare depends squarely on the secttlsrity of 
the state. The full theological implications of this are as 
yet far from w<)rked out but the sheer fact is striking 
that, whatever tradition• I theology may say, secularism 
works and for the Muslims is Qot a bugbear bat a · boon. 
Relativ~ly few Muslims seem to have clung to the Islamic 
state idea. Such recognition has ·bee.n furthered by the 
realization. that. Pakistan is no utopia. •• Just as it has 
gradaally become clear that things in India are not so bad, 
so also it has begun to filter though that in Pakistan they 
are not so good. And some, at least, are honest enough to 
acknowledge that they as a minority in India have in both 
theory and practice a better status than .the Hindu 
minority in the neighbouring Islamic republic. (pp. 
278-281). 

What a gross misrepresentation of fact ! 
Bangladesh had a substantial Hindu minority as well -----
• In fact, the Hindu and Sikh polioe have actively participated in all 

the anti-Muslim riots ud maaa110rea and done nothiDg to protect 
these helpleu people. 

•• Paki8tan 111ay be no atopia bat at least the Indo-Pak :lrlualima have 
theil' own country and, thub to Qaid-e-Aaam. an a majority in 
tbe ir own land. 
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as some Buddhists and Christians but where were 
their complaints of maltreatnaent and diacrimina- · 
tion ? When in the three decades of the history of · 
Pakistan has there broken out any communal 
rioting comparable to the occasions in India too 
numerous to count ·when Hindus ran beserk in 
Ranchi, Aligarh, Gujrat and Allahbad which claim
ed so many thousands of innocent Muslim lives? Not 
only do the Indian police fail to m~_ke any ~ttempt 
to stop these disorders or punish those responsible, 
but, with the open connivance of the. Hindu Govern
ment, actively participate in the massacres them
selves ! If nothing else, subsequent events in India 
in the two and a half decade.s since Wilfred Cantwell 
Smith penned these line3, have proved that secular
ism does not work ! 

Of course, if Pakistan had really fulfilJed its 
duty as an Islamic state, the MuHiims in India 
would have never been compelled to endure these 
calamities. Retrospectively speaking, if the 
Mughal monarchs had assumed their responsibilities 
as Muslim r·ulers and organized intensive tabligk 
or missionary work, the majority of Indians would 
have embraced Islam and hence the necessity for 
Partition and all the disasters that folJowed · in ita 
wake, never would have arisen. The Indian Muslims 
have certainly borne the brunt of hypocritical 
policies in Pakistan. The signing of the Tashkent 
Declaration (January 10, 1966) and the Simla 
Agreement in 1973 was none else than an outright 
betrayal of Kashmir and indeed the rights of all the 
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Muslims of India: Th~ imposition of the Pakistani 
Muslim Family Laws Ordinance (March 7, 1961) has 
resulted in the grave danger of the Muslims in India 
being deprived of their own personal Jaws. How 
can the Muslims of Pakistan expect the Hindus of 
India to show any respect for their Islamic cultural 
heritage if they do not respect it themselves ? 

Dr. Wilfred Cantwell Smith is not content here 
with a careful, objective, dispassionate description, 
interpretation and analysis but feels compelled to 
tell the Muslims that they are all wrong and that 
because he allegedly understands Islam better than 
anyone else, he has the undisputed right to dictate 
to us what we should do with our religion ! 

Wha~ver one may believe about Islam's transcen
dence, yet the earthly manifestation _of Islam, both 
temporal and spirit'llal, is the crovfion of Muslims. The 
tendency in recent Islam has been to stress man's freedom. 
The present writer believes a.s a matter of warm personal 
conviction, of cool analysis and empirical observation 
that man is free. This applies to all fields though our 
particular concern is specifically religious. What the 
Muslim peoples now do in every phaae of life will constitute 
Islamic history. What they do in spiritual matters will 
constitute the next stage in the development of the religion 
of Islam. The devout (echoed in part by outside skeptics) 
may protest that Islam is fixed. For them a certaia type 
of peity holds; it is given by God. Theologically this bears 
consideration. It is a question of universal import whether 
the religions are given by God or whether God givea Him
self while the religions as we know them are man's 
response. Man begins to be adequately religious only 
when he di8covers that God is greater and more important 
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than religion. Certainly, as we have seen, one can find 
modern Muslims whose loyalty to Islam as tangible pheno
mena seems greater than their faith in God. Yet one may 
perhaps not be overly bold in surmising that the creative 
development of Islam as a religion on earth rather lies in 
the hands of those Muslims whose concern for tho forms 
and institutions evolved in Islamic history is subordinate 
to their lively sense of the living, active God who stands 
behind the religion and to their passionate, but rational, 

· pursuit of social juqtice. 1.'he Islam that was given by God 
is not the elaboration of practices, doctrines and forms 
that Qntsiders call Islam but rather the vivid and. personal 
summons to individuaiiJ to live their lives always in His 
presenoe and to treat their fellow men always under His 
judgment. (pp. 307-308). 

·..,·According this purely relative outlook, Islam 
ha~ .no transc-endental reality at aU. Islam has 
nothing to·do·with obedience with the specific pre
cepts of Qura:n and Sunnah because all of these are 
condemned as out-dated and irrelevant. There are 
no standards according to that view in judging 
right or wrong, true or false except in the purely 
pragmatic terms of the status-quo. Islam is merely 
what Muslims do and the criteria of their success 
or failure are evaluated exclusively in terms of 
immediate material wealt.h . and worldly power. 
According to the orientalist, if Islamic history has 
failed to be effective in modern times, the fault lies 
in the inherent inadequacy of the Islamic ideal 
and its applications. The devout Muslim would say 
that the fault lies within ourselves and it is we who 
must change in closer submission to what God has 
revealed. And even if we fail in this world, we must 
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be rewarded in the Hereafter and that is the real 
triumph. The two points of view are irreconcilable. 

Because it has been written with an ulterior 
motive, the avowed purpose of this book'-inter
communication between the Islamic and Western 
cultural traditions in the modern context to further 
mutual knowledge, understanding and comprehe~si:;. 
bility-has been utterly defeated.· The book· has 

·failed in its aims because the author has allowed his 
prejudices to .gain the upper hand and thus demons
trated his incapacity to deal with both on equal 
terms. 

Dr. Wilfred CantweJJ Smith is well aware of the 
fact that "the denial of transcendence means. the 
denial of value" and ·he underscores the truth· of . · 
that statement by citing the awful consequencea'.of .· 
the regimes of Nazis~, Fascism and Communism, 
but due to his deep-rooted prejudice, be cannot 
extend the merits of absolute moral value to mclude 
Islam. Thus he joins the chorus of . his fellow tra
velers in orientalism who insist that at best the 
validity of the doctrines, practices and institutions 
endorsed by the Quran.and the Sunnahwere restrict
ed to Western Asia in the medieval period .. Now 
that times have changed,. Islam must also change. 
At. least so far as Islam i$ concerned, Dr. Wilfred 

' . . 

C~~ontwell Smith zealously propagates the Mar:d&t 
premise that man's ideals and cultural values must 
be deter~ined by his phyeical environment and if 
this changes, then his moral ~utlook must be trans
formed to make the two compatibl_e. But if we 
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accept the premise that all religions and philo
sophical systems are the product of their time and 
place and have no validity .beyond a giv~il historical 
period or geographical locality, then the same 
must logically be true of Western civilization too. 
Thus what we call "modernity" m.u!}t also· be doom
ed to perish in the .flux of history. Yet ·• WeStern· 
norms are always upheld as absolute, infallible, iD-~1.. ... 
vincible and indestructible, the , truth Qf wlUch 
nobody dare question. He~e is · a contradiction 
that he cannot" remove. . · · ·· 

In short, Dr. Wilfred C:1.ntwell Smith. has · not 
depicted the sitl!ation in :the conteinp.orary, ~~slim 
world so much 88 it reallv is tban·.as he would like 
it to b~ and ev~ry shred ~f· evid~~ce·' he·· ccJU.ta 'lay·· 
his hands on bas been cleverly distOrted to~ ~uppor~ 

·. . . ~ \• ""·· . .:' •. ·. ~ J/(' : 

,these preconceived notions~ . · ·· . . ., . . ~--. 5 . , ; 
I -:"· 



THE HUMANIS.T VIEW 

What are the basic causes or the unrelenting 
hostility of the West towards Islam ? Some Muslim 
sobolars and writers are inclined to attribute this 
antipathy as a lingering relic or the· Crusades and 
o~hers, indulging in wishful thinking, suppose that 
smce World War II, the orientalists are g*.ining a 
greater appreciation of Islam and its role'in history 
and growing more understanding and sympathetic. 
T_he h~d fact is ·that the trend is in .the opposite 
duect1on. Why. f There are two important reasons 
f~r tl;tis attitude-:-historical and, philosophical. 
F1rst-Islam is the only serious rival that Western 
civilization has ever· encountered in its history. 
For. almost a thousand years, ls)aiJl and Earopean 
Chr1stendom engaged in a life-and-death struggle 
for world domination. The West hates and fears 
Islam because it challenges the very .existence of 
ever~thing it stands for.. Although today the . 
M~~ms are unorganized, backward and impotent, 
poht1cally, economically and militarily, the West 
has nothing to fear from our actual power which is 
non-existent but it is· mortally afraid of our 
potential power~. What the Great Powers of the West 
fear above all else is the emergence of . an effective 
Islamic state• ~d a united Maslim bloc. The large 

• The hostile ;Western reaction to the Islamic Revolution in Iru, which 
deposed the Shah, is proof' of thit. 
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number of b·ooks on Jslsmic. affairs written 'in 
vario.us European languag£B over the last decades 
and the growing number of de.partments of Islamic 
re~earch estabJished throughout Europe and 
AmeriCa testifies that the West regards the Muslim 
world, even in its decadence, as important enough 
to· require special attention. Second-Islam's 
challenge to the West is ·not only political but· 
derives its driving force fro,P divinely-revealed· 
transcendetal ideals which undermine the · secular 
humanism that bas been the ·foundation-stone of 
Western civilization e•fh since ancient Greece. The 
philosophical confiic.t rnust now be waged between 
the adherents of atheis~, agnosticism, materialism 
arid moral relativity and those . who uphold the 
transcendental ideal. ·In this ideological struggle, 
the orientalists consider it their duty to flood the 
Muslim countries with the propaganda that Islam 
and its way of life · is.r hopelessly "medieval" and . 
obsolete. . They are .. confident ·that if the rising 
generation of. Muslim~ can be converted to the 
gospel of uprogreu'' so they will consider no alter
native but the materialiatic outlook, they will be 
too intellectually servile and psychologically 
demoralized to pose any menace to the v~sted 
interests in ihe West. 

Since the Second World War, at least three 
quarters of the books written by orientalists have 
concentrated on the so-called modernization of the 
Muslims in this or that country. Orientalists would 
like to deceive us that the object of these works is 
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simply a: realistic appraisal of the contempora~y 
scene as 1t affects a st~ategic area of. the globe. 
However., a deeper analysis of these studies reveals 
much more complex factors in action . .Most import
ant, .. the quality of odentalism has markedly 
dechned. In contrast to the old German oriental~ 
ists who dealt extensively fn exhaustive detail from 
ori~inal sources with Islamic history and· culture, 
the~r cou~terparts in America are . extremely im-. 
patient .with that and have insisted on shifting the 
emphaSIS to SOCiology, politics. and current ·events. 
The reason for this that the ,form,er r~quires know
ledge of Arabic and acquaintance · with Arabic 
classics and other relevant Islamic literature, all of· 
whkb requir~s time, ;~ffort and at least a degree of 
sympathy for the ~!J.b.ject .while the latter makes no 
such demands. . Thu~ U has beoom~ .fashionable.f~r 
western institutions or h~arning'",-~0. devot.e countless 
seminars, books and magazine article~ to the so
called "modernization of the Mi<i:dle Ea~t~' which 
is h~ld to be the only reaily ·wqrtllw~ile topic while 
the profound study of the richness of Islalni.c culture 
and its history is .-eceding into the background. The 
result is a superficiality an~ stereotyped thinking . 
which varies so little from one orientalist to the 
next that this literature ·· . makes monotonous 
reading. · 

The book under discu,aion* is -~ minor land-

• Egypt in B•rcA of a Politiool Oi>mmtmily': 4n A~ym of IAa IntelTecf.
valand Political Evolution of ll1Jrpa.: 1804-1952, Nadav Safran, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, I961. 
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mark in this "~odernization of the Middle East" 
series. The author is an ·Egyptian-born Jew, 
staunchly devoted to Zionism*, who has lived 
in Israel and also served in the Israeli 
army. While writing this book, he served ns 
lecturer in the Department of Government at 
Harvard University.· This. book bas been chosen 
a~ representative of so much other writing of 
that kind, not because the author himself is 
important·but because it is better written than 
average,· deals with the subject thoroughly · and 
is-more frank in the .expressing· of opinions. The 
only othe.r .works avali~ble;in-,English on. this sub
ject are IBlam and Moderni~ in Egypt. by_ Charl~s 
Adams~ Oxftird University Pre•, London, )93~ arid · 
Arabi~ Tlwught in the Liberal· .Age 'by ~I bert ,ltourani~. · 
Oxford University Press, London, ·1962. · ·unfortu~ 
nately, unlike Ad~ms and Hourani who are QQntent 
with . a more Ol' less desoript~ve narra.tive,. Mr. 
Safran has written with ulterior motives: 

·The first and basic propoaition is that a political 'com• 
munity cannot be viable and stable unlea It il fQunded 
upon a more or leaa generally aha red · aet of ideu ; modei of 
thinking, norma and values (which will allo be referred in 
this atudy aa belief~system), ideology, world-•iew or tHIIGn
cha1uuag. Suoh a belief system interprets for.· the various • 
groups in the community the world they li'f~ · in, justifies 
the institutions under which they live and. helps regulate 

relationa between them.· 
Tho second proposition is that the~e is· aa ilitimate 

connection between material realities-economic, IOcial and 

• See f'Ae United Seaeea and Iarael, Nadav &fran. Barvarcl 11niversitf 

:rress; Catnbridge, 1963, 
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political conditions-and modes of thought, ideas, norma 
and value~~ ~certain complex of material conditions sug. 
gests a oe.rtain kind of world-view and excludes others. 
Briefly then, there is a connection between material realitiea 
and belief-systems to the extent that· a ·drastic change in 
the former may make a particular belief system obsolete, 
require ita modification or replacement and suggest the 
direction it should take. Such ideological reorientation 
may take a long time to materialize, if it does at aU ; 
meanwhile the community, deprived ~fa valid belief-system, 
may become the victim of disorder and confu~ion aad have 
~ be kept together by sheer force or by some temporary 
expedient. 

The third prqposition as the b~si·s of this study 
suggest that there is one experience which moat, if not 
all, societies most undergo and which nearly always exerts 
such pressure on th existing belief-system as to disrupt 
it and lead to the breakdown of the. political community. 
This experience is one in which a society,· startfng from a 
position of adherence to a theologically oriented. belief- . 
system, first comes under the: impact of modern science, 
technology, economics and· methods of organization and so 
faces the ne~ to reformulate its belief-system to give it a 
human orien.tation. In applying the terms "theological" · 
and "human". to belief-systems, we do not differentiate 
between. systems what do Ol" do not have a place for the 
deity and religiou bat between those in· which the ideas, 
values and norma they encompass are viewed as having 
their foundation in objective "given" transcendentally 
"revealed"• truth and those in which theae valuee .are 
viewed as having_ their foundation: in truth that is 
ascertained by the hu.nlan faculties, incl11ding, as the case 
may be, ideas ab~ut the 4iety and religion: Why such a 
transition is made necessary by modern scienee, technology, 
economics ancl methods of organization is apparent ; 
These disciplines testify to man's ability to understand 
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and manipulate his natural and human environment by the 
means of principles which he has discovered or learned. 
The reason why the transition is so difficult is that· belief
systems in general, by virtue of the function they f~Ui!l 
in the community, become part of the commun1ty s 
consciousness of itsolf, a means of identifying and 
distinguishing it from others and therefore they ":cquire a 
certain sanctity which makes them more rcaistant . to 
chan e than material conditions. To the comm~n1ty 
itsel~ its ~stablished belief-system is never the relat1~ely 
temporary and changing phenomenon that it in fact is, 
but is regarded as the culmination and final res.ult of ~he 
historical process. And if this is be case the Wlth belief
systems in general, how much more is it with systems t\at 
are avowedly considered as revealed~and sacred ' 

The relevance and application of these three pro· 
positiona to Egypt will be indicated in the following brief 
statement of the problem to be examine4 in this study. : 
Egypt was heir to a belief-system based on lsla~Ic 
doctrine which had evolved over a period of many centur1os 
parallel to the evolu~ion of her material conditions. ~oth 

belief-syatems and material conditions had beell crystalhzed 
by t4~ beginning of the Ottoman occupation and c~an~ed 
very littlein the next three centurie!J. By the begmnmg 
of the nineteenth century, the basic charac.ter of the 
Egyptian Government and fltructure of the economy and 
society began to undergo a very rapid ch~nge under ~he 
impact of renewed contact with Europ~ while. the_ behef
system remained frozen. An increasmgl~ w1denmg _gap 
developed between reality and ideology wh1ch undermmed 
the existing political community and threatened to 
condemn Egyptian society to a . perll\aaeni .•tate of 
instability and tension unleaa the gap were b~1dged by 
means of a readjustment of the traditional behef~system 
or the formulation of a new one capable of servmg as o. 
foundation for the new political community. This study 
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therefore ia intended to analyze the precise nature of. the 
contliot between traditional ideology and modern reality, 
the effort& made to meet the problem, the diflioultiea 
eoounte~:ed in the process and the requisites of an eventual 
solution. (pp. 1-4). 

The "solution", of course, i'J the outright 
r.ejection of Islam in favour of secularisp1 and 
materialism. The author bases his study on the 
blind assumption that the total weiternization of 
the non-Western world is the natural Jaw of history 
and an integral part of evolutionary progruss. He 
refrains entirely from passing any moral judgments 
about the undesirable effects of this .rapid social 
change ; he simply accepts the status-quo without 
question as inevitable and final. 

After this introduction, Nadav Safran attempts 
to depict the IsJamic legacy of Egypt which paints · 
it as black as possible. Peering through his dark 
glasses as a Jew, his attitude is much harsher than 
Christian critics. He can see no good in Islam at 
aU. He cannot even acknowledge Islam as 
historically valid and beneficial for its time and 
place. For him, Islam is merely a rigid system of 
formalism, superstition and retrograde, arbitrary. 
laws having no contact with real life. He tells us 
that Islam is·purely man-made and as vulnerable 
to error as any other religious and philosophical 
order. According to him, the Shaf'iah is but an 
incoherent mixture of Arabian, Byzantine, Persian, 
Nestorian and Jewish law and usages "which were· 
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taken over and incorporated into the canon by 
reading them into the Quran and the Hadith or 
by inventing traditions for the purpose". (p. 15) 
He argues that, except in the sphere of personal 
status, the Shariah was never consistently applied 
and that the ideals of Islam as applied to politics 
are hoplessly impractical, unrealistic and un
workable. 

After these attempts to show ·why Islam as a 
way of life. has been harmful to mankind and 
consequently, has no justification for existence, he 
·places tho full blame for.the stagnation, corruption 
and backwardness of the Muslim world on the 
Quran. 

The conception of Muhammad's m1Ss1on baa led to a 
pessimistic view of his tor~. Until the appearance of the 
Prophet, it was possible to . view the historical process as 
progress toward a perfect revelation of God's _will but with 
the appearance of Muhammad, this proceu came to an end. 
Since Muhammad was vie~ed as the "Seal· .of the 
Prophets", no further perfection could be expeeted in the 
statement and interpretation of the Divine will. Hence
forth, history could move only on or below the level to 
which Muhammad had raised it and, as a m.~tter of fact, 
the chances that it woutd remain on ihat level were 
poor. It is clear that in the Islamic view, perfection is to 
be sought in the past to which all present activity muat 
refer for justification. (p. 16). 

In other words, once the Truth is known, it 
cannot be changed and without change, no 
"progress" is possible. 
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He begins his thesis with Napoleon's invasion 
in 1798 w·hich awakened the Egyptian elite to their 
hopeles3 backwardness face to face with the over
whelming might of Europe. Then he proceeds to 
deal with the . westernizing reforms implemented 
by Muhammad Ali which revolutionized the 
political adminstration and economic structure pf 
the country. This is followed by Khedive Ismail's 
attempts to westernize Egypt culturalJy by building 
a splendid opera house in Cairo to prove to celebrities 
that· ''Egypt is par.t of Europe". Next, the 
a_pologetics of Shaikh Muhammad Abduh (184:9-1905) 
and his disciple, Shaikh Rashid Rida (1865-1935) 
are discussed which tried to interpret Islam as 
relevant to modern life. In criticizing Rashid Rida's 
book on the Khilafat he says : ' 

It is important to underline the extremely moral· 
idealistic approach of Rashid. Rida to politics that made 
it impossible for him to draw any practical lesson from 
the past experiences of tho ~uslims. The faCt that a 
political system had admittedly worked correctly for only 
forty out of fourteen hundred years, did not for a moment 
lead him to look for weaknesses in ita procedural arrange· 
ments but to search instead for villains and wicked 
plotters. Decidingly, Rida's view of politics was religious 
-the excellence of a politil'al system is entirely determined 
by the quality of its ideals,. never by how it performs. 
(p. 80). 

The only personality for which Nadav Safran 
displays any genuine sympathy,. is the Egyptian 
nationalist, Lutfi as-Sayyid (born 1872), a zealous 
champion for secularism and total westerniza~ion. 

,..... 
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In his public speeches and writings that appeared 
in his journal, al-Jarida, during the period just 
before World War I, he sang the most lyrical praises 
of Europe, if.s culture and institutions, at the sam'e 
time urging his country men to repudiate Islam and 
drink inspiration from the pharaohs. 

Lutfi frankly rejected all notions of nationalism 
founded on religion. "We are not partisans of thia Muslim 
League (meaning pan-Islamism) because it is religious 
whereas we believe that nationality and the bonds of 
utility are the bases of poJitical action''. He also derided 
the attempts to link the Egyptians to the Arab or Turkish 
lineage and considered such acts just as dishonourable as 
the attempt to break away from one's own family. The 
three millenia of ancient Egyptian history, he contended, 
have created a "pharaonic core" which together with the 
elements of later Egyptian history, conspired to produce 
a. distinct Egyptian personality. Lutfi's rejection of 
pan-Islamism in the face of well-known instinctive popular 
sympathies toward it, was not only a radical theoretical 
departure but also an act of great moral courage. His 
opposition to the appeal of I·dam, even as a political slogan, 
at a time when it appeared to •many that Egypt had no 
other recourse in dealing withthe British, revealed rare 
integrity. It also marked the highest point reached by any 
Egyptian to date in the emancipation from the obsession 
with the problem of power as a religious issue. The 
important thing is that Lutfi perceived clearly the problem 
facing Egyptian aociety in the matter of erecting a true 
political community, suggested a direction for its solution 
and courageously blazed the trail himself. He r8a.uzed 
that what Egypt needed moat waa a thorough re-edu~ion 
iD a new belief-system and did not hesitate to break away 
entirely from traditional Ialamic political concepts. 
(pp. )6.17). 

. 
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After dealing with "liberal nationalism" in the 
first decades of the century, he goes on to discuss 
tlJ.e so-called "progressive phase" led by such 
:vesternizers as Qasim Amin, the champion of 
feminism, Abdul Aziz Fahmi, who for years cam
paigned for the adoption by the Arabic language of 
the Roman alphabet, the n1.tionalist, Sa'ad Zaghlul 
and the blind intellectual, Dr. Taha Hussain. To 
his dismay, he finds a whole galaxy of intellectuals, 
who during the 1920's were the most fervent 
westcrnizers, suddenly reverse their position a 
decade later and zealously support the case of 
Islam. •The most gifted of these-Ahmad Amin
he citJB as "an extreme case of retrogression". 
(p. 22~). 

.·. To Nadav Safran, the most reactionary of the 
re~tionaries was, of course, Shaikh Hassan al-Banna 
(X{):{}6-1949), the founder al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun. 

,:::·'::-
;';;.. In· di;;cussing the work of the intellectual leaders 
· · during the reactionary phase, we have qualified this 

·movement as dangerous and have consequently considered 
;·:the i~tollectual's indirect contribution to its growth as 
_,one of the most damaging products of their Muslim 

,_.~orientation. The danger of al-llth.wan al-Muslimun lay in 
JffJthe mentality governing its use of violence and in the 
::}·ideology and programme in whose name it was ready to 
.'>commit it. In general, it can be said that the members 

of al-lkhwan knew bitterly and well what they were 
opposed to but they knew very little of what to put in its 
place. They believed that state and a society based on 
the Quran and the Tradition would cure all the ills of 
their people but they had no real knowledge of what must 
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be done to build such a state. Worse still, they were not 
aware of thoir ignorance because they had no cJear idea of 
the intricate problems of a modern state and a modorn 
society and were consequently disposed to consider anyone 
who objected to their programme, even on technical 
grounds, as an enemy of Islam who deserved to be struck 
down by force. The ideology of al-lkhwon al-Mualimun 
was essentially a version of the views of Rashid Rida and 
the Manarists reduced to a simple creed, grounded more 
on faith than systematic thought, cast into the frame of a 
militant movement, inspird and activated by negative 
nationalism and reinforced by concern with the bitterly 
felt social misery. (p. 232). 

To support his view of al-Ikkwan al-Muslimun 
as a negative, destructive force, he quotes at some 
length from Shaikh Muhammad al-Ghazzali's book, 
Our Beginning in Wisdom which was published in 
Cairo in 1950 and translated into English three 
years later*. He tries to show that the literature 
of al-Ikhwan seldom rose higher than the custom
ary polemical, apologetic approach, based on 
superficial romanticism. Although, unfortunately, 
this mediocrity did at times find its way into 
lkkwan literature, the author indicates his biased 
thinking by citing this rather obscure writer and 
completely ignoring the more gifted Ikkwan 
scholars such as Dr. Said Ramadan, Shahid Abdul 
Qadir Awdah Shahid and especially Sayyid Qutb 
Shahid who attained the reputation as one of 

• Sinoe the infamous Csmp David Acoord. Shaikh Muhammad al 

Ghazzali has been active in the Islamio movement in Egypt. and 
vooal in his opposition to President An war Sada'at's disastrous policies, 
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the finest writers on Islam in the modern Arabic
speaking world. 

At the conclusion, Nadav Safran lauds the 1952 
military coup d'etat as arriving "just in the nick of 
time" to rescue Egypt from the "disaster" of 
al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun. On the one hand, he 
enthusiastically praises the Nasser regime for 
having suppressed this ''reactionary~' movement 
by force and having banned the publication and 
circulation of all books and periodicals upholding 
Islam as a comprehensive way of life as opposed to 
westernism. On the other hand, he rightly con
demns this dictatorship for its stiffing control over 
intellectuals and artists which patronized "Socialist 
Realism" and compelled art and literature to serve 
the purposes of State propaganda, all of which 
thwarts creative achievement in every field. 

According to Safran, the fatal flaw in Nasser's 
campaign against Islam was his identification of 
Egyptian nationalism with pan-Arabism for so long 
as Egyptians regard themselves as Arabs, they will 
never be able to disregard their Islamic heritage. 
Thus he concludes his work with a plea to the 
regime to follow the precedent of Mustafa. Kemal 
Ataturk. 

Why did the westernizers fail ? 
The problem was aggravated for Egypt by three 

factors : (P that ahe had to undergo change at a more 
accelerate.: rate than the Christian West ; (2) that the 
forces of change were of foreign importation at a time 
when foreign powers were encroaching on her : and (3) 
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~hat Islam had beon from the beginning far more involved 
~n the politico-social ordor than Christianity. Speaking 
m the most general torms, wo may coocludo that these 
thrco points of difforen<'e proved to be preci;;ely the factoril 
mo3t rePponsible for Egypt's failure to evolvo a viablo 
modern ideology. (p 245). 

The author adds that since the period of his 
study covers three or four gE>ncrationR, that time is 
too br~ef to _enable Egypt to reach the stage of 
e~oluti?n wh1eh took centuries for Europe to attain. 
L1ke h1s fellow oricntalists, Nadav Safran denies 
the right o~ even the possibility for Egypt or any 
other Mushm country to pursue its own course of 
development. He assumes that the Muslim world 

' now confronted with the same secularism that 
challenged Christian Europe at the da~n of her 
"Renaissance", has no choice but to follow the 
identical pattt"rn. 

There are two potent reasons for the failure of 
the westernizers in Egypt as in all ·Muslim lands 
which Nadav Safran does not mention: First
instead of manifesting itself as a natural, apontaneous 
movement,. Westernization was a1bitrarily imposed 
(often, ~y ext~emely harsh and ruthless methods) by 
the rulmg ehte upon their unwilling subjects which 
made it justifiably unpopular. These rulers, having 
been so completely alienated from their people that 
they are indigenous by blood only, can neither 
sypmpathize nor identify their aspirations with 
them. As (·an be readily documented by contem
porary Egy:ptiau literature, the econoruicaUy " 
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privileged elite has nothing but contempt for the 
workers and peasants and the latter reacts quite 
naturaJiy with hatred and fear. Hence far from 
promoting national solid~rity, the Westernizers have 
caused social disintegrat,on, resulting in an unend
ing conflict between the rulers and the ruled. Under 
such conditions, progress-even material progress
is impossible. Second-the transition from the so
cal1ed "progressive phase" of liberal nationalism, 
examplified by Lutfi as-Sayyid, to the "reactionary" 
period of al lkhwan, was the natural and inevitable 
consequence of the changes in the power of the 
West itself. At the turn of the century, the West 
had reached its climax. The dazzling brilliance of its 
achievements in science, technology and industry 
combined with the imperial might of Britain and 
France who reigned supreme over Asia and Africa, 
quite understandably overwhelmed the Egyptians in 

. their povuty and backwardness with inferiority
complexe~'. Then suddenly they witness the horrible 
devastation of World War I, during which the 
solidarity of European power crumbled to pieces, 
·and then in the early 1930's, the Great ·Depression 
whic~ exposed the defects of tbe Western economic 
system. Less than a decade later, Europe was ra
vaged by World War 11 followed by a total moral, 
social and cultural coJJapse. In 1900 the revolt 
against Tradition and Authority under the slogans 
of ''freedom", "liberalism" and "progress" ·was 
irresistible but a half century later, the intellectuals 
had discovered through bitter personal experience 
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that the secular humanism to which they so des
perately clung for their salvation was dead-end 
street that Jed nowhere~ The example of Europe 
was r·ight before their eyes to show them that nihil
ism, opportuni8m and expediency can never 
provide a workable basis for wholesome human 
relations, social welfare and political stabJity. Yet 
Nadav Safran steadfastly adheres to his premise 
that if only Egypt could break with her Islamic 
past, all good would automatically follow. Tho 
most perceptive Muslims in Egypt, as elsewhere, 
learned that the cause of the social disintegration in 
the 'Vest is the absence of any loyalty to transcen
dental values. In brief, the failure of westernism in 
the East is the failure of westernism in the West. 

Viwed from a broad perspective, the phenomenon of 
al Ikhu·an al .Mu8limun, its rise, its ideology, its violence 
and its succoss is to us a negative. confirmation of tho 
original premise upon which this study was based. Because 
humanistic, rational and secular ideology failed to emerge 
in Egypt, tho Ikhwan sought to fill the vacuum with faith 

and because the existing Westernized order remained alien 
to the people, failur~ of function was mistaken as failure of 
principles. (pp. 242-2H). 

Here Nadav Safran has eloquently succeeded 
in refuting his own arguments. On the one hand 
he asserts that Islam 'Cannot satisfy the at~pirations 
of the Egyptian people and then in v~ry ~ext 
breath, he is forced to confess that the Westermzers 
have failed and their materialistic philosophies 
rejected by the overwhelming majority Qf Egyp~
ians, In the end, the author is compelled to adm1t 
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that westernization has solved nothing.* 

This book suffers from an acute case of· s h" h · . C JZO• 
p rema: Ononesidearetheauthor'sbaised view d 
on th •t h" san e opposi e, Is standards of scholarship wh. h 
constantly conflict with each other but so bl" dlcd 

th" · t 1· m e was lS orien a Ist by prejudice that he could not 
see these contradictions. 

• The end~reeult or this enrofet'd w eeternization W'BS the signing or tho 
Calilfl David Accord in September 1978 and the peaco-keaty with 
IeraoJ i~ March 1979 wbit'h p1act'd E@'ypt onder the complete political. 
econOf!llC and military domination of .\merica. . 

THE MODERNIST VIEW 

Religious modernism is tbe attfmpt to rcca~t 
traditional theological values in the light of contem- -
porary thought. It is accomplished with the con
viction that in order that religion be made 
"relevant" to modern conditions and needs, it must 
be forced into harmony with contemporary norms. 
The modernists judge religion by matcrialiHtio 
criteria. and anything in the former which conflicts 
with the latter must be explained away, reinter
preted arbitrarily or discarded as obsolete. The 
motto is that "religion must be keep pace with the 
'times". 

Evolutionary humanistic philosophy begins 
with the premise that religion is man-made and has 
continued from prehistoric days to the present to 
continually evolve in order to suit human needs. 
As man's knowledge and mental horizon enlarg{'s 
with experience, old concepts must be discarded · as 
out-dated. Jewish and Christian modernists tried 
to convert the absolute; transcendental, otherworldly 
ideals of their respective faiths into secular human
ism, with an ethic determined by utility and aU 
reference in the Scriptures to the Hereafter irrele
vant and meaningless. Jewish an'd Christilm 
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mod~rnists vie~ their Script ores as a continuous} 
growmg, evolvinrrproduct of its I h y 
mand t d 0 

• • age on Y w ose com-
. . ~en s ~n prohibitions were the product of the 

primitive mmd. By means of "h" t . I "H" . . . IS ortca research,, 
Igber CntiCJsm" tried to disprove n· . R I t" b Ivme eve a-

Ion .Y asserting the purely human authorship of 
the Bible In th · 

• • • IS way was the Scriptures of the 
Jews and Chnstians stripped of all authority 
reverence and . . , awe, 

. . even respect. Thus it is natural that 
the Orientahst wish to delve into th I . 
th t I 1 • d e specu at10n 

a sam IS oomed to the same fate. 

Modern Trends in Islam by H A ~ 
published in 1945 by Chicago un· . . .t· Gpibb, first 
b 

IVf:'rSI y ress has 
ecome a classic of its kind and one f th ' 
th "t · o e most 

au ori ative sources of reference t 0 . r t h 0 younger rient-
a ~s s w o wan~ to deal with the same subject. For 
this purpos(:', It was reprinted in New Yo k 
1972. r in 

Speaking in the first person, therefore, I make bold to 
say that the metaphors in which Chr' t' d . . t d. . . IS tan oct riDe Is 
. ra zhonaJly enshrined satisfy me intellectu 11 
10g symbolically th h' h a Y as express-

h. h I . e tg est range of spiritual truth 
w tl~ can concoJve, provided that they are interpreted 
:~nc~n t!erms of anthropomorphic dogma but as generai 
unive~se reiated to our chJ.nging views of the nature of the 
. . see the Church and the congregation of Ch . t 
Jan people as de endent rul -
vitality tho Churc: .. on each other for continued 

• . serving as the accum 1 t d h. 
and instrument of the Chrz'stt'.... . u a e tstory .... consctence the 
element which · • permanent 

• • IS constantly renewed by the stre 
Chrtsttan experience and wh. h . b am of . tc gtves oth dirocti d 
effectJvo power to that experience 1\-[ • on ao 

• ~ Y VIew of Islam will 
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necessarily be the counterpart of t~is. While g1vmg full 
weight to tho historical structure of Muslim thought and 
experience, I see it also as an evolving organism, recasting 
from time to time the content of its symbolism. It is 
understandable that modern Muslim theologians themsel'lcs 
.should protest against innovations and should seek to tio 
Islam down to its medie¥al dogmatic formulations by 
denying, first of all the possibility and second, the legiti
macy of the reconstruction of Islamic thought. But it is 
certainly not for the Protestant Christian to refuse to. 
Muslims, either as as community or as individuals, the right 
to reinterpret the documents and symbols of their faith 
in accordance with t~eir own convictions. (pp. xi-xii). 

Because H.A.R. Gibb is intellectuaJJy honest 
and does "not claim, like so many other orientalists, 
to be ''objective," and also because he has more 
insight into the cultural values of Islam than do 
most non-Muslim scholarl!l, his works are Jess object
ionable. Although he is a firm believEr in the 
necessity for Muslims to adopt modernism, his work 
is valuable to the Muslim scholar because it is the 
best criticism of the modernist movement in 
Muslim lands by European. The main•chapters of 
Modern Trends in Islam are· devoted to exposing all 
the glaring blemishes and errors ofhis subject. The 
classic works of Muslim modernism which H.A.R. 
Gibb cites-Syed Ameer Ali's The Spirit of Islam 
and A llama Iqbal's Reconstn1.rtion of Religious Thought 
in Islam-for analysis and unsparing criticisms are 
representative and well-chosen. 

A& a typical example of the fallacy of Muslim 
wodernists, H, A. R. Gibb quotes the following 
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passage from Allama Iqbal's Reconstruction of Re
ligiou.s Thought in Islam. 

Heaven and HeiJ are states-not localities. Their descrip
tion of the Quran is the visual representation of an inner 
fact, i;e, character. Hell, in the words of the Quran, God's 
kindled fire which mounts above the hearts-the painful 
realization of one's failure as a man. Heaven is the joy of 
triumph over the forces of disintegration. There is no such 
thing as eternal damnation in Islam. Hell, as conceived by 
the Quran, is not pit of everlasting torture inflicted by a 
revengeful God : it is a corrective experience which may 
make a hardened ego once. more sensitive to the living 
breeze of Divine grace. Nor is hearen a holiday. Life is 
one and continuous. Every act of a free ego creates a now 
situation and thus offers further opportunities of creativo 
unfolding. (pp. 116-117) 

Says H. A. R. Gibb: "Allama Iqbal shares a 
weakness which is common to aJI the modernists. 
Throughout his lectures on the Reconst1 uction of 
Religious Thought in Islam, he constantly refers to 
Quranic verses in support of his arguments. But 
we cannot help asking ourselves two questions: Do 
these quotations represents the whole teaching of 
the Koran on the point at issue !" and "Do they 
mean wt,at Iqbal says they mean ?" In some cases 
in The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, 
I suspect actual philological misrepresentations but 
more generally, there is an obvious strain between 
the plain sense of the actual teachings of the Quran, 
the religious purpose of the Quranic verse and 
the doctrine to which Iqbal has fitted it. This 
supports the argument that there is no way for 
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Liberalism to carry the business of religious 
modernism forward which does not involve picking 
and choosing on a scale and with an arbitrariness 
quite impossible to justify by imposing interpre~a
tions contrary to the literal meaning of the Script
ures and which are very far indeed from its 
or:ginal intentions." (p. 83) 

"Since it would obviously be impossible to deal 
here with some hundreds of thousands of modernist
ic books and pamphlets and to sum up their con
tents, the general lines of modernist argument can 
scarcely be better illustrated than by analyzing the 
chapter devoted by Syed Ameer Ali on the "Status 
of Women in Islam" in his well-known book, The 
Spirit of Islam. It is true that the writer was a 
Shi'ah and that he adopts a rationalist standpoint 
but he presents practically the whole range of 
modernistic and apologetic argument on the subject 
and more persuasively than most of the later 
writers and pamphleteers who repeat his_ assertions 
in every Muslim language in more violent or more 
restrained tones." 

H. A. R. Gibb proceeds to quote Syed Ameer 
Ali as follows : 

'Muhammad perceived tho advantages of Purdah and it 
is possible that in view of the widespread laxity of morals 
among all classea of the people, he recommended to the 
womenfolk the observance of privacy. But to suppose that 
ho enr intended his recommendations should assume their 
present inelastic form or that he ever allowed or enjoined 
the seclusion of women is wholly opposed to the spirit of 
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his reforms.' (p. 95). 

"The arguments of The Spirit of Islam, is that 
of a defending counsel-here and there conceding 
an unimportant point in order to cover up tacit 
omissions,· playing down his opponent's case, ex
aggregating {and even inventing) weaknesses in it 
and eq11ally exaggerating or inventing points in 
his own favour. Yet he makes his task much easier 
by his assumption throughout that the uQuranic 
legislation was the work of Mohammad him
self" and that "each age has its own standard." 
The superficiality of. this historical method, the 
evasion of difficulties, the resource to ipse dixit's, 
are only the outcome of the intellectual confusion 
and romanticism with which the whole modernist 
movement is burdened with and which makes it 
easy to shut one's eyes to what one does not wish 
to see, Even Iqbal is caught in the same snare." 
{p. 100). 

H. A. R. Gibb quotes again from Iqbal's Recon
struction of Religious Thought in, Islam : 

I know that the olema of Islam claim finality for the 
popular schools of Mohammadan law but since things have 
changed and the world of Islam is today confronted and 
affocted by the new forcel.i set free by the extraordinary 
development of hu~an thought in all its directions, I see 
no reason why this attitude that Islam is immutable should 
be maintained any longer. Did the founders of our schools 
ever claim finality for their reasonings and interpretational 
Never 1 The claim of the present generation of Muslim 
liberals is to reinterpret the foundational legal principals in 
the light of their own experience and the altered conditions 
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of modern life, is, in my opinion; perfectly justified! 
(pp. 159-160). 

H. A. R. Gibb comments : "The claim made 
by Iqbal for the ''present generation of Muslim 
liberals to re-interpret the foundational legal prin
cipals" is effect a claim that a small, self-contained 
minority shall remodel the social institutions of one 
seventh of the human race ! And what the moral 
and intellectual qualifications of that minority are 
for the task, we have already seen. No wonder that 
the ulema ask on what authority they propose to 
do this ? They cannot claim, for all their ingenuity, 
the authority of the Qoran or the authority of the 
Prophetic Traditions. Where the modernists have 
erred is in assuming as the final objective an ideal 
determined by considerations external to their own 
society and in trying to force the two in relation 
with one another. This is to ignore the difference 
between' Muslim society and the Western societies 
in composition, geographical and economic condi
tions and intellectual outlook and it can be achieved 
only at the cost of lifting the argument out of the 
plane of realities and evading the concrete issues. •' 
(pp. 103-104). 

This valuable and honest criticism of Muslim 
modernism should be heeded by all educated and 
thoughtful persona. 

Why has the modernist movement in the 
Muslim world failed ? The reasons are not those 
which H.A.R. Gibb presents. It is neither due to 
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the familiar thought patterns of the traditional 
Arab mind, nor the old-fashioned educational 
system nor in the pretext that the Muslim world 
has nut been exposed to Western influence for 
a long enough period. The reason lies rather in 
the hopelessly impossible task of reconciling two 
diametrically opposed ways of thought. Incompati
bles cannot be made to appear compatible without 
resort to intellectual dishonesty, double-mindness 
and hypocrisy. H. A. R. Gihb rightly deplores this 
intellectual mediocrity as it appears in the writings 
of the Muslim modernists yet he still insists against 
all the evidence that he reveals to the contrary, on 
upholding the modernist movement as essential. 

Here is an example of his mischief-making in 
which he chides the MQ.slims fllr not judging the 
Quran by the standards of 'Higher Criticism' 
which the Jews and Christians have done with the 
Bible: 

In contrast to the Hadith, the Quran itself has re
mained almost untouched by any breath of evolutionary 
criticism. Only a few Indian liberals and still fewer· Arab 
socialists have yet ventured to question that the Quran is 
the literally inspired word of God, and that its every 
statement is eternally true, right and valid. (p. 50). 

Why has thA Western impact on the Muslim 
world been so uncreative ? Why has westernization 
not produced a cultural renakisance and awakening 
comparable to the intellect.ual giants such as al· 
Kindi, al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, and Ibn Rushd who so 
brilliantly synthesized Greek philosophy with 

Muslim thought without breaking with the Islamic 
tradition 1 The first reason is th.at the impact of 
Gr~ek Jear~ing reached Islamic civilization at the 
he1ght of its power when it enjoyed unchaJlenged 
supremacy over the most strategic areas of the 
known world. Therefore, Greek learning was ap
proached by Muslim scholars with a confident, in
dependent, critical mind while the impact of the 
modern West reached the Muslim world in its 
defeat and humiliation when the Muslims were 
already demoralized and could only imitate the 
conqueror, incapable of creating any original pro
duct of their own. Secondly, Hellenism was a dead 
culture ; classical Greek a dead language, and there
fore the impact of Greek civilization was entirely 
academic and derived from books. Tbat is why 
the Muslims could freely benefit from Gleek learn
ing without any detrimental effects on their Muslim 
identity. 

. Since H.A.R. Gibb's book was first published 
lD 1945, the modernist movement in the Muslim 
world has made no progress. Nothing significant 
has been added to the stock polemical and apologetic 
methods of Shaikh Muhammad Abduh Sir 
Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Syed Ameer Ali 'and Allama 
Iqbal. Today, modernists bearing Muslim names 
work under the direct patronage of the Orientalists 
or the Government and Jn fact have become india• 
tingaishable in their thoughts and methods from the 
orientalists themselves. The public in Muslim lands 
rightly viewa them with intense suspicion and 
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mistrust. Modernistic reforms aimed at tampering 
with the personal laws of the Shariah have been 
imposed by force by t,he Government in many 
Muslim countriea. Instead of making any further 
futile attetrtpts to harmonize Islamic laws, instit~
tions and practices with the demands of contempor
ary life, tb,e average Muslim has simply adopted 
Western life styles in utter apathy, indifference and 
defiance of Islamic prohibitions and commandments. 
The advance of western secular values and the pene-
tration of Western education, radio, television, 
cinema and the press have created a new generation 
heedless of the responsibilities and sacrifices essen
tial for a practicing Muslim. But on the other ha~d, 
since H. A: R. Gibb's book appeared in 1945, the 
apologetic approach has lost its appeal and itself 
become out-dated. Vigorous writers who present 
Islam in contemporary language without compromis
ing on its doctrine have arisen among the Muslims-· 
Maulana Sayyid Abul Ala Maudoodi, Maulana Abul 
Hasan Ali Nadwi, Dr. Muhammad Hamidullah and 
Dr. Syed Hossein Nasr, to, mention four of the most 
outstanding. Happily, these authors are not affilicted 
with inferiority complexes. They present an unadul
terated Islam on a high intellectual and literary 
level in modern terms. Dr. Muhammad Hamidullah 
and Dr. Syed Hossain Nasr have published, many of 
their essays in Western periodicals and thus spread 
the messagt> of Islam to European and American 
academic circles. H.A.R. Gibb also underestimates 
the importance of such significant movements for 
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Islamic revival as aZ IlcAwan aZ MUBlimu1\ and 
Jama'at-e-Islami, entirely overlooking in his survey 
of m~~~rn trends in Islam, their_impressive body of 
literature.' H~ A. R. Glbb ii wrong in placing. the 
hopes for the future of the Muslim world in: the 
handafof the ulema; it is not the ulema who are 
today- carrying forward the standard of renai&cent 
Islam but the modern educated youth who have, by 
the grace of A11ah, remained true to the Faith.·.· 

'X.he gr.~•.test tragedy of the book under discus .. 
sionis that~~- author l?ersists in the fallacy .that 
Islam needs a '•Reformationu rather than a spiritual 
rebirth to transform the Muslims. 

'., 



THE CONSPIRACY OF ORIENTALISM* 

What is the message Orientalism is preaching 
to the Muslim world 1 Dr. Muhammad el~Bahy, a 
noted Egyptian scholar and formerly the Director 
of Cultural Affairs at al-Azhar University, has suc
cintly summarized the favourite notions which 
characterize almost all of their works with very few 
ex.ceptmDB: 

The Orientalists commonly try to convey that the 
allegiance of Muslim soeiety to Islam endured only for a 
brief period of time. These were the days when the 
Muslim society was in its infancy. At that time, an 
opportunity was afforded to bring about an integration 
between practical life ·and the teachings of Islam bat aa 
soon as. this short elementary phase was over, a gulf was 
created between Islam and Muslim society and Islam ceased 
to be the guiding force of life. The more Muslim society 
advanced and accepted cbaoget, the consequences of the 
cuUural, political, economic and other impressions it 
received from the oatside world, the more complete was 
the failure of Islam to adjust itself to the requirements of 
an evolving society. The gulf grew wider till the last seat 
of the Muslim Khilafat, (i.e. Turkey). formaly announced 
the ejection of Islam from everyday life. Islam wiU have 
its place now, it wu declared, only in the conscience of 
the individual. It will not intrude into the general aocial 

• Ielo• tJftcl PclllwlcJR, Freelaod Abbott, Cornell Univenity Press, 
It;haoa, New York, 11108. 
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structure and· remain aolely as~ matter of quiet, penoaal 
&%pression within one's private sphete of existence. The 
inability to' implement the teachings 'of Islam co~stitutes 
in its ~&once the recognition of the logic of sOCial compul
sion. It is the outoozqe of the inability of Islam to 
influence the needa and ciroumstaaoes of an ever 'chang· 
ing society. Insistence on tht observance ~of Islamio 
precepts in modern times can only mean isolation 
from the main stream of "life and the wi1Jing 'acceptance 
of poverty, disease and all-round backwardness. PrQgr~ss 
and' ch1uige is the immutable law of exicttek1C6 from 
which it is not · p01sible to run away. Musli~s must 
apply this evolutionary,. dyni!Urlio concept to their la'Jam 
also ao that they can keep abreast of the modern Western 
world and resoae themselves from the ceaiJ·pool of chaos, 
lethargy and stupor. What is needed is to bringlaJam 
deliberately under the working of :thia law by taking it.E!pa 
towards ita revision and reformation in the light. ofr fOn• 
temporary realities. No other course ia open tQ. IJJ•liins 
than to bow down to the law of progress and change and 
to conform to Weitern secularism an:d matenalisfu in tleir 
own/oriental environment for the Western norml·!t.f .life 
are produota of long human experience in tbe fiefds of 
thought and action. The Western·. people have· eaaplored 
the objective and scientific method iu the. evolu.tio9 of 
these norma an,d customs which does not allow the .mind to 
be o••l.'weighed with dogma and auperatition aodc::'~ps it 
concentrated aoleJy on the weJJare and ~~~~- of 
mankind.• 

In the works of the Orientalist.s,like tAA present 
bQOk under review, these. views, are not s~t;(orth as 

• Quoted from Wulem Oi11WMiioa,Ielam llll4 Mt~~lirll•• AbulHasaa Ali 
Nadwi, Academy of' lslamio Res~aroh o~d P~blio~tio~s; iucknow, 

- 1~; pp. 177-179, 
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them~&. personal opinion ,of the author. but as 
indisputable faot--;~y, .the·.law pf Nat.~ itself-

. which nob()dy d~ q~atlpn. ,.,sa e:dir~~ fa.' their 
arrogance ·and ooneei~··tba.l·they t~serte for ·them
selves tJJ__,· ·right t~' ~iotate ·to ··}lualima · ho,w ··they 
ehonld-~fGrm ~eit ~"tligiont. It is shailieful that in 

. thil. __ ; J8J;amio ;~~~~~~·11~ ,··.of P~~n, ·. ' aqble of 
ttaes,e bobli~ ~~~~~~,~~~~. a..a.J:f!~~J~t:~).~~~ in our . 

. ~oll~~:• .. 4!ld ~an:w:t~~~~-.9~-#la.t.c:KU" J9~D.:ve no 
, cboicQ b.u.t,to Jea~~1U·:l$1am from nob:-VU.tims and 
··blindty··~~th&li:'.Preiudiftt·••··tnf~iu&te"lruth.· 

r,_.· ·"'-'- '..i.' ·:(f· .. 

. Q~i,~~~i.isii);;;J4.,:,().~ -:fr diapasaioni.te•··· ~jeeUve 
:c&tttdJ Qf Jalam .4fe culture by the)i.•nidit~'f&.ith• 

.. ~,.fu~ \~/t-:~eatt~t\f(JDa)of ~holaHhip'"'w~·:·create 
. 't.pti)f~uli~f· ··&rtgtn~l"··t9earoh' 'bilt. nottifzi·' '1)• t. . 

'.·. ',<>ft~~~~~~\1]~\li.~ 0~ ~,,th ~~.~.~v: 
'"'''~n .::.·~~~J\;, ~~jf;$iJJld. ~~,~~·-.~l&:4tles•oy of' 
. >.Iii"IJ1~.:.1~J~r~-~;:~~~t~;~.:9;})1Qlete •. ··.Thetobjeot 
ietjc):·ereatefaailllM~Chiet' . · ibl . .· ·• · ·.. . ' . - : .. '.-- ·.- . ·.· · .. ·,,,- , . _., ... :poaa. e ••oat the : .. h.~,.~:·!~ ... ~ttr:toWJnt'"the a"u•r·a6ubt 

.. 

. ~. 

. _,,, , .· .. _, . J 't· . . .. · .. • 11 UuDad • reTelitiona 
and u• :tlX,Iaflt.-..) ..... GWa tO . ~*'ll,;.£i;:,:_: .. )i· -. 

relnli(I~~!J'~~·- ~~~~h~f¥!:8~.- ~Jii!·~~~-~= 
had a Jew!~ 'tutOr wJl}ch •• ,. -~ true; 110-·tbink that 
be was acqnainted· .. 1ritll and impreaaed by S7rian Obristiaa 

. 
monks which may be truo .. Others. think the trading 
R?cicty in which be Jive~ ?ffcred in itself a kaleidoscopic 
picture of different religic:>ns which· may · a18o be true . 
What is fundamental, of conr11e. is that Mubanmiad did not 
lay. claim to originality for his religiDn. · Time and time 
again he annoti'nced · that his re.;elation was only a con-

. ftrmation of all previous revelations. Trachig the sources 
~f Qure.nic passagos to Jewish . or other traditions, while 
interesting nnd revealing to scholars, has no· effect upon 
the Muslim's faith. To the Muslimthis kind of analysis 
seems inco»sequcntial and perhaps the absence in letlam of 
anything corresponding tO tho ''Higher Critici!!m" of 
Christian iobolars tod~y is partly dE"pendent upon th-is 
attitude; It is, of course, more dependept upon the 
unquestioned belief that the Q11ran is OO<rs W:ord and why
should one try to criticize what God has said ! (pp~ 14-15). 

And 'again : 

· . In time, the Hadith-v-ast collections of anecdotes 
about Muhammad ·and sayings of Muha.mmad-werc 
collected. They were sifted for accure.cy "'ith great caro 

· yet apocryphal stories crept in. Many Muslims seemed to 
. feel no compunction . about tolling a story which they felt 
could be true or 8ho~cl be true whether it was to glorify 

. Muh&Jil.mad or to improve their own position. Thus the 
Hadith can readily be divided into . three broad g•oups : 
those depicting a general view of •uhammad's life, those 
which are queatio~able berause they are not consistent 

.. with Muhaminad's•~.xinga (stories of Muhammad's miracles 
.. c;lospi~o·Quranic detam are included here) and those dealing 

with:prophetic revelation. Stories.of Muhammad's miracles 
are legion as are fftories supporting one Muslim sect against 

· another. In modarn times, at.taoks on the traditionalist 
approach tQ Islam have centered on these stories; such 
Attacks, however, arc not new in Islam. Particular stories 

·in ·tho Hadith literature have always been undQr attack 
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even though they are contained in the most highly regard
ed collections. (pp. 22.23). 

Every one of our great historical figures are 
ridiculed. belittled and maligned : 

On the whole, the Muslim rulers behaved very much 
as di~ their medieval counterparts in Europe-they were 
the L1on-hearted and Barbarossas of their time and place. 
These often gifted warriors sometimes were extremely 
pious according to .the lights of thoir time. The usually 
a~cepted picture of Mahmud of Ghazni wae presented by 
h1s secretary who, wrote of his Indian campaigns that 
"lslam or death," was the alternative Mahmud placed 
before the people. Mahmud was a stern unitarian opposed 
both to deviation from his traditionalist creed and to 
idolatry yet one cannot escape the impression that his 
movements were at least as strongly tempered by shoor 
avariciousness as were those of the Anglo-Norman kings. 
of England. (pp. 3!-35). . 

Of Muhammad Ibn Tughluq he l;Vrites : 

Muhammad delighted above all men in giving presents 
and shedding blood. At his door was always seen some 
pauper on the way to wealth or some corpse that had just 
been executed. Stories were rife among the people of his 
generousity and oourage and his cruelty and severity. A 
Muslim historian baa described ibn Toghluq as a mixture 
of opposites, which !• applicable to 8Q many ~f these rulers. 
The inconsistency in tlleir characters may be exaggerated 
by Muslim chroniclers who sometimes felt that rulers should 
be Contradictory in nature if only u an aid to inscrutabi
lity and bore this in mind as they wrote their chronicles. 
Certainly religious toleration of the Hindus was not oon. 
sidered by Muslim theologians of fourteenth-century India 
to be a requirement of the Faith; The traditionalist Muslim 
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read his Quran very Jiterally. God~ has fires in Hell waiting 
for infidels and Hindus were certainly infidels. If God was 
not going to show them any mercy, why should anyone 
else ! This spirit, one need only note that also appeared 
among the New England puritans who persuaded tht~m

flelvea that the Indians had no souls and alllong the 
California zealots who argued that the Chinese had no souls 
or if they did, that their souls w«:-re not worth savi.ng, lt 
is not unlike the medieval Christian attitude towards 
heretics. (pp. 35-36), 

Freeland Abbott cannot credit Muhammad bin _ 
Qassim from acting on any principle on the basis of 
his faith and strength of cha~acter : · 

When Muhammad bin Qaaaim, the Arab conqueror of 
Sind in the eighth century, was faced with this same ques
tion, he adopted a more liberal response.· The Hindus and 
Buddhists of Sind were given the status of protected 
persons as though they were "People of the Book:" perhaps 
because Muhammad bin Qasim did not kat:e su.fllc-.enl troCJps 
al his disposal to rialc alirring up unfleceaBary discontent. 
(p. 66). 

In his eyes, Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi is an arch
reationary : . 

Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi illustrates the typ1 of mind that 
urged in Islam intellectual isolation and thu~ encouraged 
its decline. His insistence on absolute obedtence to the 
Bltariah pr~vented him from realizing that _many custo~s 
even from other religious might not clash with the Blzaraah 
itself. Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi's attitude was in many 
ways similar to that maintained by -the Roman . Catholic 
Church during the famous Rites Controvery of the seven
teeth century 1tht>n the Jesuits hoped to secure"a~m place 
for Chri~tianity. in China by acknowledging certa:n ~n~se 
adaptations as essentially Christian· Th~hurch B declSlOQ 
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was that Chinese practices could not he adapted u part 
of Christian rite. which must be zealonaly guarded from 
external . variations as well aa propagated. Similarly 
the law of Islam wal to be jealously guarded and Shaikh 
Ahmad was afraid that the slightest contact with in&dels 
would shake the ~hole structure. . (pp~ 80-tn ). . 

Of Sayyid Ahmad Shahid's Jihad he writes : 

His crusade from beginnbig to end waa an Gd-Aoc . 
matter; the character. of his forces prevented it from being 
anything else •. The Jiluul~as a hodgejJO«lp. lie wa8 ablo 
at. one time to ....,mble 80~000 fightet"S hut he was never 
able to secure the loyaity :of th~ tribeame~ u~n ··whom he 
moat depended .. fhey poiiQnod·b,is foOd; tbey dea~rted on 

. the b~ttlefielci ; thoy l~&~ued. wi~h .tje $ikhJ. Xhe Sayyid's 
forces were marked. ne1~her. ~.Y ~Jio!,J1lille nor by unit7 and 
at last in May 1.831, caught,by'eurprise, in the:·lntiiAniain- · 
oua village o~ Balakot, he ~ci hia ~tieiple, . Ji~ail · 'Siut.bid 
with six hundred· ·ofhil .· lll~n were .li!hed. · durin'g· a .Sikh 
attack The JSAarl, as one #l}pt IUPpoae. w~s-mpre spec
tacular than it was aucoessftil. Tha~.;. holy 'war w&'a COD· 

. sidered 80 enthuaiasti~ally by 80 ~ilnJ. tradittonaliata at 
. this time may indicate·: the poverty ::-or ratiOrial -thinking . · 

· among them·._ (pp. 9!•94). ' ·· ·· · · · 

:~bout Sultan TipJJD : 

· . ~- ~he· South. Qf ·i.n~li•~ Sal~ ~tiP,~. th~ Mlialim 
. nder ()f Mylo~, tried ~(>' . etrensth~ the: force . of hia 
position· faoin~ ~h• Briti~h-~ by ati~l t.p ' ~he . ~ruaading · 
epirit ·amont hilt aofdim., A. mi.n:ual ::~ had ~l8JJ&red . 
for hia foroea deao~bed ._.wartare ~gaiut ·::the aggr•aive 

· diabeUenra eaenli&l for the triumph ofthefaith·aa true 
Islam. Elaewhere in hi8 manual; he u~PJ.· -eveey Muslim 
to reaist diabeliTert 80 long aa they had the power. to dC). 
so. •. Whatever effect Tippo's r~marb may . have had on 
stirring up his so~diers, .they do 'n.ot ee&ID to have o~erly 
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inapiNd his· Mualima o()ntempo•ariea.,· So far aa the 
practical politica .of south India were concerned, the uni· 

· tarian conceJ:lt& ofJelam did not seem to apply. Tippu's 
. defencea filiAlly crumbled and in _the· BritiEh victorY at 
Seringl'p&t~ in,l799, h~ died aa be had urged his soldiers, 

. resiBtinl tO the last- (p. 8'7)· 

· <Tho• all the ·most revered personalities of 
)lriRtlJP • hiStory in the Indo-Pak s11b-contine11t are 

.. · rep~e~te4 ;~ ~ail urea 'because "dogmaticism,., and 
· blind «~t~ltdi#on•lism'~ blinded. them to the.bopeless 
i~ad.quJ,qy .of.tbeir. faith to. face ~e practical .real

.. ities OfJif •• Th~ author cannot understand that these 
tneli arf,~~t respected. and. revered for ~heir. worldly 

· ~c~·btit't.ther for theft strength .of chataoter., 
· · ~el~ a~!i~tyand &gle-mind8cJneas pf p,U.poae, for 
···•tJ;.eir f~-fJJO make. ohe~p ~Oinpi'otDises and .b()Ve 
·· aU; .·. ~JI-;fi};*'lUi);lg~eaa ·; ·,w _au«er ·an~. sacrifice fol". the 
lll&t:D.ie·.o6U.~ · .Bttt oneritaJi•t.•••-ch ·•as ·Freeland 
·AbbOt~~ ~a..<: so tho~oughJy .. ateeped iD:'in&terialiim. ·• . 
· tJ1U it.ia'i..,.p6t~hle for· thein to-~appt&oi~# -.th~ finer · 
~--~~~nt'i•a·'tfMCh ·naJiy.msde~·cJltJift:1n.:.jtef!!.!• 
·.1..,.'Qa.:Ani;V.iaterpre~lbetr ·act~· .and·i~. 
~" •• i;l{&Jii:•f1.ezpedienoy •. ;. oppOrtunla. incl n&Jted· 

.• elf~~·;/·· . . ··. ·· .. ·~. ,_ .. ' 

·. Wh'a¥t-i t\~- basic cause ~r-this alleged=~•raiiJ~re;;. 
· atid 4'iaad~q~y" of Islam throughout ita hii~ry'? 

. . . .. ' .. . ' 

.. Jea,JJieTer fo11aded a community; he ~-ma· .to .have· 
~been ooni-..ito ·~.:Ve' ... a ..... ~dering. _preacher. -~lid~.·:_ 
hiatorio.Jly, .. the 'opportunity. to establish .. community of 
bi8 on may·ne~er have occurred. For· Muhammad~ .the. 
opportunity dld occur. Tho fear and jea.louaiei, oUhe 
?4eooan tribearnen led to his misration frQUl Mecca to 
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Medina some two hundred miles north. There he did 
establish acivil community and h_e did endow it with Jaws. 
These laws became part of the faith and the judges who 
later appeared to rule on the legal aspects of Islam had to 
interpret and apply them. Thus the judges played a rote 
as promoters of uniformity within Islam. ~los1ims argue 
that because Islam includes such a practical example of 
how a civil community should be organized, it is closer to 
completeness and henee to perfection than Christianity or 
any other religion. One could just as weU argue, however, 
that the great weakness of Islam has rested in this claim of 
completeness. The declin6 of Islam from its glorious days 
is certainly related in part to the feeling of Muslims that 
they were self-sufficient unto themselves. This has always 

. been a fatal assumption as the experience of other religions 
indicate. The Muslim invasion of India was successful in 
part because the Hindus had weakerned themselves through 
self-imposed is~lation and aloofness. The greatest service 
of the European Reformation waa to neutralize such a self· 
sufficient attitude by aplitting western Christianity into 
two camps. Modern European progress began when Euro· 
peans developed an inteUetual spirit, enabling them to learn 
from others without feeling infer~or about it. (pp. 20-21) 

The civilization of the West is the .. most arro· 
gant in history. Tlte--attitude of the ancient Greeks 
in regarding all non-Greeks as barbarians who had 
been created , to serve the Greeks as slaves has 
persisted. down"~ the .present. day. Westerners 
have never had a trace of any humility, and are·· 
convinced that they ,~re superiol' to all other peoples 
and cultures in every respect. This unbridled 
conceit was g_iven its full- ~ressioQ. by Maculay 
when arguing.fo)'.the imposition Qf.. Western edu
cation in India, he insisted that "western learning 
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is the seat of all civilized knowledge. ''I have 
never found among the orientalists any who could 
deny that a single shelf of a good European library 
was worth the whole native literature of India and 
Arabia." (p. 113). Furthermore Western eivili
zation deems the destruc·tion of all other civiliza
tions and the genocide of aboriginal peoples as 
indispensable· for the "progress'' of humanity. 

Islam thus became a religion of law and command
ments with pri.lllary emphasis on the civil aide ; the judges 
of the law aud the commentators on the law were in their 
own way as influential as the Christian clergy. The Bktra
ordinary development; of the mystics-the Su6.s in· Islam 
was a reaction to this emphasis on the legal, the "practical" 
which often seems to a westerner so particularized as to be 
impractical. (p. 21). 

On the philosophical plane the source of the 
, antipathy of modern Westerners against Islam is 
their implacable hostility towards absolute, trans
cendental law and morality. The West thinks that 
constant change and innovation is not only in,evi
table but the highest of all ideals. The concept 
that everything must change with the changing 
times includes not only new discoveries in science 
and new inventions in technology and their appli· 
cations but religion, morality and . the standards 
of acceptable social conduct as well. Since morality 
is a purely relative, subjective concept, standards 
of right and wrong,. truth and falsehood, beauty and 
ugliness have no meaning for them. Thus nobody 
asks whether the particular change is good or harm-
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ful becQ.use since. tho newest muat always be the 
best, innovation is · tho highest · good in itself. 
Consequently, Freeland Abbott ridicules the medi
eval emphasis on the supremacy of the Hereafter 
to l"b~al wellbeing. · · 

Aba Bakr Razi was a. ninth century Persian philosopher 
and physician. He was th~ first to give ~curate cUnieal 
accounts of smallpox a.n~ measles and be also made e:z:ten•. 
sive · atudies of the human eye. His reputation as a. 
physician was deservedly great during his lifetime but, 
like. many other Muslim scientists, Razi made little impact 
upon his ·world. To tho Muslim community, deeply 
influenced by traditionalist thought, his disco.veries seemed 
irrelevant and unnecessary. The community held that 
the important thing in life was not to improve one's well· 
be.ing but to get to heaven when one's earthly life was over. 
And the road to heaven was chartered as a clear ·path. That 
path, preserved and sharply defined by the tradi~ionalists, 
included prayers and creed but it did not include 80 living 
as to avoid measles and smallpox. Razi'l' discoveries were 
nonessentials so far as the purpose of life was concerned, 
andthis being ao, they were ignored or even attacked. 
(pp. 25·26) 

If Razi was opposed at aU, it was not for his 
contributions to medicine·but only for his adherence · 
t'o certain concepts of Greek philosophy.which con· 
flicted ·with Islamic doctrine. As a physician, he 
has always been esteemed by Muslims, so much 60 

that the Unani system of medicine practiced 
by Bakjms in India and Pakistan could not have 
survived without. him. Freeland Abbott is 'dis
appointed that the discoveries of Muslim scientists, 
mathemacians and physicians did not lead to an 

. _ .. 
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open conflict with the estabJishcd faith, as it did in 
Europe and the trnimph of secuJarism, . materialism 
and atheiam. And that failure is regarded by him 
as tn historical tragedy of the first magnitude. 

It is amazing that the leaders of our age 
,_.sume that through the miraQles of science 
and industry, poverty, disease and illiteracy 
oan and. must be eradicated from the earth. 
Acceptance and resignation to one's. misery is con
demned as medieval fatalism. The common people 
in the 'developing' countries of Asia, Africa and 
Latin America are constantly urged to share in 
"the revolution of rising expectations" so that 
their material standard of. living can be drastically 
improved. But should one ever condemn the moral 
degeneratiQn, as manifested in ·the loosening of family 
ties, illic.i't sex~ the epidemic of crim~ and ia w lessness, 
vulgarity and obscenity in the mass-media and 
entertainments, increasing drug and alcohol addict
ion, irresponsible pleasure-seeking and ·the unpre
cedented" horror and brut.ality of modern warfa;re, 
he is told that nothiDg ean be done about tbese things 
because this is the spirit of the ''times." Since the 
"times" favour such a permissive moral atnlOs
phere, any effort to check or reverse these trends 
is futile and all one can do is submit with the 
utmost abject resignation and adjust one's self as 
best one can to the "spirit of the age !" Thus 
Western civilization is assumed as infallible and 
invincible not beo~use it is right but merely because 
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. it prevails. Islam is co~demned ~n~ ridicu!ed not 
because it is fal'se but because 1t 1s unfashionabl?. 
Its. alleged 'inadequacy' lies in the fact that 1s 
impossible to· follow the Sunnak of the Holy Prophet 
and the Western way of life simultaneously. 

Thus the author characterizes the history of the 
Muslims in the Indo·Pak subcontinent as a struggle 
between the purists and the innovators. He makes 
no effort to conceal the fact that his sympathies are 
one hundred percent on the side of the latter. Every 
apostate like Akbar and every heretic like Sir Sa.yyid 
Ahmad Khan are heaped with praise for their 
large-h;artedness, broadmindedness, liberality and 
practical common sense to confess that "medieval 
traditionalist" Islam was total1y unworkable. Th~ 
their successors like Syed Ameer Ali, Mirza Ghulam 
Ahmad, of Qadian, Kha.lifa Abdu\Hakim and Ghulam 
Ahmad, Parvez are magnified out of all proportion 
to their actual importance. Ex-President AyubKhan 
is praised as the champion of a modern, progressive, 
liberal Islam while it is implied that the approach of 
Maulana Sayyid Abul Ala Ma.udoodiis pure esc.api.sm 
into the past and wishful thinking in champ1onmg 
a lost and hopeless cause. But sub.:~equont ev~nts 

have proved precisely the reverae. Tho ~ractical 
"pragmatist"-Ayub-has been relegated mto the 
depths of utter ob$curity and hh rule has beco~e 
a by-word for corruption and mismanagement, whde 
the "unrealistic" M:J.ula.na M!}udoodi. achieved 
international renown as one of the greatest cham· 
pions of the Faith in this century. 
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Since, like aU adherents .of contemporary ma-
terialism, Freeland Abbott cannot recognize the 
validity of transcendental values, · he a.~solutely 
refuses to acknowle.dge the fact that Islam h$8. any 
fixed teachin3s embodied in a.clistinct ciyllization 
of its own. A century ago, when the West w~ more 
strongly Christian and faith in transcendental 
values had not yet been uUerly undft)rmined, neither 
the believer 'nor the non-believer had any dQubt 
in his mind .as to what the teachings of Islam· were 
and where it took its stand face to face with the var
ious problems of life. But in the mind or' m~terialists 
like Freeland Abbott, Islam has no o~jective te,ality 
at all. What the majority of Muslims every~here 
have always underRtood alld practiced as. th~ir · 
faith therefore cannot be "Islam" but onJy ~'medi
evalism" and "traditionalism~'! For this reason he 
never bothers to inform his readers at the outset 
what the doctrines of the Q uran and Bunnak are and 
what Islam really stands for. Islam is simply what 
Muslims do, no matter how much that may conflict 
with Quran and Hadith. 

In the tug-of-war. between the traditionalists 
and the modernists, the anther stubbornly refuses 
to examine the arguments of the contending parties 
on their intrinsic, .logical merits. If ,the a.uthor's 
claims to scholarship are justified, then this work 
would require a dispassionate comparison between 
the consistency and inteUectual honesty of the 
former with the sophistries and hypocrisy of the 
latter. The failure of the modernists in the Muslim 
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world is inherent in the hopeles.s task of making 
incompatibles compatible. The double-mindedness 
of the modernists, who are pulJed in several directions 
at oncE', can never rise above, mediocrity .. Only 
people whd are single-minded in their purpose and 
are ready to struggle an'd make personal sacrifice 
for the ideals they cherish can hope for success. 
If the modernists idealize Islam as identical with 

· Western philosophies, then why retain the label of 
"Islam" or indeed claim to be '•Muslim" at all f 

These arguments, howeve~, carry ~o weight 
with the orientalists. They simply do not care 
about c:lemonstrating the superiority of character 
and level of intellectual activity of one as opposed 
to the other. Their aim is .nothing but to destroy the 
faith of the rising generations of Muslime in Islam. 
They want to encourage every heresy, every schism 
that appears on the horizon to sow .disunity and 
disssention within Muslim ranks. Since organized 
I~lamio activity has been 111ore or less successfully 
suppressed in the Arab world and Turkey~ the 
orientaliats are engaged in an all-9ut conspiracy to 
crush the Islamic movement in Pakistan. ·· The 
oriestalista support the_ modernists because they 
serve this purpose. Thus Freeland Abbot praises 
the. · heresies of modernism, not because th~y are 
c»nstructive and useful in strengthening the state 
of Pakistan but precisely for the opposite reaaon
beca1118 t~~ are th~ moat potent factors operating 
for the pohhcal, social, and cultural disintegration 
of the Muslim community. · This purely utilitarian 
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approach is evident in every line of the book. 

How do we know that orientalism is a cons· 
piracy f We can be quite certain of that fact 
because orientalism and m!ldernism are inseparable 
from each other .. From an ideological standpoint, 
there is no difference at all between the two except 
that the latter bears Muslim labels. Orientaliam 
gives its full support to the modernists, not only 
morally but materially as well. Proof of the 
identity of orientalism and modernists is the fact 
that when Dr. Fazlur Rahman was ousted in 
1969 from· his pos~_ as Director of the Islamic 
Research Institute in Rawalpindi for his heretical 
pronouncements by"'"" out-raged Pakistanis, thanks 
to the patronage of the orientalists, he went to 
America and now teaches ·•Islamics" at; an 
American university. 

Like all his colleagues, Freeland Abbott is 
misinformed about the true position of the 
modernists in the Muslim world today. They 
assume that Kemal Ataturk, Habib Bourg~iba, 
Gamal Abdul Nasser and ex-president Ayub Khan 
are the representative spokesmen of the oontempo· 
rary Muslim community. Orientaiists cannot get it 
through their heads that these heresies have never 
been accepted by the people who are aick and 
tired of hypocritical novelties. This is ~he cause 
of the unrelenting warfare between the rulers and 
the ruled: 

The present struggle more or 1811 in all Muslim ooun
triea is that the people are not p.reapared to go along with 
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the rulers in the direction in which they are trying to take 
them and the rulers are not prepared to lead the people in 
the direction in which they desire to move. This has 
reanlted in a_ perpetual conflict in all the Muslim countries 
of the world. And that is Islam today I • . 

The standards of scholarship in this book are 
appalling. Since the author knows not a word of 
Arabic, Persian or Urdu, he was compelled to 
accept all his information second-hand from English 
books~ Since the sources on which ·he depends 
are themselves deeply prejudiced and he never 
questions their accuracy or reliability, the results 
can well be imagined. The language he uses por
trays nothing but cynicism and contempt for the 
entire religious and cultural legacy of Islamic civil
ization. A reader unacquainted with the subject 
1,·ould suppose that Islam is nothing but cold, 
~~)uless, lifeless ritualism and legalism, and that the 
Shari'ah means only legalized polygamy, easy 
divorce, enslavement of war prisoners, imposing 
the poll-tax upon infidels and amputating the hand 
of the thief. By discussing these laws out of their 
proper context, he paints the blackest and ugliest 
possible picture of Islam. The question never 
occurs to him how sUch an- unwGrkable, unrealistic 
religion devoid of virtues could secure the loyalty 
and devotion unto death of hundreds of millions 
of people throughout the world for fourteen 

• I•'- !'odaf1, Abul Ala Haudoodi, Idara Matbuat-e-Talaba, Xaraohi, 
1168, p, 67. 
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centuries and flourish even in the most adverse cir
cumstances. 

The intelligent and mature reader can only 
react. with disappointment with the superficiality 
of his whole analysis of the subject. Whenever 
he tries to compare incidents in the Islamic history 
of the Indo-Pak sub-continent with the Christian 
church in Europe and America, the analogies are 
ludicrously far-fetched. In the preface, he acknow
ledges his indebtedness to the research grant he 
received from the Ford Foundation and the Full
bright research grant from. the United States . 
Educational Foundation without which he admits 
his book could not have been published. "Naturally 
none of these institutions is responsible for what 
is said here but I am grateful to them for giving me 
the opportunity to say H." The finished product, 
however, is remarkable for its lack of originality. 
Nothing is said here tba'b has not been repeated by 
other orientalists a thousand times b('fore. For 
any student familiar with the subject-matter, it 
makes tiresome reading indeed. His trite and 
stereotyped thinking has nothing to teU us except 
that Islam is out-of-date and the rising generations 
in Muslim lands must be compelled to accept that 
assumption by any means, fair or foul. 



EPILOGUE 

The most glaring fact which emerges from the 
preceeding pages is that our adversaries cannot bring 
forth any serious arguments to refute the truth of 
the Quran and the Sunnah. Despite the faci ~hat 
most of these orientalists hold important positions 
and can boast of considerable erudition, they can 
do no more than curse, denounce, ridicule and in 
some cases, even distort facts. The theme of all 
their writings is that Islam must be abandoned 
on the premise that anythi.ng revealed fourteen 
centuries ago is necessarily obsolete and irrelevant 
for the technological civilization of today. With 
their rejection of transcendental values, "change" 
is upheld as the supreme good and anything old 

. must,~e discarded as useless if mankind is to "pro
gress •.· The premise that Islam is "out-of-date" 
.te :on~idered by these people as sufficient proof 
of.1ts made~u~cy and irrelevance for contemporary 
~an. lfthi~ ts true, th~n why are they so utterly 
m~a.pable with all thetr learning and intellectual 
abthty of any logical argument on the basis of 
sound scholarship. ? . Islam is merely condemned 
because it conflicts with the prevailing materialist 
outlook. Therefore, they -conclude, that if the 
Quran a~d · Sunrrah nnd the sacred Skariah that 
derives from these sources can not be reconciled · 
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with the current fashionable philosophies, then 
Islam must be false ! Modern civilization is neither 
infallible, invincible nor indestructible. Its errors 
and blemishes are so glaring that no serious thinker 
can ignore them. None of the oricntalists discussed 
at such length here, can convincingly. pr()ve why 
Western civilization is superior to lslani.hr civil
ization in explicit terms. Neither can they explain 
in specific detail why our enemies cannot deny the 
authenticity of the Quran and. the careful preserva
tion to this day in its original form. Even the 
most hostile critics do not deny the greatness of 
the Holy Prophet Muhammad (peace · and blessings 
of Allah he upon him). Either he must be Prophet 
or imposter but the imposter can never persevere 
under difficulties nor does he ever do any con· 
structive work to support his claims. The entire 
life work, personal character and their combined 
influence in revolutionizing society ov~r such an 
extensive area.. of the world for so many 'Centuries, 
infinitely more tban any. ,oth_er gre~t tr:laD . ever 
achieved, is sufficient to prove the sup!emacyof 
the Prophet Muhammad (peace and blessings· of, 
Allah be upon him). · 

We must now' discuss further the futility of , 
expecting our enemies .. to change and study our 
faith objectively and sympathetically. ,· · · 

Every person, good or bad, has hi~ . ~wn . philo· 
sophy of life upon which he acts accordingly. The 
criminal has his own criminal mind aml were ·we to 
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accept his premises, his anti-social acts are entirely 
justified. could we_ glimpse what . goes on inside 
the mind of the insane, their behaviour is logical 
and reasonable. Likewise, the Hindu, the Buddhist, 
the Christian and the Jew . are each distinguished 
by a unique way of thinking which from their outlook 
is the only valid truth. Consequently, it is inevi
table that an_ adherent of one religion or ideology 
judge another solely oli the basis of his own values. 

· No society can possibly survive unless firmly 
based on an accepted set of values cherished by its 
members. These values, which differ from culture 
to culture, are the criteria by which a people judges 
what is good and what is not good. Should an 
individual from one society come into contact with 
another society based on an entirely different set · 
of values, he is psychologically compelled to judge 
according to his· own standards-. not theirs. Hence 
the fallacy of "objectivity." In the realm of religion 
and philosophy it does not and cannot exist. 

The philosophy of 8.11 the orientalists, whose 
works were discussed on the preceding pages, rests 
on the following assumptions : 

1. The uncritical acceptance of Cbarles Darwin's 
theory of evolution that mankind emerged from 
very lowly animal origins ; that when life first 
appeared on earth, it was of the simplest and 
lowliest which over the ages evolved into more 
and more complex and highly devolo:ped 
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creatures at the apex of which stands the human 
race. 

!. That Darwin's theory of biology is equaJiy valid 
·when applied to human society which has 
emerged from the most primitive level, such as 

·that · of ·the Australian and South African 
Bushman,. into more and more complex . and 
highly developed oultures at the apex of which 
stands modern Western civilization. 

3. Therefore, to defy modern Western culture is 
tantamount to defying the .law of evolution, to 
rebel against progress, against the law of nature 
itself. The · progress from the low, primitive 
culture to more. and more highly advanced 
civilization is not only desirable but an inevit- .. 
able law of nature. Since every change is an 
improvement along the road to progress, the 
newest must always be the best and any attempt 
to defend older or previously established 
standards means retrogression to a uaore 

primitive and constricted existence. 

4. Modern scientific knowledge has rendered ~l! 
religions baaed upon divine -revelation and. 
transcendental values obsolete. A society 
whose members regulate all aspects of their • 
lives according to a divinely-revealed Ia w, equally 
valid for all times and . all places, inevitably 
re~:~ults ip c-qltaraJ sta(lnation Alld h4ckwarqnes11 
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because once the truth is known, it cannot be 
changed, and without change, no "progress" is 
possible. 

These are the criteria by which the orienta.Iists 
judge our faith. Because the entire Islamic concept 
of life ia so alien to this philosophy, their attitude 
cannot be anything but hostile. So long as their · 
minds remain distorted, so shall their understanding 
of Islam. The latter is only a reflection of the former. 
It cannot be otherwise. 

ID claiming absolute moral and cultural values, 
supernaturally revealed which retain their full 
authority regardless of time and place, Islamic 
teachings emphatically reject the Western concept 
of mech~nical evol~tionary progress. Contemporary 
thought assumes that religion began with animism, 
succeede4 by ~olytheism, then envolved into ethical 
monot~eisJQ. and finally all previous religious beliefs 
have been' superseded by "scientlfio" materialism 
which regards the endeavour .to im.prove JQ.an's 
worldly ~appinesa ·and 'physical well.:being as the 
supreme pnrp~~ of life.··· · 

The d~votees: ~f evolcition&rY · progress tell· us 
that . since. ~he problems.· and ciroum.stances of 
modern Ufe are 'so ut~rly different from that which 
ma~ faCed .:;bl ~tlie~ p~t~ what was gQod for man a 
th~ntJ-y.mrif.go is.b&d for·him now:. But it is a 
fact that d~p{te · all the variations in the physical 
environment that humans have encountered from cave 
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man to the Space Age, his mind· and body have not 
altered in the least and his disposition, his natural 
urges, his attributes, his physical strength and 
intellectual capacity, the rules governing his 
behaviour and the motives that induce him to act, 
the innate virtues and evils of his nature and the 
psychological motivations that lead him to do good 
or evil and even the natural forces operating upon 
him on earth are exactly the same now as they 
were thousands of years ago. In view of these_ 
facts, what truth is left in the com pia cent assump
tion that wha~ was right and true yesterday is 
wrong and false today ? 

The true believer does not regard progress in 
science and technology as identical to the spiritual 
and moral improvement of the human race for the 
spiritual and material sides of progress are totaiJy 
different aspects of life which do not necessarily 
depend on each other. The struggle for moral and 
spiritual p~rfection must begin anew with each gen-
eration. The human race can never achieve spiritual 
perfection as a result of its collective' materia) tri
umphs. Science cannot be a satisfactory substitute 
for religion for it can provide us with information 
only about material things. It may be able to give 
quite a satisfactory explanation kofo Jife is creat
ed but it has no answer as to why life exists. 
Modern science is by its very nature incapable 
of giving either the activities of nature or those of . 
man any meaning or purpose. Scien-ce enables man 
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to harness the forces of nature to hi& advantage but · 
it cannot tell him if he should use this knowledge for 
constructive or destructive ends. Least ··or all is 
science capable of providing man with any moral 
guidance or spiritual sustenance which are among 
the most urgent and indispensable of human needs. 

What progreas has been achieved since the 
European Renaissance and the so-called "Enlighten
ment"? Philosophers for the last three centuries 
have promised, us through the replacement of reli
gious "superstition" with scientific "rationalism", 
to transform this world into an earthly paradis_e. We 
hear a great deal of propaganda these days about 
the necessity for the "advanced" countries of 
Europe and America to assist backward Asia and 
Africa to banish poverty, disease, ~lliteracy and 
attain universal high Jiving standards. If the re
sources of the earth, properly utilized, are more than 
sufficient to enable all humans to live in.abundance, 
prosperity and happiness, why after all these cen
turies of striving to that end, is the goal further 
from realization now than ever before ? 

· The reasons can be explained through the 
selfishness inherent in human nature which comes 
to the ·fore in the absence of nobler ideals. 
If there is ~o G'od and if·thoexistence of the indivi
du&tialimited to his brief span on earth; if the 
grave is the end and there is no Divine judgment, 
reward or punishment in the Hereafter, then the 
only purpose of life is to seek personal happiness, 
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comfort and prosperity for one's self and one's pro
geny. The morality of the atheist can never rise 
any higher than what is dictated by expediency 
and opportunism. Consequently, if ·man has no 
fear of Allah, there is nothing to restrain the strong 
from preying on· the weak. History proves that 
this is as true of nations as individuals. The world 
becomes a jungle and it is every man for himself. 
Excessive self-indulgence in material .comforts . and 
pleasures leads to the disintegration of the individual 
personality, and the total disintegration and collapse 
of the society. Thus it is today that it is in the centres 
of greatest a:ffiuence where spiritual. starvation 
is most acute. The break-up of th~ family, the 
epidemic of iJlicit sex, drug and alcohol addict!on, 
vulgar.ity ahd obscenity in the mass-media, arts and 
entertainments, the obsession of modern man with. 
frivolous play and meaningless amusements, racial 
discrimination, the prevalence of crime, lawlessness, 
anarchy and tyranny, the unprecedented brutality 
of modern war and the prodigous waste of natural 
and human resources for the most nonsensical luxuries 
are the outstanding realities of contemporary life. 
In view of these irrefutable facts, where is that 
"progress'' and "enlightenment" promised to man
kind by the worshippers of secular humanism ? 

Islam is the only alternative that can integrate 
the individual harmoniously with society and bring 
these evils to an end. No. man-made religion or 
philosophy can_ do this. Man-made faith, prejudiced 
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at the outset by individual or national sentiments, 
can never command universal respect and binding 
authority. Materialism can never inspire the in
dividual with the spirit of self· sacrifice indispens
able for the preservation of the community and the 
survival of its way of life. 

We must combat the conspiracy of the oriental
ists by presenting Islam honestly, forthrighly and 
courageously, uncaring whether the West Jiket:J it or 
not. We must ~upport· organized Islamic movements 
wherever they are to be found and devote all our 
energies toward their consolidation and expansion. 
We must obey the Holy Quran and the Sunnah of 
the Holy Prophet, abandon dualism and hypocrisy 
and all things not approved by Allah. Those who 
recognize the mission of the Islamic movement as 
true must cooperate and help it and those who 
oppose it and collaborate with the orientalists, must 
·be prepared for drastic retribution in this life and 
in the world to oome . 

•••• 
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